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ABSTRACT

Land-based industries provide the majority of New Zealand's export earnings.

The scale of production in the larger industries accounting for this trade creates

significant dependency on export markets. The performance of these industries in the

international location, therefore, has a marked influence on the country's prosperity.

The process of taking land-based products from pasture to plate encompasses a

value system. A value system (depicted as the Z-form Model, overleaf) includes all

sequentially aligned organisations through which product flows from the producer to the

international consumer. Value systems also include the linkages between adjoining and

non-adjoining organisations. The objective of the study was to develop a theory of the

configuration and management of export-dependent land-based value systems, supported

by case study material drawn from select New Zealand industries.

The Z-form Model constituted a framework from which both relevant

contributions and shortcomings in the literature were identified. A conjoint approach to

theory building, encompassing both theoretical and empirical contributions, was

developed. Empirical evidence was then gathered through multiple case studies of the

meat and pipfruit industries to augment theory building. Particular attention was paid to

empirical processes relating to the generation of wealth and its subsequent distribution.

Phenomena observed through case research were reduced into concepts, and the

relationships between concepts identified. Concepts and relationships were - then

presented as an emergent theory in the form of a causal network. Some of the

perspectives and behaviours of value systems were supported by the literature, however,

many considerations were found to be unique.

A theory of the configuration and management of New Zealand's export-

dependent value systems is presented. The theory encompasses empirically based value

system strategies that serve to enhance wealth generation and wealth distribution.

Normative value systems, based on the Z-form Model, that return wealth to

organisations in the home-base location are provided. Further opportunities for wedth

creation and repatriation are identified.
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CHAPTER OI\-E : INTRODUCTION

MOTryATION, RESEARCH APPROACII A}ID PROBLEM STATEMENT

It is a pure unadulterated country life. They get up early because they have so much to
do and ga to bed early because they have so liftle to think about.

Oscar Wilde. (1E91). The Picture of Dorian Gray.

l.l MOTIVATION FOR THE STTJDY

Land-based industries are important to the standard of living in many dweloped

countries. Industries zuch as agriculture, forestry, and horticulture make a significant

contributionto export earnings (greaterthan l5%) inNew ZnalndAustrali4 Denmarh The

Netherlands, Spam, France, and the United States of America. For example, in New Z'ealand

the ctrrent contribution from the land-based s€ctor is $10.3 billiorq representing 5l% of total

export receipts (Mnistry of Agriorlture & Fisheries (N{AF), 1996). The significance of the

land-base sector is fi.rrther heightened with export-depvrdency, when the domestic economy

is simply too small to conzume all of the land$ased production. New Zealand, Australia and

Denmark, and to a lesser degree SpTq France and the United States are all developed

countries where the zuccess of the land-based s€ctor is dependent on export markets.

The performance of land-based industries in these countries has declined for several

decades. For example, New Zealand's terms of trade - the average price of e4ports divided

by the average price of inputs @alziel & Lattimore, 1991) - have declined steadily since the

1950s (New Zealand Trade Development Board (NZTDB), 1990). As the terms of trade has

declined New Zealand has had to increase the volume of exports to pay for the same quantity

of imports. Howwer, the "adverse change in relative prices can [only] be overcome if a

country can increase its export volume by a larger proportion" (Chatterjee, 7992, p. 236).

Crocombe, Effight, and Porter (1991) conectly observed that exporting greater volumes in
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response to declining terms of trade wasforcing New Zealand into the position of having to

increase export volumes to maintain a desirable standard of living; a position that does not

appear zustainable in the long term.

New Zealand's "vulnerability to adverse terms of trade movements is a'reflection

of the large size of the commodity, price taking component, of foreign exchange

earnings" (NZTDB, 1990, p. l0). The economies of other developed countries sutrer

the same fate to the adverse terms of trade facing the land-based sector but New Zealand

remains particularly rnrlnerable. In general terms, the motivation of this thesis is to better

understand the strategic initiatives required to improve the performance of export-

dependent land-based industries. Improvements to the performance of these industries

will then rezult in improvements to the standard of living in these economies. The

intention is to develop from the New Zealand case a theory of performance improvement

in these industries, that can be generalised to other countries.

The production of land-based goods meeting internationd consumers' specifications

requires the involvement of several organisations. These organisations will be located both

on- and offshore. Numerous acadernic disciplines appear to contribute to the processes

purzued by these various organisations, yet no single theory has emerged to benefit

academics, researchers and practitioners. Therefore, a further aim of the study is to dwelop a

theory of the configuration and management of export-dependent land-based value systans

which can be applied to consider the creation and distribution of wealth

New Zealand's land-based industries have been the subject of a multitude of

reviews during the last two decades. Many of those studies have been completed by

supply-side economists who ignore issues such as the unique attributes of land-based

industries and their export dependency. Therefore, there is a need to develop and

present a holistic view of these value systems.

Chapter One presents a discussion of motivation for the study. The core literature on

international trade and international competitiveness is introduced and attnbutes of these

trade theories are briefly reviewed in Section 1.2. Section 1,3 provides a discussion of the

development of the research objective from fust principtes. The research objective is then
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presented. The research philosophy and research approach adopted for this study are

described in the following section. The thesis outline is presented as the conclusion to

the chapter.

Intrinsically New Zealand's land-based industries are international tradbrs. The

modern history ofNew Zealand, The Great War and World War II asidg is inseparable from

the dwelopment of international trade in land-based commodities. The performance of these

industries is often explained using theories of international trade (see Enders & Lapaq 1987),

and more recently, theories of international competitivaness. Motivation for the study was

first provided by the recognition of deficiencies in such theories. Attributes of the

theories of comparative and competitive advantage are now discussed.

TIIEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND BUSINESS

I{E CLASSICAL TIIEORIES OF SMTH A}lD RICARDO and the Heckcher-

Ohlin theory of international trade are reviewed briefly in this section. The product

life cycle approach to international trade, atfiibuted to Vernon (1966) (see Wells,

1972), is then briefly introduced. Porter's (1990) theory of a nation's competitive advantage

is described and his contribution to international rade theory identified.

The forces of supply and demand in a free market are capable of selecting an

equilibrium price and an equilibrium quantity toward which "actual price and quantity may

gravitatd'@aumol & Blinder, 1985, p. 56). The availability of resources, the efEciencies of

production, and the prices of related outputs will influence the supply of a good within a

country @nders & Lapaq 1987). The demand for a good will depend on the good's price,

population size, conzumers' income, tastes, and the prices of srbstinrte and complernentary

goods @aumol & Blinder). Enders and Lapan stated that'trade takes place because of price

differences between countries" (p 7) Therefore, in the absence of trade prices of a good will

differ benveen countries,

Smith (1776/1981), Ricardo (1,521/1971), and Heckscher and Ohlin (Ohliq 1933)

proposed ganeral theories of international trade. The respective theories are absolute
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advantage, comparative advantage and factor endowment. The theories of trade commonly

use a two good, two country model to describe autarky conditions and prices, the effects of

specialisatiorl the direction of trade, and post-trade conditions and prices,

Absolute advantage may arise because of differences in natural resourc€s, labour,

capital, technology and entreprenanrship (Smittr, 17761198l'} The theory of absolute

advantage states that under free fade each counbry should specialise in producing those

goods that it can produce most efficiently. Some ofthe goods would then be exported to pay

for goods produced elsewhere, in doing so Smith showed that nations would benefit from

trade. Ricardo (1821/1971) developed Smith's model firther proposhg that trade will occur

even when a nation holds an absolute advantage in the production of both goods. Ricardo's

theory of comparative advantage states that each country will specialise in the good with the

lowest opportunity cost. Therefore, countries will specialise in the production of goods in

which they have a comparative advantage. A country's comparative advantage is the result

of relative differences in the oppornrnity cost of factor endowments. New Zealand's

comparative advantage may be succinctly described as plant growth.

The cost differences rezulting from relative differences in factor endowments are

explained ir p*t, by the Heckscher-Ohlin Theory (Ohtq 1933). This theory attempts to

explain the reasons for differences in autarkic prices @nders & Iap.tL 1987). For example,

products from New Zealand's land-based industries are often less expensive than those from

other countries because the costs of production are considerably less. The theories of trade;

absolute advantagg comparative advantage, and relative factor endowment historically

explain the likely direction of a country's trade.

The product life cycle approach to trade (Vernoq 1966) places "less anphasis upon

comparative cost doctrine and more upon the timing of innovatiorU the effects of scale

economies, and the roles of ignorance and uncertainty in influencing trade patterns" (p. 190).

The theory attempts to explain the source of new products, the rationale for standardising

products and the wentual maturing of products. Unlike the classical theories of international

trade the product life rycle approach was developed at business schools. Wells (1972)
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suggests that "researchers in business schoolsr were interested in developing useful tools for

policy formulation" (p. 5) by the firrn, industry or government.

The product life cycle approach provides useful insight to both the multinational

enterprise (Dunning, 1981, 1993) as a vehicle for international trade and Portet's (1990)

more recent postulate - the competitive advantage of nations. For oramplg all tkee theories

suggest that innovation is more likely to occur near markets with sfong derrand; that home

demand" rather than foreign demand, is a necessary pre'requisite for risk capital; and that

producers located near to the market have lower costs in transferring market knowledge.

The traditional theories of intemational trade consider tade from industries within a

common geographic base. Because trade is considered at an aggregate (industry) level the

behaviour of individual firm's is ignored. The product life cycle approach shifted the focus of

international trade from factors of production to prduct attributes. The contnlbution firms

make to international trade was at last being considered. However, the industry's

configuratiorL and the linkages between firms within an industry were disregarded. For

example, the c'reation of synergy in an industry through mutual collaboration or competition

bet'ween firms was ignored. Porter (1990) recognised that the traditional theories of

comparative advantage - focused on relative costs of production - were no longer adequate to

describe the direction and patterns oftrade Dunning (1993) has also suggested that the trvo-

factor model of resource allocation should be widened to ernbrace all assets. Porter sought to

explain the relationships (linkages) benveen firms within an industry in the form of a diamond.

He described zuccessful trade in terms of national competitive advantage identiSing four

broad conditions necessary for the competitive advantage of a nation. Collectively these

sources were postulated to shape the environment in which the nation's firms either zucceed

or fail. Porter stressed that competitive advantage depends on all parts of the diamond and

not the presence, or otherwise, of a single source.

While competitive advantage is not an absolute requirement for intemational trade it

appears a desirable position for the host nation to achieve, Porter's (1990) diamond model is

t Sady S€tvarajah and Cutbrsh-SabLrc (1991) obsenred that maq'hrsiness schmls in Ausralia and

New Ze.rland claim to teach international business ya they "continue to emphasise the snrdy of international
trade and economics' (p. )c\ii).
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presentd in Figure l.l. Porter identifies the four sources of a nation's competitive

advantage as factor conditions, demand conditions, related and supporting industries,

and firm strateg'y, stnrcture and rivalry depicted as the diamond's corners. Two additional

variables are identified as government and chance depicted with their zupposedly less

important interastions outside the diamond

Figure 1.1. The complete system: The competitive advantage of nations.

Nofe, From The Comptitive Advantage of Nations (p.'127), by M. E. Porter, 1990, New York: Free

Press.

The host nation's firms are claimed to operate within industry groupings (Porter,

1990). Interactions between firms within an industry are likely to occur through either

competitive or collaborative linkages (Hamel, Doz, & Prahalad, 1989). Porter's

diamond theory, therefore, provides an alternative view to the theories of Vernon,

Heckscher and Ohlin, Ricardo, and Smith; all of whom considered output from an
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industry in isolation from the firm. The diamond theory identifies the role of linkages

between firms in an industry and attempts to predict the optimum industry configuration.

The first sourc€ for competitive advantage is factor conditions. Factor conditions are

described as frctor endowmert Oasic factors such as labour, land and nanral rexiurces and

advanced factors slch as capital, knowledge and infrastnrcture), the hierarchy between

factors, factor creation and selective factor disadvantage (Porter, 1990). Fastor endowments

are those largely considered by the Heckscher-Ohlin theory. However, Porter suggestd that

'the most important factors to competitive advantage in most industries, especially the

indusries most vital to productivity growth in advance economies, are not inherited but are

sreated within a nation" b. 74).

Land-based production and processing organisations in New Zealand attempt to

e4ploit foreign basic factors and create advanced factors perhaps having recognised that the

advantages from basic frctors are often enceedingly fleeting (Porter, 1990). The New

Zealand Dairy Board the New Zeaiand Apple and Pear Ivlarketing Board (NZAPMB) and

the Asian New Zealand Meat Company (AIIIZCO) source frrm products from overseas

producers. To avoid EC trade barriers the NZDB purchases milk solids from EC producers

for aerosol cream products sold in Europe (NDB, 1992c). Similarly, the NZAPMB has

entered into a joint invesment with the Chilean finrit company Zeus SA to market fir.rit

sourced from Chile to 'better service customers and return profits to New Zealan{'

(NZAPMB,1992,p.9).

Demand conditions are the second source for comp*itive advantage. Demand

conditions refer to the structure of dernan4 home demand composition, demand size and

pattern of growttr" and the internationalisation of dernand conditions @orter, 1990). The

internationalisation of domestic dernand is a function of the mobility or multinationality of

local buyers and the influences of foreign needs. Porter's demand conditions are largely

located in the home nation, the internationalisation of domestic demand is reported to pill
dernand ofthore. Porter descn"bes the internationalisation of dernand as a passive process

which provides a marked contrast to the behaviour of mr"rltinational, global, international and

transnational organisations @artlett & Ghoshal, l9S9). Demand conditions, centred on the

home natioq provide little recognition of sources offoreign dernand or export dependency.
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Porter's (1990) third source necessary for competitive advantage is internationally

competitive related and zupporting industries. Related and zupporting industries have inputs,

technologies, activities and customers in common, ty?ica[y fomring an industry cluster

(Porter). While related and zupporting indusries are required to be internationdly

competitive they too are described as being home based

The fourth and final source for competitive advantage is firm strategy and stnrcture.

Firm strategy and stnrcture describes the forces influencing the creation of companies, their

organisation and managernent, and the level of domestic rivalry @orter, 1990). The strategy

and structure of firms is a function of managers' goals, firms' goals, the influence of national

prestige and the importance of zustained commitment.

Govemment and chance also influence the performance of the nation- Porter (lDO)

described governrnent's role as a catalyst and challenger. Chance events such as inventions,

discontinuities slch as discoveries of mineral deposits or floods, and war can shift competitive

position. Porter's diamond theory of competitive advantage is a useful dwelopment from the

somewhat abstract theories of comparative advantage and frctor endowment. The theory,

dweloped from industry-wide case research in ten counfiies, has been used to describe a

nation's trade (see Crocombe et al., l99l). However, Cartwright (1993b) correctly states

that the theory is yet to be validated. Notwithstanding the criticisng Porter (1990) made two

significant contributions to the theory of intemational trade. Firstly, he identified the

importance of linkages between firms within an industry; firm stratery structr.lre and rivalry

Secondly, he directed analysis at indusfries and industry clusters, proposing that competition

and collaboration between firms within an industry is likely to be a potential source of

competitive advantage hitherto ignored,

1.2.I Application of the diamond theory to NZ's land-based industries

In 1990 TRADENZ commissioned Porter to study New Zealand's competitive

advantage. The aim of the study was to evaluate the performance of New Zealand's

industries using Porter's (1990) diamond theory The New Zealand study, known as the

Porter Project, was published in l99l (Crocombe et al., l99l). The project involved 25

industry studies ofwhich four (dairy, forestry, electric-fencing, and software) were published,
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Crocombe et d. (1991) criticised New Zealand's industries for failing to add value.

The structure of many of New Zealand's land-based industries was reported as being non-

competitive and thereforg detrimental to the purzuit of competitive advantage. Furthermore,

the lack of participation in higher education and the reliance on the state by much of the

population was correctly damned However, by Porter's own admissiorU the method used in

the study should be considered suspect. In his original ten country study Porter avoided

industries highly dependent on natural resources. Porter (1990, p. 28) claimed that "zuch

indusries do not form the backbone of advanced economies, and the capacity to compete in

them is more oplicable using classical theory''. New Ze,Jarlrd, and to a lesser e:cent

Australia, provide an obvious paradox to this claim. Both Kuwait and Brunei, two newly

developed countries largely dependent on the extraction and orportation of petroleum

products, also provide other less obvious but equal examples. The percentage ofproducts

exported by New Zealand's land-based industries is preseirted in Table l.l (overleaf).

The data in Table L l establish the depetdenq of New Zealand's land-based

industries on export markets. For example, some 92% of kiwifruit grolvn and74o/o of apples

grown in New Zealfid are exported. New Zealanders, already with one of the highest

conzumptions offiruit per capita in the world (E. A Cameron" personal communication, July,

1996), would need to consume an additional 227kg of fruit per capita per anntm to allwiue

the need for exporting apples and kiwifruit.

Porter's (1990) dismissal of industries largely depandent on natural resources in his

original study appears to be appropriate where products are sold in an undifferentiated,

zubstantially raw form. One can only postulate that perhaps New Zealand's dairy and forestry

industries had zufficiently reduced raw materials' contribution to wiurant their inclusion in the

Porter Project. However, the majority (94%) of income from New Zealand's pipftrit

industry (an unpublished study) is derived from the sale of fresh fruit (NZAPMB, 1992); an

industry higltly dependent on the sale of raw material. The inclusion of land-based industries

and therefore, the appropriateness of the diamond to explain New Zealand's flack of]

competitive advantage was unexplained.
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Table 1.1. The ranking of world export share (relative to other NZ domiciled

industries) and the percentage of produd consumed domestically from NZ land-

based industries.

lndustry Rank
Export

(vo) lndustry Rank
Export

(o/o)

Kiwifruit

Sheepmeat

Scoured wool

Chemical
wood pulp

Sheep pelts

lnedible offal

Whole milk
powder

Boneless beef

Greasy wool

Sausage
casings

Bufter

Casein

Edible otfal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

12

13

92

76

90

93

66

70

60

97

Skim milk
pouder

Tallow

Fish fillets

Apples

Mechanical
wood pulp

Racehorses

Wood

Aluminium

Woollen yam

Frozen fish

Venison

Cheese

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

n

23

24

25

92

74

90

55

96

40

57

62

Nofe. The data is trom lJpgrading New Zealad's Competitive Advantage (p. 204), by G. T.

Crocombe, M. J. Enright, and M. E. Porter, 1991,Auckland: Oxford University Press; 'Muhiple

Linked 'Diamonds' and the Intemational Competitiveness of Export-Dependent Industries: The

New Zealand Experience," by R. W. Cartwright, 1993, Management lntemational Review, 33

(Speciaf fssue), p. 61; New Zealand Official Yearbook, by Statistics New Zealand, 1993,

Wellington: Author; Strategic Plan 1993-2000, by New Zealand Meat Producers Board, 1993,

Wellington: Author.

Porter's (1990) home country diamond theory was reviewed by authors

contributing to a special issue of Management International Review. Rugman (1993)

stated emphatically that "all of the papers advocate modifications" (p. 5) to the diamond.

Rugman and Cruz (1993) and Hodgetts (1993) offered doablediamonds n an attempt

to explain Canada's and Mexico's international competitiveness respectively. In both

cases the second diamond depicts US home country forces. International borders

identifiing home country commercial activities between Canada and the US, and Mexico

and the US have been eroded under the North American Free Trade Agreement. Bellak
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and Weiss (1993) argued that Austria's application for EC membership similarly reduces

the importance of the home country forces identified by Porter's diamond. Carnwight

(1993b) identified several weaknesses in using Porter's diamond to predict or prescribe

improvements to competitive advantage in his study of the international competitiveness

of New Zealand's export-dependent industries. Carhvright described the'diamond

theory as:

[a] home-base model of international competitiveness. The theory specifies that

the controllable variables that determine the competitiveness of the firms in

international markets are all located in the domestic market environment. The

customer requirements and competitive pressures faced by firms at home are held

to be the principal reason for offshore success. (p 60)

Carnwight (1993b) found that New Zealand land-based industries with

insignificant home-markets relative to intemational markets; industries dependent on

basic factors as important inputs; industries where domestic tiualry is suppressed by

legislation; and industries that pursue offshore investment and a sustained presence in

international markets appeu to have achieved positions of competitive advantage.

Cartmight's results were the antithesis of that found by Crocombe et al. (1991).

Porter's (1990) diamond theory may be a powerful explanatory tool in the

appropriate environment, for example, the United States of America. However, its

application to export-dependent land-based industries in a small, geographically isolated

country without modification, is inappropriate. Carnwight (1993b) proposed that the

home country's diamond, the foreign country's diamond, and the linkages between them

provide the sources of competitive advantage. Dunning (1993) summarised the

significant contribution made by Porter's (1990) diamond to the theory of internafional

business. Dunning stated that:

the way the various parts of the diamond are put together and interact with each

other is determined by the macro-economic and macro-organisational systems

pursued by the country in question; and, however much, in their policies and

strategies, governments may be influenced by international events, it is they, and
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they alone, which have the sovereign jurisdiction over the control of assets within

their jurisdiction.... In the final analysis, it is the domestic organisation of the

ingredients of competitive advantage which will determine how many and what

kind of assets are generated and how they are used. It will no less influence the

'where'of addedvalue. (p. l3)

Competitive advantage "grows fundamentally out of value a firm is able to create

for its buyers that exceeds the fi.rm's cost of creating it" (Porter, 1985, p 3). As

observed by Cartwright (1993b) it is unfortunate that Crocombe et al. (1991) did not

undertake'freldwork in export markets or offshore investment sites" (p 58) Whether

or not New Zealand's export-dependent land-based industries have reached a position of

competitive advantage can only be determined by the empirical examination of their

performance in overseas markets,

Carnwight (1993b) also raised concerns with respect to the industry selection

criteria used by both Porter (1990) and Crocombe et al. (1991). Carffi/right suggested

that industries would be defined better using "competitor-based definitions" (p. 58)

rather than Porter's modified form of SITC classification, The difficulty of industry

classification is, however, far from new.

Publication of the Porter Project has been the catalyst for the renewed public

debate of New Zealand's land-based industries. Much of this debate focused on industry

configuration rather tban the pursuit of added value strategies, the capture of wealth by

New Zealand participants (processors and producers), and the subsequent increase in the

country's wealth (GDP). In doing so the debate largely continues the free market

arguments pursued by New Zealand and Australian agricultural economists over the last

twenty years (e.g., Campbell, 1973;McCann & Lattimore, 1990;Nicholson, 1990).

For several decades before 1984 successive New Zealand Govemments pursued

protection and exchange rate policies designed to benefit the agricultural sector. A range

of assistance measures evolved, including subsidies on farm inputs and outputs, and

agricultural services. These policies had side effects which were in turn countered by the

introduction of further measures. A maze of assistance programmes were in operation
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by the mid-l980s, of which the combined effects were complex (OECD, 1987). Market

prices - of which 4OYo was from subsidies (Prebble, R., 1996) - and returns were

distorted and resources were moved from competitive to protected sectors of the

economy. Resource shifts led to sub-optimal investment decisions. From 1984

government began addressing resource allocation distortions exacerbated by ilrevailing

policy. Government's policy, as presented in the Budget document of 1984, was to

quickly remove assistance across all activities in a progressive and predictable manner

(Douglas, 1984; Moyle, 1984) in conjunction with privatisation and the establishment of

autonomous govemment agencies (see Parker & Hartley (1991) for analysis of the

British experience). This policy has been largely maintained to date2.

Producer boards were evaluated by Treasury, and those concerned purely with

the local market phased out (Sandrey, l99l). The export-orientated boards, namely the

New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board, the New Zealand Dairy Board, the New

Zealand Meat Producers Board and the New Zealand Wool Board (NZWB) were

reviewed and remained virtually unchanged despite recommendations for loss of some

powers (Whitty, 1988; Crocombe et al., 1991; Hussey, 1992). More recently

govemment declined to absolve the New Zealand Kiwifruit Marketing Board (NZKNG)

of their statutory obligations (Clifton, 1993) granted in 1989 (Zwart & Moore, 1990).

However, in January 1994 the NZAPMB lost its domestic control of the pipfruit industry

('tsill transforming apple industry", 1993), a move promoted by the Board with majority

support from growers. Concurrently, potential pipfruit exporters can now apply to the

NZAPMB for an export license, yet there still remains strorg support for the single desk

selling operation ("Single desk", 1993).

Few authors have presented balanced views of New Zealand's land-based value

adding systems. Most studies simply pursue deregulation, largely for deregulation's sake

(e.g., Findlayson, 1993; Scrimgeour, 1993). In many cases deregulation is seen as the

end rather than a means of achieving better output. To date the most thorough and

plausible arguments for further deregulation, albeit largely of the supply side economics

t lfte Wine Industry Assistance Package (Fraser, 1989) and the establishment of the Nerv

Zealand Kiwifruit Marketing Board, a statutolr- marketing board (Honeybone, 1988) are notable
exceptions to Government policy.
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doctrine, have been provided by the Business Roundtable (see Hussey,1992,1993). The

Director of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries summarised the Hussey Report for

the Minister of Agriculture in November, l99Z @allard). Ballard agreed with Hussey's

recommendation3 to remove all regulations with some minor exceptions that "are

preventing competition and choice in agricultural processing and marketin$; and to

corporatise all the statutory marketing boards, iszue the shares to producers and allow

the shares to be traded freely" (p. 3). Consequently, MAF Policy developed a

programme of industry studies (Jeffery, 1993). However, Jeffery suspects that the

economic costs to New Zealand of the current processing and marketing arrangements

are not as great as that claimed.

Much of the current public debate focuses on the welfare of New Zealand

consumers with little attention paid to that of producers or processors. However, the

domestic market and the subject of national interest in domestic consumers' welfare, is of

only minor importance to New Zealand's export-dependent land-based industries

(Shirtchffe, 1988). For example, Furniss (1992) discussed both domestic and

international demand conditions in his study of New Zealand's blueberry industry.

However, he accepted Porter's (1990) hypothesis that only the rivalry of domestic firms'

influenced competitive advantage, despite acknowledging that the majority of product

was exported. Studies of New Zealand's export-dependent land-based industries,

therefore, need to encompass the entire industry system. The system boundaries ttuill not

coincide with the host nation's geographic boundary.

No holistic studies of the configuration or management of New Zealand's export-

dependent land-based industries have yet been undertaken. Aspects of contributing

disciplines are currently being used to foster specific interests. There is a tendency to

select particular attributes from the theory of the firm. Douglas and Burgess (1992), for

example, identified the weaknesses postulated by principal-agent theory in their report

damning the NZKMB (Barber, 1992). Cartvwight (1993a) noted in his rebuttal that

transaction cost theory, one explanation for vertical integratiorq had been ignored.

3 The New Z,ealandBusiness Roundtable employed ACIL, an Australian consultancy firm, to
complete a study of Nerv Zealand's producer boards (see Hussey, 1992), Progress on the studl"s
recommendations were reliet'ed by Hussey ( 1993) twelve months later.
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1.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESEARCH OBIECTIVE

SERIES OF QUESTIONS ARE NOW POSED to provide direction to the

dwelopment and zubsequent refinement of the research objective. Those

questions that are regarded to be worth answering are then considered ih terms of

the feasibility of exploring them. If questions have already been appropriately answered

results are reported. If questions have been answered from a select view attention is drawn to

the bias, or vested interest being pruzued. If a question has not been answerd or has not

been an*vered appropriatd, a priority is then assigred for research. Questions are derived

from first principles, in as much as no knowledge is taken for ganted. The purpose of the

section is to describe the dwelopment ofthe research objective.

Production from New Zealand's land-based industries has increased markedly over

the last three decades @nterprise New Zealand (EllZ), 1992a, l9y2b, 1992c,1993), the only

exception from this trend being production from the sheep industry (ENZ, 1992c). However,

increas€s in volumes have not kept up with declining real prices at the farm gate (Bruhn &

Lockhart, 1993; Reynolds & Moore, 1990), ex factory or FOB. Therefore, value added

"gets squeezed out" (NZDB, 1990, p. l0). The NZTDB (1990) attributed the decline of

export's value added to the stagnation of growth in GDP. New Zealand's land-based

industries contribute some 17 - 18% of New Zealand's GDP (Ddziel & Lattimore, l99l;

MAF, 1993; Narayan, l99l; TRADENZ, 1993). While their importance to the economy has

declined since the 1960s they still account for the majority of export receipts, and 10.8% of

the country's employment (Statistics New Zealand, 1995, p. la0).

Successive New Zealand governments during the 1980s systematically cultivated a

belief amongst New Zealanders that land-based industries held little importance to the

country's future (see Young 1988; Yere4 1992). The annual peroentage contribution to

New Zealand's GDP and export earnings (FOB) from land-based industries for the period

1970-1996 is presented in Table 1.2. New Zealand's land-based industries create significant

wealth as meazured by either GDP or foreign exchange earnings.

The important contribution to New Zealand's standard of living made by exports is

the proportion of value added domestically (NZTDB, 1990). Value added 'tepresents the
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difference between the sale value of products from an industry and the materials used up

producing those products" (Johnson, R W M., 1992, p 6l). The value added component is

a measure of processing industries' contribution to the value of exports. TRADENZ (1993)

acknowledged that over the last four decades the "profile and direction" (p. 17) of New

Zealand's exports has changed significantlya. Unfornrnately, the recent major

diversification of markas (Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT), 1993) is still

yet to be translated into zustained real export growth.

Table 1.2. New Zealand's land-lcased industriest contribution to annual GDP and

export eamings (FOB), expressed as percentages for the period 1970 to 1996.

Year

GDP from
agriculture

(Yo)

GDP from
forestry

(o/o)

Agricultural
exports (FOB)

(9/o)

Forestry exports
(FoB)

(Yo)

1 970

1973

1976

1979

1982

1 9E5

1988

1991

1994

1996

E.1

'10.1

8.8

7.7

6.3

7.1

7.7

6.7

5.5

5.0

0.8

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

1.2

1.6

1.9

2.0

2.2

95

96

89

93

92

65

63

50

a2

51

2.6

2.0

5.0

4.4

5.2

4.0

5.0

10.3

12.5

'12.o

rDoes not include contribution from leather, food, beverages and tobacco and excludes the

manufacture of wood products.

/Vofe. From editions of New Zealand Official Yearbook, by Department of Statistics, 1972,

1976, 1978, 1982, 1983, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1993, 1995, 1996, Wellington:Author.

The value added component of New Zealand's exports declined between the 1960s

and 1990s. In 1966 the value added ratio was 0.4, by 1987 the value added ratio had

declined to 0.35 (NZTDB, 1990). However, consideration of value added from the

processing sector alone underestimates the contribution fiom activities in the home-base

location. The value added ratio on-farm from the sheep and beef industries from 1986 to

1992 was 0.53 - 0.56 (MAF, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1993). Therefore, the inclusion of the on-

o Hisorica[y New Zealand exported undifferentiated agricultunl prodrts to Great Brirairl
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farm contribution to value adde4 being less dependent on imports than the processing sector,

enhances this measure of industry performance.

Value added should be recognised as the product of all firms participating in the

value system (Porter, 1985). However, few authors have attempted to analyse the entire

value adding process from producer to international consumer. R. Davis's (1993)

integrated conceptual model describing the creation of added value in the New Zealand

wool industry is one notable exception. Davis applied Porter's concept of value chain

analysis to New Zealand's wool industry, from the producer (using NZWB field officers

as de facto producer respondents) to the domestic fust stage textile proc€ssor. Davis

concluded that the New Zealand wool industry's value chain was inherently weak and

most participants were earning less than competitive returns on investment.

Most commentators recognise the importance of New ZeAmdpursuing ralue added

strategies. The NZTDB (1990) suggested that 'the expansion and dwelopment of exiSing

forex eaming indusnies with a zusainable competitive advantage" should be encouraged.

The NZTDB more specifically stated that'lalue added strategies should be purzued" (p. 13)

(see also MFAT, 1993; TRADENZ, 1993, 1994). Their recommendations were not

dissimilar to those of Crocombe et al. (1991). However, Crocombe et al. did not regard land-

based industries as a primary source of forex growth. Yet those same industries - as

described by participants such as Betts (1993), Hanison (1993), and Lucas (1993) - are

actively pursuing value added strategies. For example, the New Ze'aland Dairy Board's

(NDB) marketing strategy may be zummarised as adding value to products at wery

oppornrnity (NDB, 1992a).

Adding value to land-based products differentiates thern, at least partidly, in the

market place. By definition adding value reduces the proportional contribution from raw

materials to the value ofthe final product. Therefore, while at first glanc€ raw materials from

land-based industries have commodity statug oppornnities exist urd to a limited extent are

being purzued, to differentiate these products by adding value. One benefit of adding value is

to reduce the commodity, pricetaking status of land-based products thereby reducing price

risk. For example, both portion controlled venison midloins, mark*ed under the Cewena

brand or vacuum packed lamb noisettes, marketed under the brand New Zealand Lanrb are
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sold in chilled form. These products bear linle resemblance to the traditiond commodity

meat trade which solely comprised fiozen carcass€s. Nonetheless, the primary objective of

adding value strategies is to create competitive advantage, that will result in increased net

revenue. The danger to be avoided is that processes of adding value add greater cost' Value

added is recommended as a firm's strategy GlarrigarL 1983; Porter, 1985, TRADENZ, 1992)

and is claimed to increase wealth by contributing to GDP. Howev€r, over the past three

decades the value added contribution to GDP from New Zealand's land-based indusries has

declined (NZTDB, 1990). Thoeforg there appear to have been either impediments to the

creation of wealth or little incentive to do so. In attempting to explain this res:Ig many

studies have focused on industry configuratiorL particularly of those industries dominated by

producer boards (see Douglas & Burgess, 1992; Findlayso4 1993; Hussey, 1992, 1993'

Scrimgeour,lgg3), rather than the value strategies they pursue (e.g.' Betts, 1993; Davis, R,

1993 ; Fumiss, 1992; Harisoq 1993 ; Lucas, I 993).

One important decision that numagers of land-based value systerns must make

regUlarly and frequently is whether to disfibute income (return to suppliers, shareholders and

stakeholders) or invest income, enabling the further purzuit of value added strategies'

Dstribution will benefit participants in the short term while investment is to benefit both

participants and New Zealandresidents in the longer term. The managers of land-based value

systems are expected to be confronted with invesfinent problems and oppornrnities tlpical of

other international businesses (see Daniels, J. L. & Daniels, N. C., 1993). One difficulty likely

to be encountered when examining value added strategies is that internal transfer prices may

not resemble market prices (tlergert & Monis, l9S9). Transfer prices may be zuppressed

entirely where sequartial stages of processing occtr within the same organisation.

Organisations involved in international business @artlett & Ghoshal, 1989) oftan

require zubstantial investments in foreign counffies. These investments are designed to either

source relatively inexpensive raw materials, add value to products or position finished goods

in the host country's marketplace. Organisational stnrchrres involving headquarters in the

home-base location, and zubsidiaries in host countries have ernerged (Dunnin& l98l; Franko,

1976; Wilkins,lgTO,lg74). Firms with headquarters.subsidiary relationships are confrontd

with unique managemant problems and oppornrnities (Doa Bartlett, & Pratralad, l98l;

Hedlund, l98l; Otterbeclq l98lb; Prahalad &Doz,l981). For example, the NZDB's value
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added sfatery has resulted in investment, conffol and eventual ownership of some 120

foreign zubsidiaries. This strategy may en$re the long-term profitability of New Zealand's

cooperative dairy indusry. h ttrc short-term wealth is likely to be accrued by the foreign

country, with the expestation that wealth in the longer term is capturd by New Zealand

residents.

Value added strategies only increase New Zealand's wealth (GDP) when the benefits

are captured by New Zealand residents. The returns from foreign direct investment (Connor,

1981) must be captured by New Zealandresidents in the long term if national wealth is to be

increased. Note, however, that foreign invesfrnent is accounted for in a country's balance of

payments (Enders & Lup.t, 1987) but its productivity is not attnbuted directly to GDP.

International participants may be better equipped to dwelop sources of competitive

advantage. ln zuch value systems Ne\il Zealand participants must enhancg rather than detract

from that advantage. New Zealand's e4portdep€rdent land-based industries must, therefore,

be viewed as geographically domiciled with tentacles extending into foreign markets. Those

linkages with foreign markets appear to provide the added sourc€ for differentiation as well as

a mechanism to return market rents to New Zealand.

Given that New Zealand's export-dependent land-based industries create wealth or

have the oppornrnity to do so, their unique attributes now need to be considered. fu first

glance land-based industries appear to have several unique features. First, production is both

variable and seasonal. Variability from production processes and seasonality of production

are seldom encountered in manufacturing industries. Secondly, raw materials are produced

by a large number of relatively small scale producers. In manufacturing industries particular

components are rarely sourced fiom any more than one zupplier. Third, land-based

producers are not mobile, they are geographically fixed in a fashion akin to that found in

extraction industries such as oil and mining. However, undifferentiated products can be

sourced from outside the host country. For example, AITIZCO purchases Australian grain-fed

beef, theNZDB purchases milk in Britain and the NZAPMB purchases Cnanny Smith apples

from Chile. In each case the purchaser is leveraging+fthe New Zdand domiciled asset.

Land-based industries are seldom the subject of management and international

business research. Some researchers display an interest in the downstream activities of food
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and fibre industries (i.e., Rutenberg, 1982), however, only those from production based

backgrounds appear to recognise the importance of the value system from the perspective of

the producer (McRae, l99l; Car$/right, 1991, 1993c; Davis, R, 1993) or input supply

Nevertheless, much of the theory already dweloped from business schools for manufacturing

and senrice industries is orpected to be appropriate to this study

The problems and opportunities confronting a small country supplyng world markets

with goods from exportdependent land-based value systems need to be identified. Howwer,

the size of the resource base does not necessarily preclude indusries from entering markets

beyond the zupply capacity of the host nation. The host nation's industries can source

product intemationally, partiorlady when the orign of products is difrcult to distinguish strch

as apples (NZAPMB,Igg2) or the raw material's coutnbution to the final product is of little

real consequence, for example, raw milk in aerosol whipped cream products (NDB, 1992c).

A second difficulty confronting small counuies is the ornnipresent capital constraint.

Sweral of New Zealand's leading dairy cooperatives have sought greater capital

contributions from zuppliers. It is argued that equity capital is a common constraint of

cooperative structures, however, credit capacity of individuat farmers may be enhanced under

vertically coordinated production (Featherstone & SherricV,, 1992). The public company

provides a structure to raise equity capital readily but it tends to distribute wealth to

shareholders rather than zuppliers. This is the case with the acquisition of Watties by Heinz in

1992; wealth is no longer capturd by New Zealand participants but is being distributed to

(largely) American shareholders in the form of dividends.

How then are export-dependent land-based value systems best configured to create

wealth for New Zealand residents? There are few instances where the value systenL from the

production of raw material to the consumer, is the exclusive domain of a single firm. Value

qystems, therefore, encompass the value adding chains of a number of firms (Porter, 1985).

The configurement of value systerns in New Zealand's export-dependent land-based

industries appears to be deternrined by historical legislatiorL the collective demands of

producers, quasi-industry groups, market forces, and strategic managonort. The

preponderance of industry strategic plans suggests that some form of industry coordination

produces greater rewards than those created by the complete lack of intervention.
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Configurernent dessribes the type of linkages between the firms participating in the

value system. The exferne forms of configurement in New Zealand are, on the one hand,

vertical integration from the producer to wholesale and reliance on the market for each

lfurkage between producer, processo(s), marketers, distributors and wholesalers on the other.

The capture of legislation by various interest groups, particularly producers, howwer, has

created various forms of complete vertical integration.

Government configurement largely takes the form of producer boards exercising their

right of compulsory acquisition for export (e.g., NZDB, NZAPMB, NZ(MB). This industry

form has been under continual debate, notably during the last decade, by the New Zealand

Business Roundtable and free-mokel economists. Quasi-industry configurernent by

voluntary industry groups zuch as the Wine Institute of New Zealnd (Wtr\Z) and the New

Zealand Meat Industry Association (N dIA) attempts to enhance the value system by

proposing formal mechanisms for coordination. Quasi-industry organisatiorrs are often

supported by Governmant, for example, the N&IIA and the NZMPB, or WINZ and the

New Zealand Wine Guild of which the latter is a TRADENZ Joint Action Group (JAG).

Government and quasi-industry organisations attempt to configure the value systenL either

formally or informally, for the benefit of New 7*aland participants. Industry groups do not

attempt to manage the value system but rather configure the value system to the advantage of

key participants.

Vertical coordination appears to be the preferred configurement of value systems,

vertical integration Glanigan, 1983, 1984) being the exfferne form. The m4iority of

zuppliers endorse the frrlly integrated coordination mechanisms in place in the dairy, kiwiAuit

and pipfruit industries. This study does not attempt to review producer boards. Coordination

mechanisms in land-based industries are an important aspect of value systems partiatlarly as

this is where interorganisational transactions occur. In most cases verticd integration

suppresses potential market forces and the associated price information (e.g., McRae &

Lynctr, l99l; Lockhart & Cartwdght, 1994). Research into the configuranent of value

systems, if motivated by market demand, is likely to identi$ the necessity, or otherwise, for

aggregate supply mechanisms.
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Providing issues of configurement can be resolved how are export-dependent land-

based value systems best managed to create wealth for New Zealand residents? The value

systen\ once configurd must be appropriately muraged or it will fragment, loosing the

inherent advantages of vertical coordination. There appear to be serreral opportunities to

manage a value system. First, the value syston may be mowged by one firm purzuing and

maintaining a dominant position in the qretem's value adding chain @orter, 1985). For

example, R. Davis (1993) identified orporter processors as having the dominant position in

the New Zealudwool industry value qystern. Second the value qystern may be managed by

a group of firms with srategic alliances between the producer and processor, the processor

and disnibutor, and the disributor and foreign retailer. One srch e;<ample appears to be the

lamb systan that extends from farmers through Progressive Meats, e,sortd by Davmet to

the international distributor (NZvIPB, 1993a). Third" the value qystem may be managed by

one firm vertically integrating the entire length of the value adding chaiq for example, the

New Zealand dairy industry. The manag,ement of ralue adding chains encompassing several

firms may be snrdied using either a govemance strucarre frameworh which enrbodies

Porter's (1985) value systenq or some form of strategic alliance framework.

Analysis of the value system may be more difficult where a single firm has

vertically integrated from one end to the other. Where vertical integration is complete

value adding results from intraorganisational transactions. These transactions are

unlikely to be transparent, that is, transfer prices are not market prices. However, some

of the procedures for this analysis have been developed elsewhere (Johnston, H. R., &

Carrico, 1988; MacDonald, 1991; Skyrme, 1990). Where interorganisational

transactions are completed, costs and values are likely to be more easily identifiable.

1.3.1 Research objective

Previous srudies of New Zealand's agriarltural industries have not been completed

from a holistic view. The significance of oFshore markets, for examplg was not given

prominence by contributors to the Porter Project. While zuppty-side economics is currently

the prevailing modus operandi of New Zealand society the relwance of this theoretical

doctrine rernains unchallenged. Fufiher, existing models of international trade and
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international competitiveness have, in this conte)ft. been found to be deficient. Therefore, the

research objective is:

to develop a theory ofthe configuration and man4gement

of exportdepandent land-based value systems

The theory will be dweloped using New Zealand as the case natioq the intention being to

dwelop a ganeralisable theory that may also be applied to land-based indusfies in other

countries.

1.4 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY

IIE DEVELOPMENT OF A TFIEORY of the configuration and management of

export-depardent land-based value systems will necessarily include both theoretical

and ernpirical contributions. Howerrer, the breadth of iszues and resource

constraints restrict empirical research. Comparative analysis is also restricted by the lack of

domestic competition in some of New Zealand's land-based industries. It is expected that

some of the critical iszues have already been addressd and re'ported in literature from a wide

range of disciplines. The aim of this section is to descnbe the research approach adopted for

the study. This description is dweloped in the context of a brid review of alternuive

approaches to research and theory developmart. The purpose of this dwelopment is to

ensure readers are aware of the rationale for the adopted approach.

1.4.1 Forms of research

Kuhn (1970) identified three forms of factual scientific investigations in normal

science. G. L. Johnson (1986), a renowned agricultural economist, also made similar

distinctions between the three. The three forms of research are listed as disciplinary research,

subject-matter research and problem-solving research. Johnson stated that 'Very different

kinds of information are acquired in doing eactr, and acquisition of the information requires

diferent methods" (p. l1).
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Disciplinary research is designed to improve a discipline, consisting of research to

develop and improve theory, quantitative techniques and meazuremart (Johnson, 1986; Kuhn

1962,1970). Subject-matter research is "research on a *rbject of interest to a set of decision

makers facing a set of practical problems" (p l2). Problun-solving research employs

methods to solve specific problems of interest to decision makers, organised'fonns of

knowledge are only introduced when the problem requires them (Bou{ 1985). Both Kuhn

(1970) and Johnson recognised that the ttree forms of research were not necessarily

exclusive. The three kinds ofresearch repres€nt a broad qpectrum and research efforts are

likely to mix the three types.

G. L. Johnson (1986) noted that the relatively narrow disciplinary orientation of

economists (see also Popper, 1970; '?hilosopher Poppe/', 1994) has rezulted in the neglect

of nrbject-matter and problem-solving research, resulting in the often strained relationship

between economists and business administration/management researchers. Similar views

have been orpressed by both Car$/right (1993c) and Buckley 099q. Cartwright

commented that there 'ts a propensity for two groups... to talk past each othe/'(p 25)

Buckley recognised that the paradigms had aspects in common but described them as being

'both complementary and competitivd' (p. 95) because they are "drawn from somewhat

different disciplinary bases".

G. L. Johnson (1986) sugge$ed that the "practical problans of real-world decision

makers respect neither the organisational charts of universities and research institutions nor

the acadernic disciplines around which universities and organisations are organised" (p 13)

Both problem-solving research and zubject-matter research arc likely to require

multidisciplinary (G€bb, AtkinsorL & ShaharudirL 1986) or transdisciplinary research

methods. Each researcher contributes their disciplinary perspective to the study, zupposedly

without the "deliberate cooperation and continuous actMty'' (tlaning, 1981, p. l0) required

for interdisciplinary research. Boud (1985) stated that problans cross existing boundaries

between disciplineq hence the requirement for a transdisciplinary approach to problem-

solving research. Therefore, practical research will require a transdisciplinary rather than an

adisciplinary (Gabb et al.) approach
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G. L. Johnson (1986) stated that zubject-matter research "emerges out of rather

general iszues facing society at a given time" (p 13) - issues identified in the previous

sections. Subject-matter researctq however, "does not produce all the knowledge required to

solve all the problems in the relenant set; instead it generates a body of nnrhidisciplinary

knowledge useful in solving the problems in the set" (p. 2l). Subject-matter'researcll

therefore, provides a body of information for a goup of decision makers confronted with a

number of problems. Decision makers, haroing been provided with the information ganerated

from zubject-matter research, can then solve their own problems (Johnson). Thereforg one

output from subject-mattgr research must include a methdological frameworks in which

decision makers and researchers can solve associated problals.

Bourgeois (1979) offered a theoretical and empirical methodology as a mahod of

middle-range theorising. The author defined the relationship berween theory and anpirical

validation, which other authors seemingly leave to chance (e.g., Weich 1989). N,fiddle

ground Merton, 1968) eclectic approaches to research are recommended as a useful and

productive alternative to empiricism on one hand, and general theory building on the other. A

generic framework for middle-rangJ theorising based on Bourgeois's contributioq is

introduced in this section. Departures between this framework and that adopted for the study

are identified and explained. The thesis otrtline is then presented.

1.4.2 A generic framework for middle-range theorising

The research method used in this thesis is modified from that offered by Bourgeois

(1979) and incorporates Einstein's essential elements of research (Holtoq G., 1979). The

seven step generic model provides a rigorous sfiucture that may be applied to zubject-matter

theory building research. The model may also be used to incorporate the critical elements of

case study research design identified by Yin (1989a).

t 
See OtAroyd (1936) or O'Hear (1989) for a review of the Srilosophy'of sciene. Ackennan (1965),

Gale (1970), and Gummesson (1991) prwi& conunentary on Tn'entieth Century lrypothaicodefuahe
science (Dessauer cited in Holtor\ G., 1965).

6 Theories of the middle range "lie behveen the minor but necessary norking h1'potheses that
ev'olre in abundance during d.ry-to{ay research and the all-inctusive q'stematic efforts to dwelop a
unified theory that will explain all the observed uniformities of social behaviour, social organisation and

social change" (Merton" 1968. p. 39).
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1. Problern statement

2. Partitioning ofthe theory under investigation

3. Literature review

4. Model oftheory constmstion

5, Referral of the theory to observations

6 Metaphysicalelaboration

7. Conclusions

Theory building of broader scope than day-to-day hypotheses will ctoss paradigm

boundaries (Kuhq 1970). While only one paradigm is likely to reflect the researcher's

background other paradigms will contribute to the topic. Both the paradigm's domain and

procedural (methodological) conributions should be state{ and used where appropriate.

Therefore, contributions from theories relevant to the topic in question nnrst be partitioned

into paradigms. Each of the paradigms must then in turn be examined for usefi.rl

contributions. While the literature review is presented as step three, Bourgeois (1979)

recommends that it is not completed in isolation of steps one, t\r/o, and four. The literature

review reflects the various paradigms being used for the study and the concepts and

propositions developed in step four. The literature rwiew, therefore, guides and channels

(Bourgeois) some of the propositions developed between the concepts. Dfferences between

the theory being dweloped and the literature must be identified. In some cases the theory

may need to be modifie{ in other cases these differences are critical parts worthy of empirical

investigation.

Axioms are then derived from the problem stat€rnent in step one. The a,xioms should

contain constructs and the relationship between constructs should be presented, preferably in

a graphical form @ourgeois, 1979). Critical parts of the theory identified in step four, are

then referred to ernpirical evidence (HoltorL G., 1979), the need for either statistical

significance or $rucnral robustness must be reconciled. Einstein resolved this inductive-

deductive dilemma by providing a sketch depicting his interpretation of thinking: the iterative

relationship between experiance and theory (presented as Figure 1.2). Holton (1979)

described the sketch has having "great power and simplicity'', concentrating in a'Tew lines a

wealth of information' (p. 112). Consequently, Einstein's model is used as the basis for

theory construction.
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Figure 1.2. Einstein's model of thinking about science.

A/ob: From "Einstein's Model of Construding a Scientiftc Theory,' (p. 133), by G. Holton, 1979, in P.

C. Aicfrefburg and R. U. Sexl (Eds.), Nturt Eindein: His lnfluene on Physics, Phibsphy aN

Politics, Braunscftr,veig, Germany: Friedr. Meweg.

The line, marked E, is "an infinite plane on which the separate and diverse setue

experiances or obsenrations that clamour for our attention are laid out" (HoltorL G,, 1979, p.

I l2). E represents the totality of empirical facts. Rising from the plane is an arc, labelled J,

that reaches to the top of the schema. At the top of the schema is a'kelldelimited entity'

representing a system of axioms, labelled A (p. 113). Einstern, cited in Holtoq stated that

'lsychologically the A are bas€d upon E. There is however no logical path from E to A but

only an intuitive connection" which is always zubject to revocation" (p, I l3I. Despite that

Einstein provided rules and constraints, zubsequantly interpreted by G. Holton, for the

constmction of arcioms, alleviating the complete reliance on intuitive methods. By

way of summary, Holton stated that 'the license implied in the J process is the fteedom to

make aleap, not the fieedom to make artyleap at randorn" (p. 13l). Hence Holton modified

J to include the influence of thematic prezuppositions, its zuperimposed in Figure 1.26.

? G. Hohon (1979) i&ntifies two discontinuities inEinstein's arc[ J. Firsl that there is no certainty

that concefls hal'e a necessar'' connection with corresponding expedences: hene the small gapbstrveen the

line E and the arc J. The second discontinui{v concenr the relation of concepts to one another, the

'justification for nhich lies onty in the pragmatic sucoess of the scheme being hrilt up" Cr. 116). The

discontfunrities gire rise to Einst€in's insistence that *there is no logical path to these elerrentary laws; onll'

innritioq supported by being slrnpatheticaty in torrch rvith eryerience" (p. 116)'
t Holton's themata filter rhe number of arcs from E to A suggesting that the process is far from being

entirety intuithe. Bourgeois's (1979) insistence for a discussion of theory cons'lntction (the J process) is,

therefore, valid The process of theory constnrction in this study is described in Chaper Four.

E
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The nature of the ernpirical examination required will determine what sort of data

gathering techniques are employed. ln some instances an indepth case study (Ytn, 1989a)

may be require4 in other instances a survey, cer$us, or some other form of data collection

should be considered (Sieber, 1972). The appropriate testing procedure must be drawn from

the puent paradigm. Bourgeois (1979) provides the metaphysical elaboration'step as a

receptacle for recording the intuitions and insights orpoienced by the researcher. Ideas and

deductions that are mable to be empiricdly tested, because they are speculativg should be

recorded and discussed. This step is an oppornrnity for the researcher to share philosophical

intuition dweloped during the course of snrdy. Conclusions are then drawn and

recommendations made. The research mahodology, both theory building and enrpirical

testing should also be reviewed. Recommend*ions for further research and the study's

implications for practitioners should then be presented.

This study is, however, may need to be more grounfud than that implied by

Bourgeois's (1979) ganeric framework. For example, anticipated shortcomings with the

indusfiial networEi approactq and the difrculty of quanti$ing bargaining power is etrpected

to reduce the value of these potential contribrrtions. The study also ditr€rs siglificantty by

degrees of grourde&ress from Glaser and Strauss's (1967) approach in that the dwelopment

of a generic value systern model is presented in Chapter Two. A structured process of

creative thinking is adopted for this research. Data sources include extant literature and

ernpirical evidence. Evaluation is undertaken within the available data.

t.4.2 Thesis outline

The thesis outline, derived from the seven step problern-solving research process, is

described in this section. The thesis is presented in a serial fonrq howwer, the developmant

and completion of each chapter is acknowledged as being far from discrete. Bourgeois

(1979) stated that one conflict for a theoretical researcher is reconciling the order of the

literahre review, construction of theory and referral of the theory to observations. Of more

importance appears to be the iterative nature of the process (Mertoq 1968; Blalosb 1969;

Kuhrt 1970). Therefore, the final work does not represent the iterative nature of the study in

its raw form.
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The topic under irvestigation has been identified and defined as New Zealand's

ocport{ependent land-based vatue qystems. The tmique attributes of New Zealand's land-

based value.systems are identified and dircussed. The topic is dren delineated having first

developed a simple model; preseirted in Chaper Two. Likely conribtrtions are identifed

from transaction cost economics, international business, interfirm relationships,'strategic

man4gern€nt, and agribusiness.

Chapter Ttree provides an orderly review of the literatr.re as it relates to the simple

model dweloped in Chapter Two. The Chapter is presented as two interrelated themes:

linkages between organisations and the managernant of organisations. Continuities and

discontinuities in the literahre are identified.

The processes of theory building in the organisational sciences are ret/iewed in

Chapter Four. Theory building in the middlerange is introduced and the proc€dure used for

theory building in this study is developed. The simple model preserlted in Chaper Two is

than complicated with the addition of important variables and concepts identified in Chapter

Three. A set of a:<ioms and theorems are dweloped, although this set is regarded as being

incomplete.

Chapter Five presents a discussion of the atfibutes of coillmon data gattrering

techniques. These techniques are contrasted and the case str,rdy research method is reniewed.

Case work focuses on sourcing data for critical parts of the theory. Case reports are

presentd, and core categories (Strauss & Corbi4 1990) then identified and defined. This

Chapter marks a significant departure from Bourgeois's (1979) theory building procedure.

The study is more grounded - creative - than that prescribed by Bourgeois, therefore,

observations are used to zupplement rather than validate theorybuilding'

Glaser and Strauss (1967) recommended that intuition and data-based theorising go

hand in hand. In zupport, Bourgeois (1979) recognised the similarities between Pirsig's

(1974) romantic modee and the scope of a metaphysical elaboration. The author offers

e Referring to Robert Pirsig's (197+) ingury into values presented as his nol'els, Zen and the

Art of lulotorcycle Maintenance and Lila (1991).
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elaboration, inspiratioa creatioq and intuition on more than the frcts obs€rtied in Chapter

Six. The theory is then used to assess the capability of alternate configrrrations to deliven

wealth.

Conclusions are pr€sqtltd in terms of the methodology used and the theory

dweloped in Chapter Swen. The theory presetrs the basis of an acceptable paradigm for

value system configuration and mflag€rnert of a small ccnrilry's ocportdependent land-

based industries. A discr.rssion of the iterative, eclectic and dynamic nature of the research

methodology is provided. The role and scope for finther e&rc*ion and research is rwiewed"
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CHAPTER T\ilO: RELATBD PARADIGMS

PARTMONING OF TFIE TOPIC (FIELD) LINDER II\N/ESTIGATION

He [Major Majols father] was a long-limbed farmer, a God-fearing, freedom-loving, law-
abiding rugged individualist who held that federal aid to anyone but farmers was
creeping socia/ism.

Joseph Heller. (1961). Catch-22.

2.L INTRODUCTION

AI.fAGEMENT RESEARCH poses several dilemmas to the researcher.

First, useful research is unlikely to be confined to one paradigm and

second, the target audience appears to influence the research approach

adopted. Goia and Pitre (1990) proposed that "traditional approaches to theory building are

not entirely consistent with the aszumptions of altemative research paradigms that are now

aszuming more prominence in organisational study''G. 584). They recognised that specific

paradigms approach theory building in zubtly, but importantly different ways. Because

paradigms have different aszumptions, they produce "markedly different ways" (p.

585) of theory building The paradigmatic basis of theory building has also been oiticised by

Bunell and Morgan (1979), Doz and Prahalad (1991), and Frost (1980).

Goia and Pitre (1990) defined the organisational paradigr4 developed from the

ganeric definitions offered by Kuhn (1970) and Lincoln (1985), as "a general perspective or

way of thinking that reflects fundamental beliefs and aszumptions about the nature of

organisations" (p. 585). The significant development from Kuhn is that a ganeral way of

thinking is now recognised as the basis of a paradigrq rather than simply adherence to the

"same rules and standards" (Kuhq p. 11) Bunell and Morgan (1979) described different

approaches to organisational research in terms of two dimensions; first, zubjective on one
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hand and objective on the other, and second, the nature ofsociety: regulation versus radical

change. The four quarters of the two by two matix (nahre of science x nahlre of society)

represent the current spectrum of paradigms in organisational smdy.

Most organisational science is guided "by the aszumption that the 'nanre of

organisations is a basically objective one that is 'out there' awaiting impatial exploration and

discovery'' (Gioia & Pitre, 1990, p. 586). Consequently, much theory building in the

organisational sciences has been confined to the functionalist paradign rezulting in detailed

descriptions of organisations and their behaviour. The radical stnrcturalist paradign

"involves the rethinking ofdata in light of [alternate] vieurpoints" (p. 590) and recasting, what

arnount to be contextually bound concepts, into a broader context of people and "their power

to produce and maintain a social formation" @ensoq 1977, p. l). Heydebrand (1983)

considered "organization as a form of proris" (p. 306)ro. This contention appea$ particularly

relwant in the context of this study. Unfornrnately, social dimensions zuch as power and

conflict are not easily measured objectively

Of the four organisational paradigms recognised by Bunell and Morgan (1979) two;

functionalist, ild radical-stnrcturalist appear relerrant to the study. The firnctionalist

paradigm provides an objective view of organisation's configuration and managernent within

the value system. The radical-struchrallst paradigm is also relwant as it provides the

oppornrnity to consid€r change from an objectivist basis determined using the functionalist

vieq that is, the aszumption is held that improvements to the value system can be made.

The objective of Chapter Two is to identify and delineate paradigms likely to

contribute to the study. First, the author's paradigmatic perspectivett is offered in the

discussion of the unique attributes of New Zealand's export-dependent land-based values

systems, Section 2.2. Carfilrtght (1994) drew attention to some of these attributes in his

introductory work on value systems. The attributes are subsequently used to screen

r0 For examplq Heydebrand (1993) stated that "organizational praxis canbe said to ransfonn a given

social-historical organisational fornution and, conersely, that a change from one to another does not occur

unless there is innovative change at the lwel of selforganisation" (p 307).ll Only one paradigm reflects the researcher's background, how6'er, other paradigms tbat will
contnlbtrte to ilre topic are identified (Bourgeois, 1979). The researchq n'as a Senior Isturer in Farm
Management at Massey University, New Zealand He has also completed gfadute snrdies in econometrics,

international economics, and agriculnral policy.
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relevant concepts and variables drawn from the literature review (Chapter Tlree). A

discussion of the development of the Z-form Model of New Zealand's export-dependent

value systems is then presented. The model's origins are evident in Davis and

Goldberg's (1957) description of commodity systems and introduction to agribusiness.

During the discourse two recurring concepts are identified - firms and the linkages

between them. The discussion, analysis, and synthesis of firms and linkages between

adjoining firms is common to both economics and management. Two linkages identified

as critical to the value system in question are those between land-based producer and

first stage prosessor, and the international linkage between the home-base and offshore

locations.

The theory of the firm is introduced in Section 2.4 and the relatively niurow

contribution from transaction cost economics is identified. The role of participants in the

value system is found to be commonly explained by the strategic management literature,

itself inclusive of several paradigms. The significance of interfirm linkages are identffied

in Section 2.6 and reported to be the subject of economics and management, including

international economics and international business. The difference benreen these

perspectives are discussed and contributions identified. Alternative perspectives of land-

based industries are then identified and very briefly reviewed in Section 2.8.

ATTRIBUTES OF NEW ZEALAND'S EXPORT-DEPENDENT
LAND-BASED INDUSTRIES

AND-BASED AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES throughout the world

exhibit a suite of unique attributes. These attributes serve to distinguish the

agriculture sector amidst other product and service sectors. Agriculture in

New Zealand is no exception. In fact, the nationwide dependence on pastoral gru:ulrg

systems and the lack of livestock housing on a large scale are rarely found elsewhere (the

only notable exceptions include Australia and parts of South America). The

distinguishing attributes result from the dependence on biological production systems,

characteristics of land-based output, and industry structure in the agricultural sector.

2.2
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The unique attributes of New Zealand's land-based agricultural industries are

now identified. Each of the attributes are briefly described and common examples

provided. The implications of these attributes on New Zealand participants in export-

dependent land-based value systems are then drawn.

2.2.1 Contingent on upstream resources

Land-based value systems are contingert on upstrearn resowces. These resources are

typically described as a nation's natural factor endowment which in some cases, gives rise to

a nation's comparative advantage - retreating for a moment to the traditional view of trade.

That these partictrlar resources are geographicdly fixed is obvious, that these resources have

few alternate uses is less obvious.

A distinction needs to be recognised between two decisions affecting the employment

of the land resource: land-use decisions and enterpris+choice decisions. Land-use decisions

are of a strategic nature whereas enterprise choice decisions may, depending on the specific

enterprise, range from tactical to strategic importance. Once land is committed to say forest,

pasfure or orchard land use change is seldom economically feasrible (rapid technological

change occasionally alters the economic balance between alternate land uses).

It is appealing to suggest that enterprise-choice decisions are contemplated only after

land-use decisions are made, Enterprise-choice decisions will include, for example, the

variety of forestry species to plant, and the intended end use; or, the animal enterprise to farnq

or combination thereof (sheep, beef, deer and dairy). That the two decisions are distinct is

more apparent on arable land. Farmers on arable land are confronted with a choice first,

between alternate land uses such as pastoral farming or orcharding and second, between

alternate anterprise choices such as plant species and the plant varieties. However, despite

zupposed alternate land uses and enterprise choices confronting farmers the cost of land, soil

q/pg topogaphy, climate, accessibility of inputs and services in addition to their goals and

those of their families will importantly influence enterprise selection. The combined rezult of

these variables is that in New Zealand the land resource seldom has alternate uses. Thereforg

land-owners are most often only confronted with enterprise mix decisions (i.e., the

combination of sheep and cattle to carry or the combination of pipfruit varieties to grow).
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Only arable land offers farmers a multitude of land-use and arterprise-choice decisions.

Unfornrnately, this land represents a small fiaction ofthe countq/'s land mass.

Two technological changes in New Zealand's recert past have rezulted in significant

changes in land use, Firstly, planting horticulnral crops on better pastoral land. The striking

example is the development of kiwifruit orchards in Northland, Bay of Plenty, Wanganui, and

Karamea districts during the late 1970s and early 1980s: frrmers' response to the successful

commercialisation of a new orchard crop. On a smaller scale, the trend to kiwifruit was

followed by the establishment of vineyards in Marlborough, tlawkes Bay, and Central Otago.

Secondly, the current planting of pasoral land in exotic forest is farmers' response to an

expected international dernand for soft woods in the frce of declining terms of exchange for

sheep (MAF, 1996; NZMPB, 1993b), and more recectty beef products. One significant

technological change that has atrected arterprise choice duing the las tvvo decades was the

commercial dwelopment ofbull beef farming. Rearing bull calves from the dairy industry for

the North American manufacturing beef market, some 750,000 annually, is attnbuted to the

development ofbull beef systems at MasseyUniversity during the mid-1970s.

Farmers on Taranaki dairy farms, Taihape sheep and beef farms, and Hawkes Bay

pipfruit orchards, for example, are confronted with few land-use decisions.

Opportunities motivated by current economies and rare changes in technology seldom

exist to alter land use and enterprise mix. However, if change is contemplated output

response time will vary from l-25 years depending on the nature of change (i.e., sheep to

beef, or pasture to forest). In the intervening period the farm family will likely face a

decrease in short-term income in anticipation of increased future income. Therefore,

only over decades is output from New Zealand's agricultural sector less than enduring.

New Zealand is in the business of producing land-based outputs, and the composition of

those outputs is only expected to change in the medium to long term.

2.2.2 Biological and climatic variability

The natural resource base is influenced by biological and climatic variability, more so

in New Zealand than in Europe or North America. Livestock systerns in New Zealand ue

pasture based and animals are kept outdoors dl year round, exceptions include the pork and
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poultry industry from which near all output is consumed domestically. Livestock farming

systems are man4ged so that peak feed demand, s.rch as occurs during early lactation,

coincides with spring pasture growth. But because pasture growttr rates are dependent on

prwailing weather conditions livestock farmers are confronted with a variablg as well as

seasonal feed supply. A graph of pasoral feed zupply and H demand on a repfesentative

Manawatu seasonal supply dairy ftrm is presented in Figrre 2.1. The graph depicts daity

pasture growth and feed conzumption. The spring feed zurplus is corrserved as silage and hay

which is then used to meet the feed deficits which rypically occ'ur in the late'srmmer and

winter. Similar gaphs could be used to represent the relatioruhip betrveen feed demand and

feed supply on other pastoral livestock enterprises.

Figure 2.1. Annual pastoral feed supply (kg/DnUhatdaylz1 and feed demand

(kg/DM/ha/day) on a Manawatu seasonal supply dairy farm.
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Hail, flooding, and snow also contribute to variability in output volume. For ocample,

horticulturists can zuffer total crop failure from comparatively infrequart but severe flooding

and hail storms. South Island farmers can face severe livestock losses from spring snow.

Livestock farmers can anticipate variations in feed supply frori that planned but they

are seldom entirely able to mitigate the efus of biological variability. Orchardists also

attempt to reduce output variability induced by annual variations in zunshine hours and, to a

tt Kilograms of drymatter per hectare per dffy is the metric measue of daity pastue grolvth rates and
feed demand Pasture is typically 15% drymatter, horrsler, dryma$er content varies with rairfall and glowing

conditioru.
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lesser extent, rainfall by marngtng crop load. Therefore, output volumes from land-based

systems at best fluctuate around e>$ectd levels. The magnitude of fluctuations varies

between enterprises, for example, horticulnrists may experience total crop failure whereas

dairy farmos are seldom likely to experiance ftucurations greater than l0 - 15 percert.

Absolute output volumes from New Zealand's agriortilral sector cannot be

guamnteed. Furth€r, the quality dimensions of output are also vuiable. Output specificatioru

zuch as kilograms per carcasst', average fruit size and their disributions will vary annually.

Therefore, elcporting producer boards and large scale processors carnot commit the total

expected crop volume for fear of later failing to meet obligations downstream.

Gven vuiability of output volume and quality there appear to be five selling options

available to New Zaland participants. First, New Zealand participants could, simply, sell all

land-based output on the international spot-market. Second, they could under-contract

output volume and use spot markets to absorb production variability, in terms of quality and

quantity above that which can be zuccessfully planned. Third, participarts can ent€r short-

term zupply agreements once ouput volume and quality is known. Fourth, they can enter

longer-term supply agreements with purchasers who can accommodate vuiability in volume

and quality. Finally, New Zealand participants rnay source product elsewhere, for example,

on the international spot-market to zupplement supply shortfalls. These selling options are

not necessarily mutually exclusive. Large scale exporters may implemart combinations of

these selling options to provide customers value. The particular strategy implemented is

expected to be influenced by the desired or emerging relationship between the New Zealand

participant and the international customer.

2.2.3 Seasonal production

Output from pasture based livestock and orchard systerns is largely seasonal. The

farmer enhances the natural biological system by auempting to maximise reproductive

performancg controlling mating and plant fertilisatiorl and optimising zubsequeat growth,

E For example, the national lamb slaughter weight from l99l to 1996 arrcnged l{.7 t ..l0kg (MAF,
1993, 1996). Variations also occu monthly. A meat processors' inerage monthly lamb slaughter weight for

199211993 areraged 15.7 t.5kg.
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Nevertheless, by and large, lambs and calves are born in the spring and orchard crops are

harvested in the sunmer and fall. Farmers can shift lambing and calving dates, generally at

some cost to output volume, in an effort to capture out-of-season premiums. To minimise

the costs of production, while land-based livestock systems remain dependent on pasturg

feed demand mrst oolnrclrde with pasture production. Orchardists appear to have even less

flexibility in altering their crop rycles. Artificial sprays can be applied to concenfrate

flowering and, therefore, produce slightly earlier crops by say l0 - 14 days. Howwer, harvest

dates remain largely dependent on varietal choice, a long term decision which belies the

importance of enterprise selection discussed earlier.

Seasonality of production ensures that industry processing capacity must meet peak

output volumes. The option of simply failing to provide this seasonal capacity is unavailable

at the industry lwel. The statutory controlled producer boards in the dairy, pipfruit and

kiwifruit industry have an obligation to accept all output that meets their standards. Iarge

scale processors in the meat industry have also geared their plants around searcnal peak kill

to maximise ttroughpnt, more so in the South Island which has a shorter killing season than

the North. Participants may respond by oftering incentives to farmers to shift production

away from seasonal peaks. For example, Tui Mlk Products Ltd (TMPL; once the Southem

North Island cooperative dairy company prior to merging with Kiwi Cooperative Dairies in

Hawera) paid dairy farmers shoulder milk prerniums in an endeavow to flatten the seasonal

peak which occurs in October and November (TMPL, 1995). In doing so the dairy company

can reduce fixed costs and seasonal finance, extend production to meet their customers'

demands, and provide longer periods of employment to factory labour.

The international consumer is not concerned with seasonality of output dananding

food and fibre products 365 days of the year. Seasonality of demand is, howwer, expected

during religious, cultural and ethnic festivals such as Thanksgiving, Christnas, and the Hq[j.

There are a range of responses available to New Zealand participants. First, they can enter

and exit the market on a seasonal basis, competing agains zuppters from other southern

hunisphere countries. Secondly, and at increased expense, they can provide output from

New Zealand year-round with some combination of coolstorage, freezing, and out-of-season

supply. And third, they can augment supply from New Zealand by sourcing product

elsewhere. These selling strategies, like those discussed previously, are not necessarily
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mutually exclusive. All of them are expected to be etnployed in an industry. Individual

exporters may use one particular stratery or some combination of all tluee to meet

international customers' demands.

2.2.4 Price variation

Land-based output zuffers from price variation. Only small quantities of global

production in land-based commodities are traded. Most counties us€ foreign markets to

absorb production beyond that destined for domestic consumption. Therefore, "the prices

that clear internationd commodity markets" are in response to the disproportionately "large

volume variations induced by supply zurpluses and demand deficits in cotrntries that are large

producers" (Carhvright, L994, p. I l). These supply zurpluses are further exacerbated by

price support schernes and input zubsidies prwalent in many industrialised nations and trading

blocks zuch as the United States of America and the European Community.

Farmers invariably receive a residual income from the sale of their land-based output

as intermediate participants pass on variability in market prices. Farmers show a rernarkable

ability to absorb these price fluchrations They can quickly reduce discr*ionary farm

expenditurg commonly fertiliser, and will freeze uncommitted personal drawiags in the face

of declining output prices. Conversely, during poiods of high output prices they will increase

farm expenditurg commonly fertiliser, development, and drawings - notably erpenditure on

vehicles and home improvemots.

Pluralistic goals (Whittingtorl 1993) are particularly evident amongst farm families.

But Haines (1982) suggests that profitability werglu heavily in the final choice of farm goals.

However, as the farmer is commonly the company director, works numager, foreman and

labourer stakeholder values may be difrcult to assess, that is farmer behaviour is the result of

all stakeholder perspectives. Giles and Stansfield (1980) state that it is unlikely that farmers

or any other businessmen are in business for the sole reason of profit. Farmers' goals include

srccessiorq effectiveness (Giles & Stansfield), and increasing equity (Lockhart, 1990), Squire

and Delalrunty (1982) include farm goals as being self-employed, and the way of life,

alongside traditional goals zuch as productioq trading, financing, labour ud family.

Makeham and Malcolm (1981) state that cornmon faming goals in Australia include leaving
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the farm more aesthetic, increasing fertility, having a rearcnable but not profligate standard of

lirring, minimising income ta,x and death duties, and providing a sound education for children.

Boehlje and Eidman (1984) identify US farmers' goals as avoiding low returns, reducing

bonowing needs, family liring, increasing leinue time and providing comnunity

service. The National Research Council (1989) states that the common goal Of farmers

practising altemative agriculture is the deliberate integration of nanrally occuning beneficial

practices. Commentators of frrm management do not, therefore, ascribe to the notion of

profit maximisation. Far from it: because s.rccession, education, self-ernployment, and

aesthetics are stated as t]'plcal goals farmers are prepared to withstand marked reductions of

income in the short-term.

Producers, zupported by government legislatio4 have for decades attempted to

stabilise output prices. The NZWB, for example, used to stockpile wool on farmers behalf to

maintain prices within an acceptable band. As international prices recovered the Board sold-

down their stocks. koducer Boards have also attempted to minimise price variation by

maintaining income stabilisation accounts on their supplios' behalf For example, the

NZAPMB during the 1970s and 1980s spbt profit equally between farmers and the

stabilisation account for use in years of a trading deficit. The stabilisation flrnd was di$anded

in 1988 when the majority of producers decided that income stabilisation was an individual's

responsibility (NZAPMB, 1988). Variations in output prices may also be reduced by

differentiating products in the market, that is removing their commodity status. New Zealand

participants have invested in processing packagng distributiort and marketing downstream

as a means of adding value and differentiating land-based.products from those of competitors.

2.2.5 Many producers and few first stage processors

Most land-based industries, and in New Zealand this includes forestry, ffe

characterised by having many producers and comparativety few first stage processes. For

examplg there are some 12,500 dairy farmers; 36"000 sheep and beef farmers; 1,600 pipfttit

growers; and, hundreds of forest owners. Large scale producers account for an increasing

percentage by volume of farmgate output, a symptom of the structural problem commonly

used to identi$ a collection of iszues relating to land terure, the size, and the distribution of

farms. Nonvithstanding the increasingly bimodal distribution of farm size (Yerex, 1992) -
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part-time farms on the one hand and large scale units on the other - the hdividual farmer faces

the classic horizontal demand curve in which the producer is unable to influence product price

inespective of output volume. lnespective of the industry, there are rarely more than three or

four first stage processors on a regional basis available to the farmer. Farmers are, therefore,

confronted with a small numbers bargaining problern in that they have few choiceS available

to them for the sale oftheir output.

Producers have sought the sanctuary offered by lqgislation in efforts to allet/iate

opportunisnr, perceived or otherwise, from few processors. In New Zealanrd societal

markaing boardsra with a wide range of powers and activities have been introduced on behalf

of producers in an etrort to provide thern mark* power. In some instances producer boards

intenrene between downsheam participants. In others, producer boards have vertically

integrated the roles of producers, processors, exporters, distributors and marketers. The

producer owned cooperative is the modus operandi. Not all indusfiies' producer boards have

exclusive rights to export.

Producers of all forms of land-based output are expected to maintain some form of

Heration @rovan, 1983) - coordinating agency - given they are confronted with a small

numbers bargaining problem. Altematives to Herations exist in the form of alignment

between producers and processors, yet the easy zubstitutability between zuppliers may negate

alignment in forms other than ownership.

2,2.6 Trade barriers

Agdcultural export products attract trade barriers. Trade barriers are eregted for

many reasons. The United States of America, for example, maintains agricultural trade

barriers in an effort to ensure the continulty of domestic industrieq Japan maintains trade

barriers in an effort to remain self-nrficient in staple foods. The significance of self-

sufficiency is not tost during times of war, trade conflict or other crises. But while trade

barriers, including phytosanitary regulations, impose restrictions on international business in

(te77).
'o The features and objectil'es of a generic marketing board are descrbed in detail W Izraen A. hf
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agriculn:ral products price zupport measures and other forms of assistance also serve to

distort trade. The rational given for "universal (or nearly so)" (Robinso4 1989, p. 2)

agricultural policy measures includes iszues zuch as people needing food and fibre; that

agriculture is intimately connected with human health and ennironment quality; agriculture is

important in international relations; and, the moral and aesthetic importance offamily farms.

Agricultural policy measures in New Zealand and the United States of America

for example, were originally introduced in response to either a food problem or a.farm

problem (Robinsoq 1989). Robinson (p 2) states that a "food problem arises whenever

the rate of growth of output fails to match the rate of growth of demand", forcing prices

upwards. "A farm problem whenever the opposite conditions prevail", forcing prices

downwards. However, once implemented these policies have side effects which are

inevitably countered by the introduction of yet more policies. [n 1984 the New Zealand

government addressed the increasing dependence on agricultural policy by removing all

support and protection measures. New Zealand is now one of few nations that has no

agricultural poliry (see Richardson, 1991).

The resolution of GATT shoul4 in part, reduce agiculnraltrade barriers. There is a

high lwel of optimism amongst some industry participants and commentators that the GATT

round will provide significant benefits to the New Zealand economy in the long tenn, others

are less convinced. The New Zealand agriculture sector was effectively cosseted prior to the

mid-I980s, A decade later upstream participants are now ardent zupporters of ttre rernoval of

trade barriers elsewhere. Output from New Zealand's land-based industries still attracts a

plethora of poliry measures designed to shelter domestic industries. These measures restrict

trade by either increasing prices (import tariffs, duties, phyosanitary regulations) or directly

limiting imports (restrictive quotas, phytosanitary regulations, quid pro quo agreements): all

of which have "essentially the same effects" @nders & Lapa4 1987, p. 146) to "increase

domestic price, increase domestic production, and decrease domestic conzumption" (p. 147).

2.2.7 Perishable output

Farm output is often highly perishable. There are few products, either natural or

manmade, more perishable than fresh wholemilk. Livestock zuch as finished lambs and prime
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cattle should be processed when they reach appropriate gade standards as it is difficult to

maintain them in this state (carcass values decline if they slip outside prdened grading

standards). Even newly cut logs deteriorate unless adequatdy treated. The only land-based

output of exception is wool. Wool can be stored near indefrritely in dry conditions. Land-

based farmers are engaged in the production of paishable products that require sorire form of

processing or coolstorage to maintain value and enlrance product life.

Vertical alignment between producers and first stage processors within an industry

appea$ to intensift alongside product perishabitty. For orample, the New Zealand dairy

industry is fully integrated betrveen producers and processors. Producers are assured that

their milk will be collected daily by their own cooperative. By confiast, instances of

alignment between sheep farmers and wool processors, although not unknown, are rare. The

relationship between the perishability of land-based output and vertical alignment within an

industry is presented in Figure 2.2,

Figure 2.2. The relationship between output perishability and industry-wide

alignment among producers and first stage processors.

Increasing
alignment

I ncreasing perishability

There are numerous forms of alignment between producers and first stage processors.

Producer owned packhouses and coolstores are commonplace in orcharding. Producer

owned distributors, producer owned coop€rative processors, contractual arrangements with
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processors enzuring timely kiiling space (Waddell, 1993), and shareholdings in processing

companies (AFFCO, 1995) are utilised in the meat and game indusries.

Two exceptions to the tend" illusfated in Figure 2.2, are large scale producers and

processors in the foresury industry (srch as Carter Holt Hanrey, Fletcher Challutgg Forestry

Corporation) and specialty wool producers such as Mount Linton Station and procmsors

(Davis, R, 1993). In large scale forestry factors other than perishability appear to motirnate

alignment. These factors, discussed at other points in this essay, include the 25 - 30 year crop

rotations, asset specificity in the processing s€ctor, and scale economies. The rare instances

of alignment in the wool industry appear to be attempts to capture downstream returns.

2.2.8 Coarse grading standards

Land-based products are ubject to coarse grading standards. Carcass traits of live

animals are difficult to assess objectively and internal fruit blemishes are hard to identify

without cuttilrg to waste. Relatively low technology is employed in first stage processing: the

production of essential commodities zuch as milk powders, bulk butter and cheese,

manufacturing beet, lamb carcasses, crossbred wool and radiata pine logs. Therefore,

products can be zubstituted easily between suppliers. For example, manufacturing beef is

near indistinguishable in terms of country of origin let alone processor or distributor.

Substitution on the basis of raw product attributes is, thereforg not expected. Technological

advantages based on product characteristics are being purzued. The New Zealand Apple and

Pear Marketing Boar4 for example, invested in the development of new pipfruit varieties

zuch as the GS series - of which one, GS2085, has been zubsequently named Pacific Rose -

plamed by orchardists during the early-1990s.

Substitution on the basis of price is, however, expeded to be prwalent. Price

sensitivity is symptomatic of the commodity - price taking - nature of undifferentiated land-

based products.

Opporrunities to differentiate products, as discussed earlier in the conte)d of price

variatiorg appear to increase as land-based output approaches the end consumer. Efforts to

differentiate product should then be more visible at the end-market than upstream. Another
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means of reducing substitutability between alternate zuppliers is to provide additional services

zuch as credit, tailored packaging and labelling (consumer packs), and reputable senrice.

namelyto add value at e\iery opporunity (Egaq 1993).

One common response exhibited by exporters is to impose increasingty strict gmding

standards and in doing so, invariably, zubmitting less prodrce to the marketplace - ceteris

paribusr5. Average product is then temporarily of better quality than those fiom competing

zuppliers. Temporarily, in that zuch advantages in a low technology industry are expected to

be short lived. Substitutability between producers can be prwented by oeating regional or

even nation-wide cooperatives. Substitutability between orporters carL however, only be

prwanted by oeating single desk sellers or some other form offederation that maintains strict

market discipline. Competition, therefore, resides in the international market.

2.2.9 Output requires processing

Farm output is often in a form unsuitable for end consumption. Land-bas€d output

commonly needs processing prior to sale. Only products zuitable for connrmption in their

raw form such as fiuit, and to a lesser extent wholemilk have any consumer vdue at the

farmgate. Farmers and first stage processors are, therefore, mutually dependent (particularly

in industries where output requires immediate processing). It is expected that alignment

between producers and processors increases with increased need for processing. This point is

not unrelated to perishability, as discussed earlier.

Producers' typical response has been to invest in the processing sector immediately

downstream from the farm. Investment has occlrred by retaining earnings, for orample,

ttnough cooperatives such as in the dairy, pipfruit and kiwiftrit industry. Although, in the

latter two this investrnent is, compared with the dairy industry, minimal. Substantial direct

investment in the meat processing industry has also been undertakerq repeatedly, by the New

Zealnd Meat Producer's Board on behalf of sheep and beef farmers - funded through

compulsory levies,

15 lncreasingS- stringent gradng skndards rnay not decrease total crop volumes subrnitted &ring
times of increasing prodraion as, for example, occuned in the Nerv Zealand pipfuit indstry d.ring the earty

1980s.
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Mutual depardency also exists between New Zealand participants and international

freight operators. Although in this instance the dependenry is unlikely to be mutual. Yet,

New Zealand participants have not invested, to any extent, in this s€ctor. It appears that

some activities can be contracted out, particularly where zurrogate competition oristg while

others must be kept in house. The principle common to these examples is the rdtention of

product ownership, Providing ownership can be maintained, freight forwarders don't take

ownership of their fieight, their appears to be little incentive to invest. Ward (1975), in his

classic history of the New Zealand cooperative dairy industry, zuggests that the industry's

founders quickly took exception to the vagaries of the market for the reasons identified here.

Interestingly, similar reasons are presented by the Neur Zealnd Rural Press (1990) for the

establishment of the Canterbury Frozen Meat Company in the l880s.

2.2.10 Production lag

Output from biological production systems is inherently diffcult to change despite

frrmers' apparent responsivaness to market demands' breeding programmes are long term.

Both land use decisions and enterprise choice decisions are of a long-term nature. Production

cycles for forestry in New Zealand, while being some of the shortest in the world are

approximately 25 years. Pipfruit may take seven to eight years to reach breakwerl the

generation interval for sheep and dairy cattle is two years, and beef cattle more often threc

years. Rates of genetic improvement are meas.rable in terms of specific traits being bred for

but zuch programmes are long term. Despite the slow supply response inertia implicit in

biological production farmers, where possible, respond rapidly to market demand. For

ercample, sheep farmers responded quickly to the acceptability of ram lambs and pipfruit

farmers have shown remarkable willingness to respond to the advent of new varieties.

First sage processors face high exit barriers. Dry powder plants, packhouses,

freezing works, and pulp mills rarely have alternate uses. Plant is specifically designed, capital

intensive, and invariably located close to production rather than the consumer population.

Therefore, producers and processors have extrernely limited ability to make alterations

midstream other than ever increasing cutting and tailored packaging. Carhvright (1994)

labels these features supply response inertia. However, a distinction needs to be recognised

between the adoption oftechnological change and breeding programmes at the farm level. At
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the processor lwel a similar distinction needs to be recognised befi^teen technologrcal change

and the more monolithic impediments rezulting from high exit baniers.

7.2.11 Synthesis of implications

Some of the athibutes identified and discussed in this Section are unique to land-

based industries other anributes appear common to mineral exf,raction industries and

commercial fisheries. The unique attributes of land-based agdculture, drawn largely fiom

empirical expedance, are not mutually o<clusive as evident during the discussions of

perishability, industry struchlre, and the need for product processing. The attributes have

conrmon abstract concepts relating largely, to the dependency on biological production

systems; industry structure; and, the inherent attributes of output.

Land-based agricultural industries are dependent on upstrearn resources that have few

alternate uses. This resource base is affected by biological and climatic variability.

Output from this resource base is seasonal. Supply from land-based agriculture is,

therefore, variable in quality and quantity, is seasonal, and geographically fixed.

On a global scale little agricultural production is traded internationally. There are

many producers and few processors, and while this in itself is not unique to agriculture (a

comparison with parts manufacturers in the automobile industry springs to mind),

producers face a small numbers bargaining problem. Most industrialised countries

attempt to proteot their domestic producers by imposing trade barriers of some kind.

The structure of agricultural industries typically presents producers with a small numbers

bargaining problem.

Most land-based output is perishable and often quite unsuitable for immediate

consumption. Output from both producers and processors is homogeneous, and subject

to relatively coarse grading standards. Further, land-based industries exhibit supply

response inertia due to high exit barriers and the dependency on stable biological

production systems. Land-based outputs must be processed, often immediately.

Opportr.rnities to add value reside downstream. Causal relationships exist between the
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three concepts; land-based production; industry sfiucture; and, land-based output as

illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Dependency diagram of relationships between land-based

production, output and industry structure.

Industry
structure

Land-based output is clearly dependent on land-based production, yet there are

features of land-based production such as the lack of alternate uses that remain to be

recognised. Hence the necessity to recognise characteristics of production in

conjunction with and separate to characteristics of output. Both land-based production

and output give rise to characteristics identified as industry structure.

Further aggregation of attributes and implications would succeed in the neglect of

unique variables. The ubiquitous assumption remains that international consumers

require land-based food and fibre products. These products are consumed daily, and

heightened levels of consumption are expected for cultural and religious festivals.

Therefore, ambient demand will be subject to short-term seasonal and regional

requirements.

COMMODITY SYSTEMS

GRICULTURE has long ceased to be defined in terms of farm functions (e.9.,

Boehlje & Eidman, 1984; Makeham & Malcolnq l98l; Rae, 1994) zuch as

growing and storing food and fibre products. Despite increased specialisation on-

farm producers remain dependent on of[-farm functions @arkem4 Draben$on, & Welch"

l99l; Davis & Goldberg, 1957; Spedding, 1979, 1988). Otr-farm functions, over the last

150 years, have assumed the roles of providing inputs, processing, storing and merchandising

Land-based
produclion

/\
/\

/\
Land-based

output

2.3
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food and fibre. In 1957 Davis and Goldberg observed that the interdependence of the

agricultural sector - farm functions - and the business sector - oFfarm functions - has

increased (as reported in Section 2.2.7). Howwer, interdependence has increased'\rithout

creating adequate whereby these factors of the economy can plan and work

together in formulating sound policies which are mutually b€n€ficial to thern dnd which

further our national [US] economic goals" (p l). The authors acknowledged the "two-way

indepardence with businessmen and farmers in the dual roles of zuppliers and purchasers" (p.

2). Davis (1956) zuggested that a new word, agnbusiness, may best describe the interrelated

functions of agriculnre and business. The author defined agribusiness as:

the zum of all farming operations, phrs the manufacture and distribution of all firm

production supplies, plus the total of all operations performed in connection with the

handling, storage, processing, and distribution of hrm commodities. h brie{,

agribusiness refers to the s,rm-total of all operations involved in the production and

distribution offood and fiber. (p 109)

Davis and Goldberg (1957) illustrated goreric product flows and identified and

quantified the resources anployed in US agribusiness. The aggre!]ate value of inputs and

outputs was estimated at farm zupplies, farning and processing/distribution stages of

agribusiness. The interactiong inputs and output were then idertified befween the various

commodity flows. Goldberg and Davis postulated that "so-called farm problems" (p. 2) are

agribusiness rather than agricultural in nature. Some four decades later the US still remains

beset with farm problems (Carr, 1992; HnraharL l99l; Rawso4 l99l; Robinson, 1989;

United States Department ofAgriculture (USDA), 1990).

Goldberg later (1968) elaborated on the description of agribusiness. Goldberg stated

that "managers must be aware of the total commdity system" (p. 3) to dwelop strategies and

policies, and that "they must understand the interaction of its parts". Goldberg examined

three commodity systems wheat, soybeaq and Florida orangc and calculated the

profitability, price stability, competitive behaviour, and adaptabtlity of each system. The

entire commodity system was included in his descriptions. However, Goldberg's approach

was to describe the generic commodity flow in a traditional trading sense, rather than analyse
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value added by participating firms. The relationships between firms in the commodity

systems studied were largely ignored.

2.3.1 The value system

Davis and Goldberg's concept was then extended by Porter (19E5) - crediting Porter

with the benefit of an anticipation (Mertorq 1968). Porter's wlue system ernbraces a

sequence of organisations and focuses on the creation of value through the systun. Porter

sought to identi! the value created within each firm and the competitive relationships that

exist between firms. Porter's value systemtu includes suppliers' value chains, the firm's

value chain, distributors and retailers' value chains, and ultimately the buyer's value

chain. Contributions from Davis (1956), Goldberg and Davis (1957'), Goldberg (1968), and

Porter (1985), therefore, confiibuted to the concept of a lmd-ba.vd system wlue clwin

(Cartu/right, 1993c). Carh\right (1993c) proposed nvo generic land-based system value

chains, presented as Figure 2.4.

The only complete description of linked organisations can be provided by a value

system. Anything less than a qystem @oulding 1956; Checklan4 1984) is, at best, only a

partial description of product flow, value creation or other phoromana. A value system

includes all stages between production and conzumptiorg not just those of immediate interest

to the academic, researcher or practitioner: those that influence thepwticipant 's poqpective.

Car$/right (1993c) stated that the interpretation of the system value chain is intended

to go deeper than a description of channel or product flows. Each step of the systern value

chain is intended to depict one or more firms adding net value. Net vdue is added by

production, logistics, processing, manufacturing, marketing distribution and selling or the

provision of services. The commodity is transformed through the value system within one

firm or by the sequential activities of a number of firms. The stages located in New Zealand

and those located internationally are depicted in the Figure. The home'base sub-system may

"interface with multiple international value chains, corresponding to alternative geographical

business locations and diferent value-adding transformation opportunities" (p. 26).

16 Porter's (1985) ralue s.vstem is presented as Figure 3.10 in ttre folloning Ch$er.
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Figure 2.4. Representative land-based system value chains.

2.4a. Manufactured product system value chain

Home-base location lntemational location

2.4b. Fresh producl system value chain

Nofe. From TheoreticalAspeds of the Relationship Between IntemationalCompetitive Performance

and the Strudure of Lan&based Induslries and Firms,' by R. W. Cartwright, 1993, Paperc presenbd

attle lSttt Annual Conference of the M ffinch Au*alian AgricufturalEanomics Socbfy, p. 30.

The two system value chains distinguish between manufactured and fresh products: a

manufactured product $ystem value chain (Figure 2.4a) and a fresh product system value

chain (Figure 2.4b). The fresh product system value chain would be better named either raw

or whole product. In doing so products are instead differentiated on the basis of processing.

Many processed products are consumed fresb for example, air-freighted chilled lanrb.

Similarly, many'fresh products are not conzumed in international markets until months after

harvest. The'manufactured product qystem value chain does not distinguish between

altemative levels of activities in the home-base or international location. Processing and

manufacturing are assumed to occw in both home-base and intemational locations.

Activities in the manufactured product value system may be largely home'based, for

example, New Zealand's export wine industry. With wine commonly all production,

processing and manufacturing activities are completed in New Zealand. Only marketing

sales, logistics and distribution activities are completed in the international location.

Therefore, the export wine industry combines Carmright's (1993c) manufactured product
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home-base actMties and the fresh product international activities; presented as the home-base

manufactured systan value chain as Figure 2.5a.

Figure 2.5. Land{ased value systems for home based and internationally

manufactured products.

2.5a. Home-base manufac'tured product system value chain

Home-base location lntemational location

2.5b. Internationally manufactured product system value chain

Altematively, the manufactured product value qystem may be largely internationally-

based, for example, logs exported from New Zealand. Logs are exported from New Tnaland

in a relatively raw form with processing and all zubsequent activities being completed in the

international location. In this case the value system combines Car$/right's (1993c) fiesh

product home-base and the manufactured product international location activities, presented

as Figure 2.5b.

TheNew Z,ealand dairy industry's value systenL based on Cartwright's manufastured

product systern value chain, was described and analysed by Lockhart and Cartwight (1994)

(Maximising farmer wealtlq" 1994). Ownership of stages in the value system was

demarcated and documented. The value systenr, presented as Figure 2.6, was depicted

beginning with land-based production - farm inptrts wse acknowledged. The value of milk is

increased by its transportation to the processing and manufacturing site - the cooperatively

owned dairy company - where the value of milk products are enhanced by processing before

the majority of product is exported. The value of milk products is increased again by
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transporting them from New Zealand to international locations. The New Zealnd Dairy

Board is then discharged with the responsibility of adding further ralue by additional

packaging, distnbution, and markaing.

Figure 2.6. New Zealand's exportdependent dairy industry's value systenf.

Farmers Cooperative dairy companies NZDB

Nofe. From "Capilal lnvestment, 'Bundling' and Retums to Nal Zealand Dairy Farmers,' by J. C.

Lockhart and R. W. Cartwright, 1994, Dairy-farming Annual, 46, p.133.

In most international locations the Board processes, manufactures and packages milk

products. The Board atternpts to capture market rents by stretching the value qystern with

marketing and the provision of sales and customer service. Further value is then added to

dairy produas with additional logistics and distribution to wholesalers, retailers, and

consumers. Each participant in the system whether New Zealand dairy farmerq New Zealand

owned dairy cooperatives, or the NZDB has an oppornrnity to add value to products.

The structure of the dairy industry has attracted criticism fiom Hussey (1992,1993),

Ireland, Wallace and Associates (1994), and Sullivan and Scrimgeour (1995). The dairy

industry is claimed to be anticompetitive; dairy farmers receive a bundled price for their

New Zealand Dairy Board
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produce; and, value added from Board investments is not reported. The Board's

performance has been compared with Nestld S. A (Sullivan & Scrimgeoud in an attempt to

validate analyses by keland et al., and Findlayson (1993). Howwer, none of these authors

consider the value system from the perspective of the land-based producer: thos€ investors

largely responsible for the industry's current configuration

The New Zealand lanrb value qy$em in the British market was examined by Lorigan

and tlarman (1990). They calculated the average returns generated by each participant in the

value system and identified the nature of relationships between zuccessive participants,

Carhnnight (1993c) acknowledged that relationships between successive activities in the value

system were likely to take one of many forms These relationships may range from open

market transactions, through various forms of alliance to vertical integration.

2,3.2 The 7-form Model

Carhvright (1994) consolidated the models of land-based product value systems into

a generic model. He described the model as a Z-forr1 and by extending the hom+base and

international locations of the dairy industry model better embraced relationships between the

parts of the value system located in New Zmland and those located offshore. Cartwright's

generic Z-form Model of New Zealand's land-based international value systems is presented

as Figure 2.7.

The boundary of the value systan is denoted by the shaded ara. The systenL

therefore, "interfaces with an associated system that sewes customers in the hom+base

market, and with another associated system that provides domestic zupplies of land-based

products in the oFshore market" (Cartwright, 1994, p. 7). The Z-form Model depicts the

various stages and locations where value can be added. Note that not all the stages may exist

in each value system. Each stage "may comprise one or more firms that add net value by

either transforming products that are transferred to the adjacant upstream stage or by

providing services that increase the value of these products" (Carh'night, p. 6).
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Land-based astivities, A are undertaken predominantly in New Zealand. First stage

processing/manufacnring/packaging is completed on-shore, B, prior to exporting, C.

Ofthore activities include importing, D; processing/nranufacnring/packaging Q distribution,

F; marketing/saleVcustomer service, G; an4 conzumpion of products and senvices by the

foreign conzumer, H. The domestic market, which consumes relatively little product, is

excluded fiom this study. Whereas opportunity to acquire foreign products, represented by

the linkage between ofF-shore processing/marnrfacnrring/packaging (the foreign equivalent of

B) and the astivities completed internationally by New Zealand's value systerns is included.

Opportunities for creating value concurrently with product flow are identified in the

model. Value is theq implicitty, captured within each stage. The model could be applied to

any industry: included are all activities between producer and domestic or international

consumer. For example, the producer could just as easily be a Swedish forester providing

logs for use in IKEA's kitsas (Normann & Ramirez, 1993).

The role of New Zealand's firms, as any other firm in a value syster4 is to capture

value realised in the international market place. Only when this value is realised that is the

product is sold for a sum greater than the costs can wealth be disnibuted to home-base

participants (4 B, C) - as product prices, shareholder dividends, or stakeholder wealth.

Intermediaries, between the producer and conzumer, enhance product value ttrough adding

value activities. Adding value activities prior to consumption conffibute to inventory value.

However, only whan the product or service provides value to an end-consumer is value

captured. The sale of goods and services between intermediate participants, while creating

value for the seller, does not ensure that value is ultimately realised.

Carhvright (1994) statd that the profits that accrue to a firm at any stage in the value

system are largely dependent on two considerations. First, the relative bargaining power of

the firm relative to those in adjacent stages of the value system: descnlbed in terms of Porter's

(1980) five competitive forces (discussed in Chapter Three) as external influences of

profitability. Second, the resources at the firm's disposat the firm's capabilities (Hamel &

Prahalad, 1994),the firm's competencies @rahalad & Hamel, 1990), and management ability

(e.g., Robbins & Barnwell, 1994) are intemd influences ofprofitabitty.
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The Z-form Model does not identif the extent of value adding activities that should

be completed by each firm or likely boundaries between finns. One long held assumption

amongst land-based producers (A) is that they must have control, and ownership of

home-based activities to capture wealth, particularly wealth derived from the

international marketplace. Configuration of the value systern may be dibtated by

governrnent potisy commonly in the form of a societal marketing board (Izraeli &Ztl1977).

Configuration of the value system may also be determined by participating firms. kt this case

the extent of the firm's activities, theoretically, is govemed by transaction costs. These two

factors that configure value systems are not necessarily munrally e(clusive (e.9., Maughan &

Schroder, 1983). The feature common to both is relationships between participating firms;

these relationships appea.r to determine the ultimate configuration.

The importance of relationships between firms in the commodity system has been

recently acknowledged. Barkem4 Drabenstott, and Welch (1991) state that "changes in

consumer demand and food technolory are changing the way the food rnarket links

producers, processors, and conzumers" (p. 25). The authors suggest that the new market

structure "shortens and clarifies the communication channels" @ 29) between producers,

processors, and consumers. The relationships between firms at adjacent stages in the Z-form

Model may take many forms. Further, relationships may exist betvreen firms at rnnadjacent

stages in the value system.

Several studies have attempted to examine the attributes of vertical integration

within New Zealand's and Australia's primary industries (Campbell, 1973; Crocombe,

Endght, & Porter, l99l; Hussey, 1992 McCann & Lattimore, 1990; Nicholson, 1990;

Sieper, 1982). However, most of these studies have primarily considered the political

dimensions of statutory marketing boards against the background of a partially

deregulated economytT. From an economic perspective it can be seen as purely

tt Some of Hussey's results should be ueated uith caution. He calculated the value of ofr-farm
income from NDB irryestments as $22,300 per New Zealand dairy farm and compares this with net

farm profit of $21,800 reported by the MAF (1991). Horvever, quite different results are reported in the

actual cash working budget (MAF, l99l). Farm surplus (gross income - farm expenses) equailed

$62,121,less interest ($22,093) and tax (S10,518) left $29,813 for consumption and reinvestment.

Hussey should have stated that of the $10{,178 received from millfat sales some $22,300 is attributable
to the NDB's investments (which at the verl least is tarable income). The income received from
livestock sales ($22,782) and the cost of debt sen'icing ($29,981) are also importantly inlluenced by

expected long-term returns from NDB's investments.
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coincidental if the optimal firm size encompasses an industry. For example, the

NZAPMB and the NZIDB account for nearly all the produce exported from their

respective industries. In these instances the firm's stakeholders (farmers) may be

forgoing economic optimality in favour of other advantages.

The advantages of horizontal integration (Jacksorl l97l; Robertson, l99l) and

the associated returns on capital are relatively easily calculated at the farm level

(Lockhart, 1990). There is little evidence to suggest that the same microeconomic

principles are not appropriate for the analysis of horizontd integration at the processing

level (Schroder, 1982). The vertically integrated value system has, however, received

considerably less attention.

Added value strategies, when considered in value qystenrs, create both generaive and

distributive effects. Generative effects produce higher net value and restrlt from one or more

of higher priced goods, the consumption of geater volumes of goods, and cost reductions,

namely those phenomena that confiibute to value. Dsfibutive effects refer to how that

wealth is then captured by participants - stages - in the value system. Value is created by all

participants (generative), however, it may not accrue to participants (distributive) in the

manner akin to which it was created.

The Z-form Model can be interpreted in two distinctly different modes with

respect to generative and distributive effects. First, it has a descriptive (functionalist)

interpretation representing all value added activities associated with product flow from

land-based producer to international consumer. Value added activities may be complaed

by all stages from A to G: generative effects. Adjoining organisations being linked by

some form of relationship which may, largely, be regarded as either competitive or

collaborative. This interpretation of the model is similar to that intended by Achrol,

Reve and Stern (1983) in their depiction of marketing channel dyads, discussed in

Section 3.5.3.

The generation of wealth appears to be dependent on factors such as the firm's

resources, capabilities, management ability, and competencies. Wealth is then

supposedly distributed to the stakeholders of that stage or stages of the value system.
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However, factors such as relative bargaining power, and the nature of relationships between

adjoining firms, at times zuppressed by vertical integration, will influence the disribution of

wealth: distributive effects.

Second, the Z-form Model can be interpreted in a normative' (radical-

structuralist) mode with associated implications for the configuration and management of

the value system. A normative view implies that there is some optimal mix of resources,

capability, management ability, and competencies that creates more value than others.

For example, the location of processing and packaging in the international location may

provide benefits that cannot otherwise be realised by completing these stages on-shore.

Further, a normative view suggests that some form of configuration may distribute value

for the benefit of a select stage or group of stages. The implications suggest that the

value system may be configured to repatriate a disproportionate share of wealth to New

Zealand owned organisations: distributive effects in favour of a home-base perspective.

Likewise, a consumer's perspective would seek to maldmise value at H and minimise

wealth elsewhere - excluding concern for wealth distribution between dl other

participants. The accrual of wealth results from bargaining power/collaboration between

adjoining stages or the suppression of bargaining power/collaboration by integration,

either backward or forward, through zuccessive stages of the value system. Therefore,

specific recommendations may be offered to enhance a particular stage's or group of

stages' ability to distribute wealth in their own favour.

The Z-form Model provides a framework in which to consider the potential

research questions offered in Chapter One. The intention of management is to generate

wealth within each successive organisation and then to distribute proceeds in favour of

that organisation's stakeholders. Whether the value syslem can be managed, how it can

be managed, and how it ought to be configured remain the subject of this study

2.3.3 Systems thinking

A system implies a "holistic vieu/' (Gummessor\ 1991, p.76). In agriculture,

horticulture, and forestry a holistic view refers to an emerging pasture-to-plate

perspective (Anderson, R. D., 1991, French, 1986). Despite a claim that the term system
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has become "tired" (Thorelli, 1986, p. 39) the use of a systems approach identifies the

study as eclectic. Boulding (1956) attributed the narne and many of the ideas of systems

theory to Bertalan$ (zubsequently published in 1968). Similarly, Checkland (1981)

reported that it was Bertalanfr "who insisted that the emerging ideas in the various

fields could be generalized in systems thinking" (p. 93).

The systems approach was motivated by the search for an "optimum degree of

generality'' @oulding, 1956, p. 198), a position not always reached in the reductionist

sciences. However, systems thinking is not itself a discipline: "systems ideas provide a

wsy of thinking about any kind of problem' (Checkland, 1981, P 99) Checkland

concludes his review of systems thinking with:

...thinking starts with an observer/describer of the world outside ourselves who

for some reason of his own wishes to describe it "holistically'', that is to say in

terms of the whole entities linked in hierarchies with other wholes. This leads to

the most basic prescription of what the observer's description will contain: his

purpose, the system(s) selected, and the various system properties such as

boundaries, inputs and outputs, components, structure, the means by which the

system retains its integdty, and the coherency principle which makes it defensible

to describe the system as a system. (p. l2l)

The systems examined are New Zealand's export-dependent land-based value

systems. New Zealand, in this study, denotes geographical ownership implying some

degree of nationalism. Cranston (1993, p. 215) states that nationalism "has become the

most powerfirl, if not the dominant, ideology of our time". However, as Cranston

observes in the case of the European Community, and proposes in the case of North

America" a progressive economic unit systematically breaks "down first the economic

and then the political barriers between nations" (p. 2a$. Therefore, New Zealand

ownership and/or control may not necessarily coincide with the country's geographic

boundary. Nonetheless, the implication remains that production, first stage processing,

and exporting must be New Zealand owned to have any residual claim on wealth.
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As discussed in the preceding sections the concept of land-based systems is not new.

However, the examination of land-based systems from the perspective of creating value and

distributing wealth is a more recent dwelopment. The Z-form Model is the end rezult of

several attempts at depicting all stages benneen land-based producer and intenrational

consumer. The model depicts the critical relationship between activities in the home$ase

location and those in an intemational location and provides a framework fiom which to

examine the transformation of farm products into conzumer goods.

Value systems may involve few stages and few participants in the case of raw

products. Howwer, in the case of manufactured products numy more stages, and potentially

more participants, are involved. The number of stages and participants may not, howwer, be

synonymous with the creation of value, merely the opportunity to do so. Value systerns

comprise all activities, resources, and actors berween and inclusive of producers and

con$rmers. Adjoining stages may be connected through vuious forms of competitive,

collaborative or internalised linkage between participating firms.

The value qystem consists of all organisations (firms) and the relationships between

thern. The intent of firms is to gorerate wealth and disriburte that wealth in favou of the

firm's stakeholders. Theories of the firm are introduced in the following section.

2.4 TTIEORIES OF THE FTRM PERTAINING TO THE ZFORM
MODEL

ENSEN AIID MECKLING (1976) recognised that most firms are "legal fictions"

(p. 310), referring to the "artificial construct under which the law allows certain

organisations to be treated as individuals" (p. 310) tE. The authors defined the firm

as a "nexus for contracting relationships and which is also characterised by the existence

of divisible claims on the assets and cash flows of the organisation which can generally be

sold without permission of the other contracting individuals" (p. 3ll). This view of the

rE The partnership, holveler, is one important omission from Jensen and Meckling's (1976)

definition. The partnership operates as an organisation and is not treated as an individual for legal and

taxation purpos€s. The liabilities and relvards earned by partnerships are distributed appropriately to
each of the individuals involved (Orven, 199.1; Pret$le, J., 199.1).
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firm emphasises the contractual nature of firms and other organisations. Jensen and

Meckling (1976), therefore, stated that "it makes little sense or no sense to try to

distinguish those things which are inside the firm from those which are outside of it" (p.

3ll). However, several aulhors since Jensen and Meckling @arry, Sonka, & Lajili,

1992; Koenig & van Wrjlq l99l) distinguish between the firrn and the firm's

relationships with other organisations

Relationships between adjacent firms have traditionally been considered as either

markets or hierarchies (Wrlliamsoq 1975). The distinction between intra-firm transactions

and inter-firm transactions, yet to be depicted in the Z-form Model, is necessary for this

study. It is accepted that some economic theories, for example, transaction cost theory

(Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975, 1979, l98l), agency cost theory (Jensen & Meckling,

1976) and asset specificity (Aldrich, 1976; Pfeffer & Salancih 1978) may be used, in

part, to explain both the theory of the firm and the relationships between firms in a

manner zuggested by Jensen and Meckling.

There are three theoretical foundations for the firm; the firm as a production

function, the firm as a governance structure, and the firm as a value chain. The

conventional orthdox theory is to view the firm as a production function (Sporleder,

1992). Viewing the firm as a production function provides considerable understanding

of the firm's response to the price and quantity of inputs and outputs. The finn is

assumed to maximise the sum of expected profits "over a long period of time, these

profits being properly discounted to the presert" (Mansfield, 1991, p. 137). Discounting

attempts to determine the current value of a future income stream (Hirshleifer, 1958;

Fisher, 1977; Rae, 1977). The production function theory provides rules of behaviour

for a firm wishing to make as much money as possible. This view largely assumes the

firm has "complete dependency on markets" (Sporleder, p. 1228). However, the

production function theory often fails to explain firms' behaviour in situations where

profit marimisation is not the firm's single goal. In these instances the economist refers

to utility mocimising behaviour (e.g., Jensen & Meckling, 1976). It is fortunate that the

measurement of utility derived from non-pecuniary attributes of firms zuch as

"appointments of the office, the affractiveness of the secretarial stafl the level of

employee discipline... personal relations.., with employees," (p, 312) nd lifestyle is
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fraught with difficulty. For example, were the attractiveness of secretarial staff to be

objectively measured economists may have been distracted from their work.

The second economic theory considers the firm as a governance structure. The

governance structure view, based on Coase (1937), was popularised by Williamson

(1975). In this view the firm is considered as a "substitute for market transactions"

(Sporleder,1992,p. 1228). Two theories contribute to the governance structure view.

First, transaction cost theory, which includes information costs (Coase; Williamsorq

1979) and second, management cost theory which can be extended to include agency

theory (Coase; Demsetz, 1988; Jensen & MecHing,1976- Knight, l92l).

Coase (1937) was unsatisfied with the thinking that the economic system was

coordinated by the price mechanism. Coordination by the price mechanism is, at best,

only a partial description of the economic system. The economic system is made up of a

number of subsystems of which firms are a conspicuous member (Williamson, 1993).

Coase suggested that the extent of the firm is determined by the relationship between

transaction costs and management costs. The firm can reduce market costs by

internalising transactions and in doing so the firm pursues to some extent vertical

integration. As the firm internalises transactions it is proposed, however, that

management costs increase.

As the firm internalises transactions, for example, by moving from the market

plaoe, to contracts, to manufacturing within the firm (internalising) transaction costs are

postulated to decline and management costs are postulated to increase. Therefore,

optimal firm size is assumed to occur where the sum of transaction costs and

management costs are minimised. The theoretical relationship between transaction costs

and management costs is depicted in Figure 2.8

Blair and Kaserman (1983) summarised the reasons given for high transaction

costs as uncertainfy about the conditions under which exchange will take place, and

problems relating to small numbers bargaining. The authors stated that transaction costs

will rise when there is uncertainty about price, quality or availability of a good or service.

Maughan and Wright (1993, p. 55) suggested that such uncertainty will result from



"variability of input supply [seasonality], perishability, lumpiness in output and

rigidity in input or output markets".

Figure 2.8. The theoretical relationship between decreasing transaction costs and

increasing management costs as the firm intemalises transactions.

Market place Contracts Within firm

I nternal isi ng transactions

Transaction costs will also rise when there is an ex ante or ex poste small

numbers bargaining problem (Blair & Kasermarg 1983). Maughan and Wright (1993, p.

56) recommended that "it is easier to think of the small mtmbers as referring to the

options rather than to the number of individuals involved in any glven transaction". It

may not, however, be possible to reduce transaction costs in all circumstances. For

example, seasonality of production cannot be overcome by vertical integration.

Similarly, small numbers bargaining problems may only be overcome when both parties

pursue integration.

The third theory of the firm is Porter's (1935) value chain theory. The firm is

viewed as "a collection of discrete but related production functions, if production

functions are defined as activities" (p. 39). The value chain focuses on how each of these

activities creates value. Porter's value chain theory provides a more useful introduction

to the analysis of product and service flows through an organisation: Porter's (1985)

generic value chain is reintroduced in Chapter Three (see Figure 3.9).
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Vertical integration describes the completion of segments of the

production/marketing system within a firm (Adelman, 1949). The anributes of vertical

integration as a corporate strategf were reviewed by Flanigan (1983, 1984). Vertical

integration is recognised as dweloping high productivity and enhancing stockholder wealth.

The zuccess ofvertical integration requires that the internal and competitive benefits outweigh

the internal costs and competitive dangers. Harrigan's suilrmary of the attributes of vertical

integration is presented in Table 2.1. There is agreement that vertical integration offers a

sensible framework within which to add value. However, conventional accounting data

is not necessarily appropriate for the analysis of added-value strategies. Capital

investment or consumption decisions need to be made that maximise producers' and

processors' returns and provide opportunities for further product differentiation.

Nofe. From "Formulating Vertical Integration Strategies,' by K. R. Han(;an, 1984, Academy of

Management Review,9 (4), p.639.

Table 2.1. The advantages and disadvantages of vertical integration.

lntemalbenefits lntemalcosts

Integration economies reduce costs by
eliminating steps, reducing duplicate
overhead, and cutting costs (technology
dependent)

lmproved coordination of activities reduces
inventorying and other costs

Avoid time-consuming tasks, such as price
shopping, communicating design details, or
negotiating contracts

Need for overhead to coordinate vertical
integration increased costs

Burden of excess capacity from unevenly
balanced minimum efficient scale plants
(technology dependent)

Poorly organised vertically integrated firms
do not enjoy synergies that compensate for
higher costs

Competitive benefits Competitive dangers

Avoid foreclosure to inputs, services or Obsolete processes may be perpetuated
markets

lmproved marketing or technological Creates mobility (or exit) baniers
intelligence

Opportunity to create product differentiation Links firm to sick adjacent businesses
(increased value added)

Superior control of firms' economic Lose access to information from suppliers or
environment (market power) distributors

Create credibility for new products Synergies created by vertical integration
may be ovenated

Synergies could be created by coordinating Managers integrated before thinking through
vertical activities skilfully the mosl appropriate way to do so
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Williamson's (1975) view of business transactions is regularly criticised by many

contributors to indusfiial economics for failing to describe the anay of transactions found

between the disparate poles of markets and hierarchies (e.g., Granovetter, 1985; Jarillo, 1987;

Ouchi, 1977, 1980). The over-riding wealcness with transaction cost economics is the

aszumption that "opportunism is a central concept in the snrdy of transactibn @sts"

(Wrlliamson, 1979, p. 234).

Williamson (1991) distinguished befiveen markets, hybrids and hierarchies. He

attempted to "locate hyerid modes - various forms of long-term contracting reciprocal

trading regulatio4 franchising and the like - in relation to" malkets and hierarchies (p. 280).

A review of Williamson's bibrids is beyond the scope of this Chapter, srffice to say that the

sweeping generalisations oftransaction cost economics served as a stimulus to the dwelopers

of industrial economics. Williamson (1979), quoting from Macneil (1978, p. 901),

acknowledged that:

The fiction of discreteness is fully displaced as the reluion takes on the prope'rties of

'a minisociety with a vast array of norms beyond those centered on the exchange of

its intermediate processes'. (p. 238)

adding that:

Where personal integrity is believed to be op€rativg individuals located at the

interfaces refuse to be a part of the opportunistic efforts to take advantage of (rely on)

the letter of the contract when the spirit of the exchange is emasculated. Such

refusals can serve as a check upon organizational proclivities to behave

opportunistically. (p. 2a0)

Thereforg Williamson was aware that organisational forms are not always to be found as

either markets or hierarchies. Howeva, Williamson refieated to Veblen's view of business

enterprise commenting that the zupposed distance between the head of a large enterprise and

his or her employees is sufficient to ensure that any personal conduct mitigating opportunism

is eventually eliminated. Management can proceed "untroubled by sentimental considerations

of human kindness or irritation or of honesty'' (Veblen cited in Williamson" 1979, p. 241).

The reader is then left with the impression that while bilateral relationships exist, partialarly

in the case of "recurrent, nonstandard transactions" (p. 259), oppornrnism remains the sole
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motivate of CEOsre. Macneil (1978) would appear to endorse Williamson's view, without

necessarily adopting the aszumption of opportunism. He stated that "typically it is the

ongoing relation rather than the individual that is the more powerful of the two" (p. 900).

Therefore, the interorganisational relation has some critical rnass - inertia to - that ensres its

longwity beyond that of the immediate facilitators within each firmzr.

Ghoshal and Moran (1996) take issue with what is predominantly Williamson's

view of transaction cost economics. Why for example do attitudes and behaviour such

as trust, honesty, and integrity "maffer any less than that of oppornrnism" (Moran &

Ghoshal, 1996, p. 61)? Opposing values are embedded in the alternate views of

organisation. Transaction cost economics is dependent on the view that managers will

display opportunism - attitude - and opporrunistic behaviour (Ghoshal & Mora4 p. l8).

Transaction cost economics does not consider managers capable of values such as trust

and commitment (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Transaction cost economics should not,

however, be dismissed completely. There may be specific linkages in specific industries

that are, in fact, better explained by transaction cost economics rather than other theories

of the firm. Maughan and Wright (1993), and Waddell (1993) used transaction cost

economics to interpret the relationship between sheep and beef producers and first stage

processors: an unenviable relationship better interpreted from an alternate paradigm.

Ghoshal and Moran (1996) argue that organisations are not mere substitutes for

market failure; "they possess unique advantages for governing certain kinds of economic

rn Wi[iamson's reference to ldacauley'is equal]y conftsing Williamson stated thal 'toth parties

have an incentive to sustain the relationship rather than to permit it to rnralel, the objective being o avoid the

sacrifioe of vah:ed tramaction-specific economies" (p. 251). lvfacauley (l!)63, p. 6l) recognised tltd "displtes

[between hsinesses] are frequently sefiled *ithout reference to tb€ contract or to potential or acnral legal

situations". To which Williamson raorts ttlat this is because "recurren! nonstandard Eansaclions are

golemed by bilateral or unifid stnrstures" (p. 259). It is hard to imagine the rnanagers of bilateral structues
avoiding legal sitrutions if both parties are motil'ated sole$ by o,pportunism.

20 ldacneil's (1978) comments on status quo are enligltening. For oample, given that "it is well to
remember that we are dealing with situations where the desire is to continue the relatioq not to terminate it"
Cr. 896) then "the status quo itrlf ma1' be one in which changes are egected in a certain direction'. He

further added that '\rnlike discrete transactions, rnany conrac0ral relatioru are, for all praaical FIrIDses,
eryected naer !o end" (p. 899). Wbile ldacneil acknowledges conespondence with Williamson he apean to
have adopted a more holistic view of the nature of contractual relatioru (see lvdacneil, 1980), not being
constrained to tlre economist's view of opportunism.

2' If this is the case some of the methodologr offered by conuihxors to indrstriat reliations is

circurnspec! under these circunslances the firm's ecolory - which is a network described in a historical,

current and future sense - would aszume a far greater impoflance.
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activities through a logic that is very different from the market" (p. l3). They endorse

Simon's (1991) view that the market economy is a misnomer, the majority of modern

business being conducted in organisations. A more realistic ttssumption is, therefore, that

offered by Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece (1991): markets bego where organisations fail.

The major departure between economics and business schools of thought is the

role of management. Economic paradigms invariably ignore the role of management -

opportunism excluded. Transactions are aszumed to take place, largely, in the

marketplace or in a hierarchy independent of human interrrention. Further, the economic

tieories assume that the firrr faces a demand curve outside of its control. An important

objective of management is, however, to increase demand for the firm's products

through branding (Watkins, 1986), marketing (Aaker, 1992) or by inventing new

markets (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). Not only is management concerned with increasing

demand but new age management is concerned with altering both the internal and

external environments in which the firm operates - ceteris paribus is not aszumed.

Business schools recognise that transactions take place between managed firms.

Management not only manipulates the firm's resources but also attempts to manage the

marketplace. To highlight this difference in perspective Ghoshal and Moran (1996)

distinguish between market logic as autonomous adaptation - which is near miraculous -

and organisational logic as purposive adaptation. Purposive adaptation is observed to

have at least three advantages. First, purposive adaptation is possible without either

prices or markets. (The authors failed to observe that markets are not possible without

organisations, or indMduals as in a labour market or end-consumer.) Second, puqposive

adaptation "allows organisations to pursue dynamic efficiency creating new options" (p.

33). Third, purposive adaptation transforms the domain in which "relations are

embedded" influencing actors' attitudes and behaviour.

In ignoring management the economics literature avoids recognising differences

in management ability. For example, the limiting hierarchical control structure associated

with increasing firm size (Williamson, 1967) is assumed to be invariant to management

ability. Peters and Waterman (1984), Iacocca (198a; see Range, l99l), Peters and

Austin (1985), and Pascale (1990) all recognise that management ability is paramount to
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the zuccess of the firm. Similarly, at the farm level the success of the firm is dependent

on management ability (Haines, 1982; Boehlje & Eidman, 1984; Gray & Lockhart, 1996;

Lockhart, 1990; Reganold Palmer, Lockhart, & Macgregor, 1993), much of which is

directed at minimising risk (Johnso4 R. W. M., 1990). Economics provides general

theories of determining optimal fi.rm size and firm behaviour. However, they niay be too

abstract to apply to an individual firm without first recognising stakeholders' goals and

industry configuration, by which time critical assumptions are likely to be violated.

One issue easily overlooked in the Ghoshal and Moran (1996)AMilliilnson (19%)

debate is the need for strategJ and management researchers to develop their own

theories of organisation rather than adapting theories such as transaction cost economics.

However, it is only with the emergence of new age stratery (introduced in Section 3.6.2)

that an alternate paradigm can be seen to explicitly engender interdependenry @artlett &

Ghoshal, 1989; Covey 1990; Covey & Menill, 1994; Hamel & Prahalad,1994; Quinn,

1992; Senge, 1992)'. the antithesis of opportunism.

A firm consists of a number of inter-related activities (production functions),

under a common governance structure in an industry coordinated through markets,

alliances, contracts or some form of hierarchy such as vertical integration. The degree of

vertical integration in the value added process can be viewed as dependent on the zum of

transaction and management costs. The transaction cost view of the firm is, however,

based on opportunism at the exclusion of values. This perspective is increasingly

difficult to uphold when alternate views of organisation and transaction are considered.

MANAGEMENT IN THE ZFORM MODEL

HE "PRACTICE OF MANAGEMENT is largely eclectic" @asterby-Smith,

Thorpe, & Lowe, 1991, p. 5), and it ignores academic efforts to create distinct

disciplines. Easterby-Smith et al. stated that "managers need to be able to

work across technical, cultural and functional boundaries; they need to be able to draw

on knowledge developed by other disciplines zuch as sociology, anthropology,

economics, statistics and mathematics" (p 5). Easterby-Smith et al. don't offer blanket

2.5
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recommendations for management research. They merely suggest that "it is through

contrasts that new ideas and insights are most easily created" (p. 9) - implytng that the

perspective offered from one discipline, while parsimonious, may be intellectually barren.

The nature of management reseaf,ch will influence its relevance and imniediary of

application by the profession. Pure research is likely to be "too abstract and not oriented

enough in an applied direction and consequently not relevant to the 'real' problems of

business" @orter, L. W., & McKibbin, 1988, p. 170; see also Hambrick, 1994). The

authors correctly argued that the relevance of research is not necessarily where it lies on

the pure-applied continuum. More importantly, it is a matter for researchers to "give as

much attention to the problems on which they choose to do research as they do to the

approach to carrying it out" (p. 177). A problem will too often be subjugated by an

academic's desire to apply a pet technque (Locke, 1989). Further, Locke recognised

that other aspects, particularly personnel and organisation, are culture specific and the

way these aspects of management are integfated into research and practice is culture-

specific. The adoption of theory relating to personnel and organisational practice

developed from cultures other than our own may, therefore, require substantial empirical

support.

2.5.1 Strategic management

The various managemert disciplines innoduce Wople to the value systan. The

participants at each stage of the value system are no longer just organisations but collectives

of stakeholders. The strategic goal for any organisation (Andrews, 1987; Grant, l99lb,

1995; Johnson & Scholes, 1993; Pettigrew, 1987) is to create value and distribute

wealth. Implicit in this goal is that wealth is distributed to the organisation's

stakeholders (Rappaport, 1981, 1983) which will include firstly, shareholders and then

secondly, employees.

Management also provides a dynamic link between the Z-form Model of the value

system - a static model - and oppornrnities for the generation and distribution of wealth

amongst participants. The Z-form Model identifies generic value creation: collection at d
logistics betv/een C and D, distribution from F to G and so on. What it doesn't show are the
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nature of linkages - either competitive as say Porter's (1980) five forces or collaborative

(Axelsson & EasorL 1992; Jarillo,1987; Powelt W. W., 1990; Thorelli, 1986) - between

adjoining or non-adjoining participants.

Whittington (1993) observes that organisations have pluralistic goals. The

aszumption that organisations are profit maximisers is naive. The goal function will be

influenced by various stakeholder groups all of whom exert influence on the distribution

of wealth. When stakeholders are considered as buyers, sellers, and upstreafii

paaicipants in a value system, for example, in addition to shareholders and employees the

forces affecting wealth distribution prevent profit maximisation.

Forces external to the organisation are considered by Porter (1980) in his five

forces model. Buckley (1994) applauds Porter's contribution to the "deconstruction of

standard industrial economics" (p. 97) The five forces model may be assumed to

operate at each participant in the value system. Buyers and sellers will compete for

wealth distribution, the outcome of which is determined by bargaining power (Porter), as

discussed in Section 3.4,1. When two adjoining firms collaborate the distribution of

wealth will be more complex. Linle appears to have been written on the distribution of

wealth between collaborating firms as invariably strategic management commentary is

provided from the perspective of a single firm. Yet the rational long-term distribution of

wealth is essential to the long term success of all participants: a means to ensure the

effective, and efEcient production of land-based goods and services. Paradigms

contributing to the understanding of linkages between organisations are introduced in

Section 2.5, and reviewed in detail in Chapter Three.

The opportunity for value enhancing activities are identified in the Z-form Model but

there is, as yet, no system-wide strategic intant (Hamel & Prahalad 1989). The value system

is seen to operate on its own accord. The conventional lt model of business strategy

(fuidrews, 1987; Ansofi 1965; reviewed by Mntzberg, 1990) seeks to match the firm's

capabilities with the extemal environment. Therefore, business shategy may be viewed as a

means for the organisation to position itself within the value system. Numerous perspectives

of strategy are enunciated in the literature of which the most common are the Design - or

deliberate - school, characterised by Ansoffand Andrews and the ernergent - or behavioural -
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school, characterised by Cyert and March (1963) and Mintzberg Any review and discussion

of strategy must rationalise the contributions from these schools.

Management was first considered as a cyclical process by Fayol (1916/1949). The

process includes for.u functions variously named as planning, implemantatio4 leading and

control. However, research of managers' behaviour, for example, Mntzberg (1975) and

Gray and Lockhart (1996) has identified a void between actual behaviour and thc d€pictd

by normative models. To be sure, management activities canbe forced into one of the four

functions of managernent; the result seldom describes what manager's do.

Recently what were offered as alternative models of srategic man4ganent have

gained international recognition. Hamel and Prahalad's (1993, 1994) paradigm of strategy as

stretch and lwerage is considered a viable alternative to the conventional fit paradigm. The

dwelopment and contribution of new age srategic managerrent ought to first, assist with

identifying shortcomings in the conventional model and second, provide a different view of

the firm within the value system. Other contributions to strategy that appear relevant to this

srudy are global strategy (Ghoshal, 1987; Kogut, 19854 1985b) and the managemant of

change (Strebel, 1994), both reviewed in Chapter Three.

2.5.2 'Competitive advantage' and 'economic rent'

Competitive advantage is the "value a firm is able to create for its buyers that

exceeds the firm's cost of creating it" (Porter, 1985, p. 3). Value, to the producer, is the'

difference between the costs of production and the price paid for the product. Value, to

the conzumer, is the price buyers are willing to pay. Porter acknowledged that

competitive advantage is increasingly a function of how well a company can manage the

value system; all the participating firms and the linkages berween them. Collaborative

linkages between firms' value chains create interdependencies between a firm and its

suppliers and its buyers (Porter). Theories on the nature of linkages between

organisations in the Z-formModel are introduced in the following section.

McNamee and McHugh (1989, p 63) suggested that competitive advantage

reflects "superior long-run return on invested capital". Crrant (199lb, p. 39) stated "that
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the basic source of profit is the creation of value for the customer". Consumers attempt

to morimise their *welfare by purchasing goods which give greatest value relative to the

price charged for them" while the "producer tries to rrarcimise profit by charging the

highest price which can be achieved" @itt-Watson" 1992, p 49). Grant (p. 6a) also

noted that Porter's (1980) generic strategy framework" discussed in Section 3.7, "fails to

take account of the dynamic character of competition". Competitive advantage describes

the performance of a firm relative to its competitors. Unfortunately competitive

advantage is likely to be transitory only, because seldom can technologies be

monopolised in the long term. The transitory oature of competitive advantage reflects

the firm's dynamic environment within its industry. While it is not an absolute necessity

for a firm to achieve a position of competitive advantage it is ideal.

Pitt-Watson (1992) concluded that a company can be profitable if it meets

customers' needs better and at lower cos than its competition. However, if value is

considered a managed variable competitive advantage is a position a firm achieves when

it can provide value to customers at a lower cost than that provided by competitors. It

should be noted that lower cost is relative rather than absolute. Firms can provide value

in the form of a managed variable at considerable cost relative to others as is the case

with BMW and either Hvundai or Daewoo.

Contributors to the economics literature identify the returns from competitive

advantage as rent (Tullock, 1967). Therefore, rent seeking (Krueger, 1974) describes an

entrepreneur's pursuit of competitive advantage. Buchanan (1980) discussed the

relationship between economic rent and added value describing rent as follows:

a potential entrepreneur, discovers a use for resources or a combination of

resources that had not been previously discovered. No one else in the economy

is aware of this opportunity. The entrepreneur organizes production and

commences sale of the commodity or service. By definition, he is a pure

monopolist during the initial period. (p. 6)

The entrepreneur receives economic rent for the activity and, in turn, it is the prospect of

rent that motivates the activity. Invariably the pursuit of rent creation requires the
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allocation of scarce resources between alternative uses (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993).

Decisions relating to capital investment or consumption must be made to enzure that the

process of rent creation continues. Rent is the refurn to the resource owner over and

above the return those resources could earn if put to an alternative use (oppornrnity

cost). Differences in the definitions of wealth economic rent, or competitive advantage,

therefore, simply reflect the author's paradigmz.

Carnwight (1994, p. 7) stated that the "total net value generated" in a value

system is the "total gross value less the sum of the costs incurred at all stages".

However, wealth in a value system is realised only when a final-product or end-service is

sold. Until such sale wealth (competitive advantage, value, profit, or rent) acatmulates

in the system. This accumulation may enhance the value of individual firms and,

therefore, the value of the system in the short term. Continued accumulation of wealth in

the form of stock-on-hand may be symptomatic of a system struggling to create value.

For example, Fortex valued its unsold stock at $62 million in 1993. Within six months

this stock was deemed to be worth half that @rett, 1994). Wealth supposedly

accumulated in the Fortex system, yet value was not realised. One caveat to the longer-

term accumulation of wealth in the value system is forestry. Forestry's relatively long

production cycles ensure that over the time from planting the value systern ought to

increase in wealth without necessarily contributing value. Unlike either BMW or

Daewoo firms within the land-based value system are paid for value on the basis of the

subsequent buyer's expectation, more so with participants separated both temporally and

spatially from the international consumer,

Wealth may be described as either economic rent, competitive advantage, profit or

value. Wealth may be returned to suppliers - in the form of product prices above the

prevailing market price ' and stockholders - in the form of increased stock value and

dividends. While wealth may accumulate within the value system as stock-on-hand or in the

u For example, Bucharun (1980, p, 3) defines rvealth in tenns of economic rent Eonomic proft is
"the arnount a finn earns over and above the palments for all other inFls, including tbe intsrest palments for

the capitat it uses and the oportunity cost of an)' €pltal trovided by the owners of the firnn" @aumol &
Blinder, 1985). WealttL in accounting terms, is defined simp$ as profit (Robhson & Keq 1993) while Walter
(1990) describes wealth in more detail. The aim of the firm is "to maximise conrmon stock ralue. The mearu

to this objective is to invest in areas where anticipated retuns equal or exced the cost of the ompany funds

ttrat must be committed to generat€ these returns" (Ir. 138).
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form ofinvestment it is only when value is realise4 the end consumer pays for a final-product

or end-service, that wealth can be attributed to value system participants.

2.6 LINKAGES BETWEEN ORGANISATIONS IN TI{E ZFORM
MODEL

OTH ECONOMIC and organisational researchers recognise the importance

of inter-firm relationships (Aldrich, 1976; Coase, 1937; Hamel, Doz, &

Prahalad, 1989; Murray & Siehl, 1989; Porter, 1985; Williamsorl L975,

l9S5). Koenig and van Wijk (1991) reviewed the prevalent theories of inter-firm

relations. They identified nvo extant theoretical frameworks that provide useful "insights

into the main reasons for firms to develop more than anonymous market relations" (p.

l7l) prior to introducing their own views. The theories are resource dependency and

transaction cost to which Koenig and van Wijk (1991) added the role of tnrst.

Resource dependency theory was postulated by Aldrich (1976). Aldrich

suggested that organisations actively seek to reduce environmental uncertainty. Critical

dependencies are identified, and control over the relevant suppliers or buyers is sought

by means of lobbying, contracting or acquiring. Koenig and van Wijk (1991) noted that

the theory does not predict the "prevalence of any particular inter-organisational form"

(p. l7l) but implies a preference for formal control whenever possible. Transaction cost

theory, introduced in Section 2.5, extends the theory of the firm to encompass inter-

organizational transactions between the firm and suppliers and buyers. Firms can reduce

transaction costs by pursuing vertical coordination through interorganisational relations

(Johanson & Mattsson, 1987b). Vertical coordination is "the alignment of direction and

control across segnents of a production/marketing system" (King, 1992, p. 1'217).

Vertical integration, therefore, represents the extreme form of vertical coordination.

Koenig and van Wijk (1991) stated that collaboration results in informal

agreements based on mutual trust and often involves a transfer or sharing of assets.

Sporleder (1992) suggested that strategic alliances may be considered as an intermediary

between the spot market and vertical integration. Mutual trust is proposed to develop
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asset specificity reducing complexity and uncertainty. Sporleder notes that strategic

alliances are becoming more common in agricultural commodity marketing channels in

the Mid-West. Similar empirical evidence exists in New Zealand to suggest that various

forms of strategic alliances ue emerging in export-dependent land-based value systerrs.

Interorganisational relationships, known as strategic alliances or linkages, are

now recognised as an alternative view of inter-firm relations (Hamel, Doz, & Prahalad,

1989; Johanson & Mattsson, 1987b; Koenig & van WIjk, l99l; Lei & Slocum, l99l;

Ohmae, 1989b; Sporleder, 1992). The emerging theory of strategis alliances better

recognises managerial choices, while choices may still be analysed in a transaction cost

framework. An "interfirm alliance is any agreement for cooperation among dependent

firms to serve a strategic purpose" (Sporleder, p. 1229). This perspective views

interfirm relationships as opportunity for collaboration: enhancing productivity and

profitability.

Inter-firm relationships and the nature of transactions between firms have been

the subject of much study during the 1980s and 1990s. lnterfirm relationships provide

the conduit between domestic producer and international consumer depicted in the Z-

form Model (Section 2.3.2). The literature on interfirm transactions is dominated by the

discussion of strategic alliances @leeke & Ernst, l99l; Borys & Jemison, 1989;

Bowersox, 1990; Clarke & Brennan, 1988, Devlin & Bleackley, l98E; Hung, 1992;

Kobayashi, 1988; Larson, 1991; Lei, 1993; Lei & Slocum, l99l; Lorange & Roos,

l99t; Porter & Fuller, 1986), and the establishment and management of joint ventures

(Berg & Friedman, 1980; Goldenberg, 1988; Gomes-Casseres, 1988; Haoigat, 1985,

1988; Janger, 1980; Killing, 1983; Kogut, 1988; Lyons, 1991; Ring & Van de Ven,

1992; Turpin, 1993). Central to the discussion is the notion that firms on either side of

the relationship or transaction participate towards some common goal. Strategic

alliances, while credited as a strategy to create competitive advantage, may also dissipate

competitive advantage asymmetrically between participating firms. For example, some

xenophobic authors (e.g,, Reich & Mankin, 1986) don't consider strategic alliances

between American firms and firms from foreign countries, particularly Japan Main,

1990), beneficial to the US in the long term.
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Lei and Slocum (1991) considered that strategic alliances are "transition

mechanisms that propel the partners' strategy forward in a turbulent environment" (p,

44). The authors identified tbree forms of global strategic alliances; licensing, joint

ventures and consortia (keiretsu/chaebol) structures. Licensing agreements are the least

sophisticated form of strategic alliance because partners "do not take an equity position

in one anotle/' (p. 45). Joint ventures involve creating a new entity "in which the

originating partners take active roles in formulating strategy and making decisions" (p.

50). Western consortia, Japanese keiretsu and South Korean chaebols are "designed to

ma:rimise all the potential benefits of joint ventures while allowing for industry

specialisation" (p. 58). The form of strategic alliance identified by both Koadg and van

Wijk (1991) and Sporleder (1992), however, defies this classification.

Both equity and non-equity relationships (Lorange, Roos, & BronrL 1992; Root,

1988 cf., Murray & Mahon, 1993) are likely to occur in the value system. Equity

relationships (Hennart, l98S) may result from intertwined shareholdings in existing firms

or the deliberate formation of joint ventures (Hanigan, 1985; Lorange & Roos, 1992).

The establishment of equity relationships may be a stratery to reposition the firm in the

value system. Some joint ventures resulting from equity relationships are anticipated to

deteriorate into mergers or acquisitions (McManus & Hergert, 1988), while in others

mergers or acquisitions are intended. In the event of a merger or acquisition the identity

of each firm is subsumed and the project or organisation is internalised (Rugnaq 1982).

Where discrete organisations are maintained in spite of equity relationships adjoining

firms partake in interfirm transactions.

Morris and Hergert (1987) describe a non-equity strategic alliance as a

collaborative agreement while Jarillo (1988) refers to non-equity strategic alliances as

social partnerships. Auster's (1937) term international corporate linkage (ICL) is more

descriptive of the sort of relationship expected to be considered in this study. ICL refers

to the "diverse interoganizational arrangements created by firms based in different

countries to obtain strategic advantages in their markets and environments" (p. 3). Joint

ventures need only be included if they are created to enhance the value system. The

subject of mergers and acquisitions is excluded because value creation is then internalised
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as is the distribution of wealth. Therefore, interfirm transactions will include those

within equity and non-equity strategic alliances (Morris & Hergert, 1987).

Axelsson and Eason (1992, p. rrv) argue that economic occhanges betrveen buyer

and seller are conrmonly more than a random collision, as is implicit in microeconomic

models. Something more than simple transactions occur baween firms. Stabillty suggest

that the relationship is significantly more than the oneofi, arms-lqgtlq marketplace

exchange. The industrial network paradigm recognises the enduring relationships developed

between buyers and sellers (Johanson & tvlattssoq 1987b); the space between firms.

Industrial networks is in the Kuhnian tradition of an immature paradigm There are

alternative views with multiple interwoven branches They have a near common beginning

and common goals, not unlike the braided river metaphor used by Chambers (1992) to

describe the dwelopment of the Farming Systems Research (FSR) paradigm. The problem of

nnrltiple perspectives is not unuzual during the eady stages of a paradignq however,

eventually one perspective is expected to prwail.

The benefits from cooperation rather than competition are now well documented

in the literature (Contractor & Lorange, 1988; Dunning, 1995). Benefits from

cooperation between firms at the same stage of a value system are considered to include

access to partner's knowledge, markets, and intangible assets plus reduction in

competition (Contractor & Lorange). Costs include the restraints imposed on the firm

through cooperation, partners reap benefits, and price setting is no longer the sole

domain of the firm. Cooperation befween firms at adjoining stages will reduce

transaction costs (Johanson & Mattsson, 19S7b) and enhance adaptability (Axelsson &

Easton, 1992).

The literature on collaborative linkages between organisations describes

relationships between adjoining firms and what were previously competing flrms. The

strategic alliance literature is dominated by cooperation between firms (Contractor &

Lorange, 1988) that may be considered as the same stage of a value system. The

industrial networks literature, however, focuses on those firms aligned to enhance rather
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than replicate alternate product flows. Despite its shortcomings the industrial networks

approach is, therefore, expected to provide a significant contribution to this study.

2.7 THE INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE IN THE ZFORM MODEL

NTERNATIONAL LINKAGES are critical to New Zealand's export-dependent

land-based value systems. The process of linking the home-base and international

location may be described by the models of international trade. The shortcoming of

models and Porter's (1990) diamond theory were identified in Section 1.2 -

countries don't trade, firms do. The value system perspective of the international linkage

recognises firms on either side of the transaction linked through collaborative or

competitive relationships, namely some form of exchange (Toyne, 1989). Toyne

concludes that "exchange, and its attendant sociopolitically influenced process, is

centrally, intimately, and inextricably a part of international business" (p 15) However,

the transaction may also be internalised @uckley, 1989, 1994; Dunning, 1981, 1995)

through some form of multinational enterprise (MNE). MNE's may take a number of

forms (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989) each of which display identifiable attributes.

Buckley (1994) contrasted the theoretical bases of internalisation theory and

international strategic management. Internalisation theory is based on transaction cost

economics, discussed in Section 2.4, and models of the gowth of the firm (Kaldor, &

Penrose cited in Buckley). Buckley judges this approach as "successful in explaining and

predicting the growth and pattern of multinational firms, although somewhat at the

expense of dealing with management decision making" (p 96). In reviewing the theory

of theMNE Itaki (1939), however, is somewhat less enthusiastic about its explanatory

and predictive ability.

Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) contribution to international management is

regarded by Buckley (1994) as an "exemplar of international strategic management" (p.

97). Bartlett and Ghoshal provide a detailed discussion of the models of international

management. They then synthesise an alternate model, the transnational solution, that

captures the beneficial attributes of the three extant models. The authors identi$ three
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constraints to achieving the transnational. The constraints are first, administrative

heritage second, cultural impact on management and third, norms, values and leadership

styles. Therefore, the transnational solution may be better regarded as recommended

management practice rather than an alternate stnrcture.

The international linkage in New Zealand's export-dependent value systems may

be internalised, may be an industrial nefwork, or may be simple exporting, i.e, produce

into competitive foreign markets. Buckley (1994) identifies similarities between

internalisation and international management as the "centrality of the 'make or buy'

decision" (p. 97), the interaction of location and organisational variables, and internal

control mechanisms. However, as with economics (see Section 2.3) management is

largely ignored in internalisation theory. Buckley admits that efforts to incorporate

decision making variables within the theory "sit rather awkwardly''(p. 96)

Contributions to the international linkage are likely to be provided by both

internalisation theory and international management. Internalisation theory will

underplay the role of management. International maoagement will recognise decision

making and the interactions a "company faces across its various markets" @uckley,

1994, p. 98). Therefore, contributions from internalisation theory are expected to be

somewhat limited.

2.8 PERSPECTWES OF LAND.BASED INDUSTRY IN THE
HOME.BASE LOCATION

HREE ACADEMIC PERSPECTMS of land-based industries are briefly

introduced in this section; farm management, agricultural economics, and

agribusiness. Contributions from each perspective to the configuration and

management of New Zealand's export-dependent land-based value systems are briefly

reviewed. First, an introduction to societal marketing boards and definition of industry is

provided as both issues transcend the three perspectives. Contributions and approaches

to the amelioration of risk are also identified. Recent literature on trends towards

vertical integration,lhe industrialisation of agricallure, is briefly reviewed. Much of this
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contribution is from the United States of America" however, such is the scale of their

local economy that relatively few participants are involved in exporting. Notable value

added exceptions include tobacco and prime beef. Other US land-based products in a

state of consistent surplus such as wheat are also exported, surpluses often exacerbated

by food and farm programmes @obinson, 1989).

One long held aszumption amongst producers is that they must have some forrt

of control, but not necessarily ownership of home-base activities in the value system.

Control without ownership is commonly sought through sosietal mark*ing boards

(Izraeli & Zif, 1977; McKinlay, 1991). The core objectives of societal marketing boards

are the ability to impose rigorous market discipline - through one seller - and the

substantial enhancement of individual producer's bargaining power. The collective

bargaining power of all suppliers to the marketing board potentially improves either

product prices or terms and conditions of trade. The conduct and operation of societal

marketing boards is typically provided by the imposition of government legislation

(Hussey, 1992,1993; McKinlay). However, in doing so individual rights are subjugated

by those of the majorityB.

If the value qystem is not vertically coordinated there exists little oppornrnity for the

upstream participants, both producers and processors, to benefit from value added strategy.

In these circumstances food and fibre industries will source raw materials from the cheapest

zupplier worldwide. Raw or partiaily processed materials will be purchased at international

clearing priceq upstream participants will receive a variable residual income.

Contributors to the discussion of management have been plagued by the definition of

an industry, namely, which organisations, goods, and services are to be included in the

research of a particular industry. Caves (1967) defined an industry as "the sellers of a

a De&actors of societal malketing boards rldom recognise that democrry prwails - individrrel

rights are being zubjugted by the decisions of the majority. The aim of the study is not to re\iew the

performarrce of societal marketing boads. Sufrce to recogrrise tlut they edsl arrd bave made a vast

contntution, in various mEus, to both Nerv Zealand and international agriarlture over the last 90 odd years.

Tlre role of marketing boards in the case indrstries is discussed in full in Chaper Fhe. At this stage of the

research the derelopment of rigorors market discipline and bargaining po$'er iue eryected to imprwe the

performance of exportdependent land-based value systerrs. Therefore, societal rnalkaing boards are to be

considered as one of a range of mechanisms that may prwide ryecific sources of competitire adantage.
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particular product" (p 6) However, he acknowledged that "drawing the boundaries too

narrowly places in separate industries firms which are actually quite sensitive to one another's

actions" (p 7) Porter (1980) defined an industry as "the goup of firms producing products

that are close substitutes for each othed'(p 5) Crrant (l99lb) stated that "no industry has

clear boundaries in terms of products or geographical areas" (p. 60), conorring with Porter

that substitutability, "both on the dernand and the supply sidd'is an industry's n4ior oiteria-

Therefore, an industry includes all organisations that provide zubstitutable goods and services

to either industrial or consumer markets.

Specification of substitutabrlity is problematic: what constitutes zubstitutability in

some industries remains at the buyer's, rather than the researcher's or management's

discretion. Within the car tyre industry, an example mentioned by Porter (1980), mainstream

firms include Avon" BF Goodricb, Bridgestone, Continenta[ Dunlop, Falkerg Firestone,

Creneral Tyre, Goodyear, RC, Kumho, MichelirL Pirelli, Reidrubber, Two-ply Manufacnres,

Uniroya[ and Yokohama. By comparisorg the specification of zubstitutability amongst land-

based products is, in some instances, extraordinarily diffictrlt. For instance consider a lamb

loin. Substitute products may include other lanrb orts, other red-meat cuts (chi[ed" fresb

frozen), whitemeats (alligator, chickerq fisb pork), garne-meats (bufalo, grouse, pheasart,

venison), non-meat foods (pasta), or a restaurant meal. Porter acknowledges that drawing

industry boundaries is ditrcult. He stated that "there is a great deal of controversy over the

appropriate definition... how close substitutability needs to be in terms of product, process or

geographic market boundaries" (p. 5) is zubject to debate and thejudgemart ofmanagers.

The production of a New Znaland ctrilled lamb loin for the intemational consumer

requires nearly all the stages of the value system (A to FI, but may exclude E) Organisations

included within the definition of zubstitutability will differ through A to H: the srbject industry

changes as product value is enhanced. At A there is nrbstitution between all larnb finishers in

New Zealand - for the time being. The industry comprises New Zealand's lamb finishers. At

B there is zubstitution between lamb processors and packagers amongst frestq chilled, and

frozen zuppliers. The indtstry then comprises all meat processes and packagers with a meat

export license. At F and G there appears to be ilbstitution across meats, maybe non-meats,

and the restaurant tradq at which stage the lamb industry appears to have lost its identity. The

industry may now include all retail food outlets which unfornrnately, is not a particularly
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useful definition however accurate. The argument remains that land-based goods have a high

degree of zubstitutabiliry and the specification of industry boundaries is fraugltt with

difficulty.

2.8.L Farm management

The history of farm man4gernent has been reviewed ocasively by several authors,

for example, Campbell (1957) and Malcolm (1990), A more zuccinct ret/iew is presented by

Parker, Gray, Lockhart, and Townsley (199a). None of these authors have claimed that one

partictrlar paradigm has prwailed for any length of time. However, at differerf times in the

past paradigms have anerged. Johnsorq Flalter, Iensen, and Thomas's (1961) snrdy of

Mdwestern farmers' decision making2a and Chanrbers, Pacey, and Thrupp's (1989) farmer

first, for example, are two paradigms worthy of endorsement by the greater farrr management

community. Because there is no prevalent paradigm (Wright, 1985) much actiroity passes

under the guise of farm managernent and the scope of farm managernent research is unclear.

The discipline appears to have retreated to a preparadigmatic stage characterised by the

random collection of facts.

Text books on farm management (e.g., Barnard & N4 1979;Blach 1947; Boehlje &

Eidma4 1984; Casle, Becker, & Nelsoq 1987; Kay, l98l; Osburn & Schneeberger, 1983)

that are widely adopted by researchers and academics in the discipline offer littlg if any, farm

management theory. Instead farm management texts provide numerous planning aids for

practitioners and students rather thair general management principles (e.g., tlarling & Quatl,

1990). Even a cusory view of zuch work would suggest that the theoretical contribution is

constrained to normative decision making (Casle et d.); a process questioned in the business

management literature by Mintzberg (1973).

Many current research studies reported in the farm management literature are

contracted examinations requiring little knowledge of theory. The distinction made by

2a Farmer's decision making was neglected b the farm management a€demic community from the
prblication of Johnson et al's. (1961) plenary work until Todd Gray, Itrkbafi, and Farker's (1993) real-time

study of the summer-autumn management of Manr*atu seasonat-suppty dairy farmen.
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Hunt (1976) between marketing research and market research can be extended to farm

management. "Marketing research (or alternatively, scholarly research in marketing)

always seeks to expand the total knowledge base of marketing. [n general, market

research attempts to solve a particular company's marketing problem' (p. l). By

extending this differentiation between paradigmatic research and the research of practice

to farm management, most research is observed to solve a particular farmer's or group of

farmers' problems (e.9., Lockhart 1995a, 1995b). McRae, Anderson, & Brazendale

(1993), Jigglns (1993), and Mueller (1993) have reported alternatives to normal science

better equipped to address practitioners' problems. However, rarely is research

conducted in farm management with the intention of contributing to the hnwledge base

of farm management.

Two issues challenging the boundaries of the discipline are fust, the artificial

delineation between the management on-farm and off-farm resources (often involving

processing) and second, the treatment of risk. Various means of vertical coordination

and vertical integration exist. Any form of vertical coordination on the part of farmers,

or backwards coordination by processors must be recognised as an attempt to create a

continuum from the producer through the value system. Unfortunately, the discipline is

rarely concerned with issues beyond the farm gate - those supposedly being the domain

of agribusiness. Second, embedded in farm management but seldom treated overtly is

the examination and treatment of risk (sources of risk in land-based value systems were

identified in Section 2.2). Contributors to farm management offer techniques to manage

sources of production and price risk so practitioners may be better equipped to achieve

their goals. However, techniques such as feed budgeting25 (Lockhart, Ridler, Brookes,

& Hawkins, 1987), cash forecast, and casMow budgeting (Lockhart, 1990) are relatively

naive models in that assumptions will be violated within the first planning period - due to

production and price variability. Used in conjunction with a dynamic interpretation of

management; the cyclical adoption of planning, implementation and control @arker et

al., 1994) the techniques can become powerful tools to ameliorate production risk and

overcome many effects of price risk.

5 feed hrgeting is used to desc, ibe the relationship betseen seasonal fed denund and feed supty,
such as that depict€d in Figure 2.1.
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The farm management discipline provides the basis from which identification of

attributes unique to land-based industries were discussed in Section 2.2. Thereafter,

select contributions are expected to contribute to concepts and theories of management.

2.8.2 Agriculfural economics

Agricultural economics was developed as an "applied discipline of the economics

discipline" (Goldberg, 1980, p. 5). The paradigm is characterised by contributions from

Goodwin (1977), Rae (1977, 1994), Robinson (1989), Roy, Corty, and Sullivan (1981),

and Tweeten (1979). Croodwin defines agricultural economics as "the social science

concerned with the allocation of scarce resources among those uses associated with

producing, processing, and consuming the products of farms and ranches" (p. 4). The

major contribution of agricultural economics to agriculture is the production function

view of the firm. Simple inpuVoutput relationships concerning one crop or livestock

activity are extended using linear programming (Levin, Rubin, Stinson, & Gardner, 1989;

Paterson, 1993; Rae, 1977) to develop an optimal farm enterprise mix.

Agricultural economics has traditionally provided quantitative skills such as

econometrics (Johnson, A. C., Johnson, M. B., & Buse, 1987; Judge, Hill, Griffiths,

Liitkepohl, & Lee, 1988) and investment analysis (Rae, 1977) to agricultural researchers.

The paradigm explicitly upholds the view of rational economic man (REM) (Goodwin,

1977), therefore, techniques seek positions from which to nuximise profit (this view of

REM is discussed in Section 3.2). The quantitative skills are commonly applied to

production to either address issues of risk (Johnson, R. W. M., 1990) or to optimise

production mix decisions, Regrettably the application of such techniques invariably

produces models (see Barioni, Dake, & Parker, 1996; Lambie & Bicknell, 1996) few of

which appear to be adopted by practitioners.

The shortcomings of transaction cost economics, identified in Section 2.3, are

equally applicable to agricultural economics. The paradigm upholds views of the

Chicago school of economic thought (Hanigan & McGregor, l99l), particularly with

respect to markets - "complete unfettered market system" (p. laz) - that performance
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can only be enhanced by competition. This view is not reconcilable with the Post-

Keynesian school (Dow, l99l) of agricultural poliry (Robinson, 1989; Tweeten, 1979).

The relationship between producers and first stage processors has been explained

in part by agricultural economists using transaction costs economics (contributors were

identified in Section 2.3). On the basis of this review, the value of contributions to this

study from agricultural economics is expected to be limited.

2.8.3 Agribusiness

Davis and Goldberg's (1957) concept of agribusiness was introduced in Section 2.3.

Since the 1950s agribusiness has become viewed as the agricultural discipline concerned with

land-based activities beyond the farm gate (Bierg 1988). Howwer, Sonka and Hudson

(1939) zuggested that this conc€pt of agribusiness was dated and sought to redefine

agribusiness in terms similar to those used by the originators. Sonka and Hudson include

both agricultural production and consumers in their definition and emphasise the '\rord

'food' as part of name ofthe sector" (p. 307): the food and agribusiness sector (p 306)

Agribusiness is viewed as an extension of farm management (Sonka & Hudsoq

l9S9), The authors suggest that the sector has zuffciently different characteristics fiom other

industries tlnt it requires "special managerial; skills and knowledge to facilitate effcient and

effective decisions" (p. 308). Sonka and Hudson regard both agricultural economics and

nnnagement as critically important to agribusiness. However, they concede that the tensions

between economic theory and management in agribusiness do "not appear to be geatly

different than similar conc€rns e4pressed in numerous areas where economics is applied" (p.

3 l3). Strategic management is considered necessary in agnbusiness if the firm is to be viewed

as anything other than a black box (Cotterill,1987; Rogers & Caswell" 1988; Westgrerq

1987; Westgren & Coolc, 1986). Rogers and Caswell argue that research in the food

distribution system requires "more tools than are conrmonly found in the economist's

neoclassical toolkit" (p 3) These authors zupport the use of various strategic management

paradigms as legitimate tools for agribusiness research.
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A significant contribution to this study from agribusiness is research and

commentary on the industrialisation of agnculture. The process of vertical coordination

in United States agriculture appears to have been first reported by Godwin and Jones

(1971). The process, the industrialisation of agriculture, sees closer alignment between

producers and consumers in response to final market demand. The shift away from

uncoordinated commodity production (Hudson, 1990) was attributed to rising national

afiluence; a larger share of women in the work force; and higher priorities for leisure

time (Godwin & Jones).

Barkema, Drabenstott, and Welch (1991) also presented a compelling discussion

of the factors leading to "tighter vertical coordination in the United States agricultual

and food markets" (p. 34). They suggested that increasingly sophisticated consumer

demand is providing a stimulus for vertical coordination. Sporleder (1992) commented

that there is increasing consensus that "vertical linkages in agricultural commodity

marketing channels have been evolving to tighter coordination over several decades" (p.

1226). Similar forces are reported in the European food industry (Munch, 1992).

The shift away from uncoordinated commodity production is not a phenomena

confined to United States agriculture. For the last decade, amidst deregulation and

restructuring, many producers and processors in New Zealand have sought forms of

vertical coordination. For example, strategic alliances have been developed between

lamb finishers, meat processors and marketers in Hawkes Bay ("Farming for the fufure",

1993) Vertical coordination has also been fostered "by the increasing capability of the

distribution system to build more services into products" (Godwin & Jones, 1971, p.

806). The authors concluded that producers, if they wish to participate, will firstly

"forgo individual decision prerogatives to attain the level of aggregation needed for an

appropriate interface with firms in the food and fibre distribution system" (p. 813). And

secondly, develop "organisational and operational schemes of aggregation that are

efficient in function and that will allow farmers to become participants in the emerging

system with appropriate equity in the proceeds from the final marketplace". Therefore, if

producers are to participate in vertical coordination they are expected to sacrifice some

autonomy and may have to aggregate. Farmers' goals, however, commonly include

autonomy and independence (Fairweather & Keating, 1990; Gasson, 1973). Fairweather
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and Keating (1990) provide a detailed account of the nurnagement styles Canterbury

farmers. Interestingly, only lTYo of the farmers surveyed, ranked marketing and oflfarm

investments with importance. On this evidence, some farmers may be expected to

display certain reluctance to move towards vertical coordination.

Gasson (1973, p. 521) stated that economic theory "does not provide a wholly

convincing account of farmers' actions". Despite Gasson's concerns some New Zealand

farmers pursue vertical integration ("Deer farmers plan to buy", 1993) while others, for

example, dairy farmers and pipfruit growers have in place cooperative processing and

marketing facilities (NZDB, l99l; Pope, 1993) where they are attempting to control the

value system by integrating stages in the home-base and international locations.

The role of the farmer, or other up-stream participants, in vertically coordinated

channels appears to be unresolved. Barry, Sonka, and Lajili (1992) identify farmers as

the agent in ageacy relationships resulting in forms of vertical coordination. They

suggest that self-interest seeking, limited cognitive powers, information asymmetries, and

uncertainty restrict the use of comprehensive contracts. Maughan and Wright (1993)

add that small numbers bargaining problems and the difficulty of defining qualrty

standards (in meat) adds further difficulty to establishing contracts. Thus, contracts as

one means of coordination are generally incomplete (Hart, 1988).

Barry, Sonka, and Lajili (1992) considered farmers as agents only, rather than

principals, However, the concept of farmers as agents reflects the postulate of capital

dependency, that farmers are dependent on borrowing capital, the lender being assumed

to be principal. In New Zealand's land-based industries farmers are often the principal,

employing agents for processing and marketing their products. Douglas and Burgess

(1992), for example, criticise the perfiormance of the agents, the NZKMB, in their review

of the New Zealand kiwifmit industry The implied relationship, of up-stream

participants assuming agent status suggests that farmers only provide an input to the

vertically coordinated linkages rather than manage these linkages to their own advantage.

Under circumstances of being agents farmers are more likely to continue receiving a

variable residual income. New Zealand farmers' income is variable because production
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levels are, in part, and prices are largely outside of their control. Farmers receive a

residual income after downstream participants have met their own costs.

Amelioration of price risk has become a significant subject agribusiness research.

Price risk can be reduced by improved forecasting (Skaggs & Snyder, 1992), the use of

futures and forward contracting @rorsal Coombs, & Andersoq 1995; Ennew, Morgarg &

Rayner, 1992, Waddell, 1993) and the managernent of occhange rates (Schroder, hzfavondo,

& Wallace, 1993) It is anticipated that participants in New Zealand's exportdependert land-

based value systems adopt various techniques to minimise the effects of production and price

rislq of which one is the societal marketing board (Schroder et. al., 1993) - considered as a

means of sharing risk across all producer-zuppliers.

The agribusiness paradigm is, therefore, a legitimate source of literature concerning

land-based value qysterns. Contributions from the discipline to this study are o<pected to be

founded in the strategic management paradigm.

2.9 ST]MMARY

WO ORGA]{ISATIONAL PARADIGMS were identified as contributors to the

theory building process; the functionalist paradign and the radical-strufiralist

paradigm characterised by an objective view and a concern for change. The

functionalist paradigm provides a means to gain a detailed understanding of the value systerns

studied. The radical-structuralist paradigm provides a mechanism by which change for the

benefit of participants may be considered.

The unique attributes ofNew Zealand's agdcultural systems were described and their

implications discussed. The attributes were grouped into those relating to land-based

production, output, and industry structure. The opportunities and constraints provided by

each of these attributes needs to be recognised and upheld throughout the balance of the

theory building process. The iterative development of the Z-formModel was then discussed.

The model provides the basis for the identification of paradigms contributing to the srudy.
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Economic theories of the firm were discussed in Section 2.4. The governance

structure theory introduced the relationship between transaction costs and management

costs. Transaction costs could be reduced by the firm pursuing some degree of vertical

integration, supposedly at the expense of increased managernent costs. The boundary of

the firm was postulated to have been reached when the sum of transaction Costs and

management costs were minimised. Therefore, from an economic perspective it would

be purely accidental if a firm's boundary coincided with the entire industry. Transaction

cost economics was reviewed and its likely contribution identified as explaining, or

predicting, the relationship between adjoining stages in the value system.

The role of strategic management in the value system was then introduced.

Strategic management introduces decision makers to the value system responsible for the

creation of value and the distribution of wealth. Literature on deliberate, and emergent

strategy, conventional and new age strategic management was identified as contributing

to the study. An objective of reconciling alternative views of strategy was noted.

Both economics and business schools identify that firms achieving returns above

the cost of capital, however transitory that may be, have attained a position of

competitive advantage over their rivals. Competitive advantage, the receipt of market

rents, was identified as the ideal position for a firm to achieve.

Inter-firm transactions were introduced and the rationale for cleaving them from

transactions within a firm was discussed. tntermediate forms of vertical coordination,

between markets and hierarchies were reported. The industrial networks approach was

identified as the long-term stable but not static group of firms that may be linked either

vertically or horizontally within a value system. Of real interest is the vertical alignment

of firms within the value system. The equity strategic alliance may be seen as a means of

creating intermediate firms in a value system, the intermediate firm being used to link the

original participants. More recent work on organisational structure and alternative linkages

focuses on the firm's ability to adapt and respond. In the past organisational structures were

reported as having less dynamic and hence less adaptive forms. There is now

acknowledgment that structures and tinkages such as those identified in the industrial

nefworks literature considers a more dynamic, and hence realistic, framework.
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The international linkage is central to the Z-form Model. The recognition that

this linkage is a necessiry distinguishes this study from others such as Crocombe et al.

(1991). Alternate views of international business and international management were

introduced. Concepts cornmon to both views were identified.

The farm managanent, agriculnual economics and agribusiness paradigms were

brieffy re'dewed. All three disciplines were obsenred to ofer contributions to the

management of risk. Farm managernent was observed to zuffer from a lack of consenzus as

to its theoretical basis, manifest by the random collection of frcts. Agricultural economics

was identified as applied economics, largely of the production function view of the firrn Only

agnbusiness, and within this only the managenrent perspective of agribusiness, was identified

as a usefirl paradign to include in the study. The indusrialisation of agriculture is

anticipated to occur in New Zealand. To date, most research of New Zealand's land-

based industries has used selected aspects of supply-side economics. As the vertically

integrated land-based firm expands it will €ncounter the problems and oppornrnities

confronted by the multinational enterprise, but it will not necessarily take that partiorlar form.
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CHAPTERTHREE:
POTENTIALLY APPLICABLE CONCBPTS
AI\D TIIEORIES

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT - CREATING VALIJE A}ID
DISTRIBUTING WEALTH

2002: Bud Eisenhaft takes decisive action. He decides to merge his tiny but
vigorous company with any firm that contains the word 'Generaf in its corporate name,
believing at the time that this strategy is what is meant by the conceft of vertical
integration. Facing widespread skepfiasm but with strong support from security
analysts and Wall Sfireef, Eisenhafr gpes on to forcibly acquire General Elee'tric,
General Dynamics, General Motors, General Rubber, General Foods, aN General
Colin Powell, merging all six entities into General Power, the core of what would one
day be the gneafesf and most powerful human organization the world has ever seen,
exce$ perhaps for ancient Rome.

Stanley Bing. (1995). While you were out. Foftune, t32 (8), 34.

INTRODUCTION

I{APTER THREE provides an orderty review of the literature from the partitions

identified in Chapter Two as potentially ofering applicable conc€pts and theories.

The objective of the chapto isto erylorethe literature for useful contibutions for

zubsequent theory building; less than usefi.rl contributions will be discarded26. In that respect

the breadth of the literature re\iiew necessarily exceeds what may typically erryected through

the course of theory testing research. The focus of the chapter is to develop and extend the

single firm perspective of strategic management to the value system: land-based producer to

international consumer. In continuance of Chapter Two two themes are further developed;

?6 ln Ont rcsp€ct the literature review rnav be considered the ftst 'data set' from which usefrrl

contrihfions to the theory are drawn. The relwant partitions of literanue identified in Chaper Two as

potentially being usefuI are now explored in detail. Usefrrl oontrihrtions are idenlified and eventually inchlded
in the Z-form Model and srfueque.nt theory while less tban us€fuI contrihtions are discarded in a manner
akin to non+ignificant results.

3.1
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linkages between participants in the value system - represented as the lines between stages in

the Z-form Model and second, the strategic management of those stages. The literature is

being searched for potentially applicable concepts and theories.

The first theme discussed in the chapter is linkages between organisations in the value

system. First, a brief introduction to the concept of an organisation's pluralistic goals is

presented in Section 3.2. Pluralism appears to be influenced by stakeholders' collective views

in addition to managerial attention beyond the boundary of the firm. Common worldwide

organisational structures are described and particular attention is paid to the effect these

structures have on the intemational link in the value system. Organisational and

environmental approaches to competitive and collaborative linkages between organisations

are then reviewed. Competitive tinkages (Section 3.4) are identified as rezulting in the

disribution ofbargining powerbetween adjoining firms while collaborative linkages (Section

3.5) rezult from the development of business relationships between firms. Important

attributes of the two forms of linkages are contrasted. The perspective of hypercompetition is

inroduced and its influence on business strategies identified.

The chapter then presents a discussion of stratEgic managernert, the second theme.

Contributions from strategy and management are introduced and the conventional

(predominantly North American) view of srategic managernent is brieAy reviewed, New age

strategy: strategy as stretch and leverage, and the effect of forces inhibiting strategic change

are then discussed in Section 3.6.2. An understanding of the essential components of

strategic nunagemeff is necessary to identiS how the individual firm is oryected to respond

to the odernal environment, ffid what factors influence the boundaries of the firm.

Knowledge of this response may then be used to identi$ why specific constraints and

opportunities exist in the value qfstern. Creneric strategies are ide,ntified and their

modifications rer/iewed. The considerable literature available for investigation on each of

these subjects is limited to that partitioned in Chapter Two.

The first iteration of study is to focus on the international value system. The

international value system comprises the long term stable (Gadde g L1fll6anssoa 1992)

but not static group of firms that create value and distribute wealth between upstream

producer and the international consumer. The value system may also be regarded in
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other multiorganisational forms such as value chains [sic], value stars or constellations,

relationship marketing, and industrial networks. Of primary interest is how value is

generated and wealth distributed by participants in these value systems. Value is created

from transformations within firms and transactions between firms: the end product of

configuration and management. Potential concepts and theories are drawn from a broad

range of literature (as identified and partitioned in the previous chapter). The likely

contributions to theory building from concepts and theories are identified, less applicable

concepts and theories are discarded.

To summarise, the subject of study is New Zealand's land-based export-

dependent value systems fronL and including, producer to the international consumer.

Real interest resides with value creation and wealth distribution as a result of product

flow. Howwer, before restricting the context of study to what may be a special form of

value system it is necessary to examine literature for valuable contributions on the

broader iszues of configuration and management of value systems in general.

3.2 MANAGERIAL ATTENTION AI{D OBIECTTVES

MANAGER'S PERSPECTI\iE of the value system is attributable to his or her

lwel of managerial attention (Carf$'right & Lindsay, 1995). Cattwright and

Lindsay identified likely managerial perspectives associated with various lwels of

attention. Their schem4 and the business paradigms associated with each lwef is

presented in Figure 3.1. Some managsrs are o<pected to exhibit broader attention of the

value system than others. Those managers with broader attention arg in turq elryected to

have a different perqpective to strategy and linkages with other participants. For exarrplg a

manager concerned solely with organisational considerations appears less likety to be

interested and, therefore, Iess inclined to take a role in influencing activities and wents beyond

the.firm. On the other hand, a manager with a broader p€rspective rnay atternpt to inftuence

activities and eventswell beryond wha may be regarded as the physical boundary ofthe firm.
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perspectives, and associatedFigure 3.1. Levels of

business paradigms.

Level of managerial
attention

Managerial
perspectives

Associated
paradigms

o
o

Understand, then develop o
foresight .
Assess impacts .

a

Understand, then develop
foresight
lnfluence events
Assess impacts

Understand, then develop
foresight
lnfluence structure and
dynamics
Achieve/sustain desired
position
Build extemal
relationships

Manage in oqanisational
context

Relationships between
people and groups

Self actualisation

lntemational business
Strategic management
I ntemational structures
PESTE scanning of
intemational environment

Strategic management
PESTE scanning of home-
base environment
lndustrial networks
Competitive advantage of
nations

Strategic management
lndustrial networks
Industry clusters
Competitive advantage

Organisational change and
transformation
Competitive slrategy
Value creating strategy

o Embeddedness

0

o

I
o

t
t

o
0
o

a

Nofe. From Leyels of Manageial Aftention and Manageial Perspecliveg by R. W. Cartwright

and V. J. Lindsay, 1995, Unpublished course notes for MBA Students Department of

lntemational Business, The University of Auckland.

A manag€r may also assume that criticd activities in the value systerrl beyond his or

her organisatioq are outside of individual reach. One response expected to extead

managuial reactr is the establishment of federatioru (Litwak & Hyhon, 1962; Pffiu &
Salancilq 1978; Provaru 1983; Warreg 1967). Federations are a horizontally linked

organisatiorul form comprising a group of organisations with common goals. Litwak and

Industry
environment

(buyers, suppliers,
competitors)
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Hyltorq in their study of wetfare fund raising, postulated that federation development is

related to the degree of standardisation, observability, interdependency, and the number of

organisations. Federations are, therefore, formed "on a perceived need to coordinate,

manage, and control the interdependent activities of trvo or more organizations" @rova4 p.

8l). Under such circunstances the federation may provide a conduit for extending

managerial attentio4 as undertaken by societal marketing boards on behalf of producers.

Whittington (1993) considers that business strategy has either one of two

expected outcomes. The expected outcome of which the single profit-ma:rimising goal -

or perhaps something approaching it - is one view and pluralistic goals the other.

Pluralistic goals "allow other possibilities to intrude" (p.2) on profit. Profit-ma:cimising

for rational economic man is, however, an absolute rather than relative position: the

organisation is either profit-ma:rimising or it is not. Any outcome other than profit-

ma,ximising must, therefore, be pluralistic. Whittington's interpretation of pluralism is

fortunately less constrained in that he appears to regard profit-maximisation as a relative

rather than absolute position. Pluralism may result from broader, rather than narrow

perspectives ofthe business environment. Managerial attention beyond the boundaries of

the firm may well mitigate the pursuit of absolute profit in the short-term in favour of

holistic long-term goals.

Rationality is based upon an "assumption of perfect information" @kelund &

H6bert, 1990, p. 552). Rational economic man (REM) (Foster, l99l) requires

"complete specification of the problem" (Loasby, 1991, p. 52). Loasby concludes that

optimal choices... can have no consequences which were not foresecn at the time of the

decision" (pp. 52-53). Rational thought, therefore, represents the theoretical perspective

of a decision maker with perfect information and complete specification of outcomes. In

business such a stance is untenable, yet managers are no less capable of rational thought.

. Pluralistic outcomes, of which profit may assume greater or lesser importance at

different times, are the rezult of organisational members bargaining with each other to

arrive at a set of goals satisfactory to all (Cyert & March, 1963). Whereas Drucker

(1973) simply suggested that to manage a business is to balance needs and goals.

Strategic management (see Section 3.6.2) tends to be entrenched in routines and
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procedures imposed by political exigency and restricted by cognition. Political exigency

(Johnson, G., 1992) and restrictive cognitive limits will mitigate profit-maximising

behaviour. Organisations tend to adapt to the environment slowly (Hardaker &

Andersoq 1981) as "awkward messages from a dynamic environment gradually force

themselves on manager's attention" (WhittingtorL 1993, p. 24) nther than adapting

through evolutionary change.

Whittington (1993) largely confines the specification of organisational goals to

influences within the organisation. The influence of other organisations is implicit only in

environmental effests. Organisations have constraints imposed by stakeholder groups

such as employees, buyers, suppliers, shareholders, and society at large. Stakeholder

groups are expected to, and in the case of management are charged with the

responsibility of influencing the organisation's ability to pursue profit-maximisation. The

economics literature describes profit27 mitigation in terms of principal-agent theory

(Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Principal-agent theory, however, fails to recognise that

stakeholder groups do not have common values - pluralism is reduced to the agency

problem. Pluralistic goals will then not only encompass factors affecting value creation

but also factors effecting wealth distribution to value system stakeholders. It is,

therefore, unlikely that any organisation has an unconstrained goal of profit

maximisation. Strategic management (e.9., Asch & Bowman, 1989) must ensure

adequate and sustainable value creation and wealth distribution from activities both

completed within the organisation and conducted though various linkages between

organisations. This process will be contingent on the implicit and explicit values of

stakeholder groups.

Managers with a broader pospective are orpected to atterrpt to influence the value

systeol beyond their organisation's boundaries. Business goals are assumed to be many and

2r Tbe measrnmed. of pr,ofit reflects pluralis, in tbd varios techniques used to neasure profit do
so largely for the benefit d specific stakeholders. For era@e, profit rnay be neasrcd by t€chniques nd as

economic value added (EVA) (Smitb, 1994; Tully, 1993) or mart€l valw added MVA) (Walb€rt, 1993).

EVA is a tool to mexure a firm's real proft. Anahrsis indr& tbe total md of catrial (both drti and equity

capital). equib' capital is not as$med free. EVA is a n€asure of wealth creation Arom tbe shareholder's
persp€ctive. MVA is a nreasure of the increase in a firm's capitd. I!fl/A is'forward looking reflecting the
nurket's assessrnent of a oompny's Focpects (Walbe4 p. 56). An as$mtrion of Ivf\/A is rhtt the markd is

cryble of assigring value to a firm's fifure incorne sEeams, rdlectd in maftet capital.
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varied whictr, to be sure, must include profit. Goals may include the process of value

creation and wealth distribution beyond the immediate boundaries of the firm. Managerial

perspective of the value systerq rather than the firm in isolatiorl ought to result in more

numerous business goals. Pluralistic goals may be anticipated to expand alongside attention

span as value system-wide managerial perspectives develop. Interorganisational forms zuch

as alliances are one manifuation of attention beyond a selest stage in the value system.

INTERNATIONAL L INKAGE S

fm PHENOMENA OF DPORT-DEPENDENCY was identified in Chapter

One. Evolutionary processes of internationalisation as say descriH by Bilkey

(1978); the Uppsala lnternationalisation Model (Anderson, O., 1993; Johanson

& Valrlne, 1977, 1990: Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975\; intemationalisation in

industrial networks (Johanson &, Mattsson, 1988, see Section 3.5.a.); or the

internationalisation of non-dominant firms (Mascarenhas, 1986) ate, in this contsd, not

necessari$ relwant. The discussion of international business and strategy must be conducted

from the view of firms that hwe to export, are oporting and may have near a century of

exporting uperience. To these firms the strategy of irnernational business @obock &

Simmonds, 1989; Selvarajah & Cutbush-Sabine, l99l) may, therefore, not be one of

conventional internationalisation.

This discussion of international linkages2E provides ur elaboration of linkaga in the

value systern between the home-base and international location. Organisations may s€n/e to

bridge the domestic./international linlc, explicit in the Z-fomrModel (C-D), as a multinational

enterprise (Nfl{E) (Dunning 1981, 1988) The MNE's activities may then elftend upstream

beyond exporting (C) or downstream beyond imponing @). The domestic/hternational link

may also be an international strategic alliance (Auster, 1987; Ohmae, l9S9b). The theory of

?t The eryession intennational hsiness is naintained whenever there is liule liketihood dcodsim
with terms of qpecific meaning such as gobal, multinational" multilocal or multidomestic. Wkre codrsion is

likeft'to arise the term vorldrvi& hrsiness. a nqtrral ogessiou is usd to desienae a fntr's rwnrce
allocaion and activities on more than one continent (YiR 1992). For the b€nefit dthis disotssion worldwi&
hsiness is asslmed to op€Nate on more than one oominent. The definition of oontfustt is, hos/ever. aoodd
to be sffci€nllv lmse to regard Australia Nen Zealand and Great Britain as continents.
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the multinational enterprise is briefly reviewed. Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) three

worldwide organisational forms are described and the attributes of each discussed. The

authors'prescriptivetransnational solution is introduced. Bartlett and Ghoshal's view of the

transnational solution as a MNE at the exclusion of strategic alliances is then challenged.

Some researchers have attempted to relate the tendenry of a firm to export to firm

size - the contingency approach applied to internationalisation (e.g., Bilkey & Tesar, 1977).

Other authors have attempted to relate the development of exporting to the "psychologicaly

closest country''(Bilkey, 1978, p. 36). The vast m4iority of exports are now accounted for

by trade within MNEs. Ball and McCulloch (l9m) estimate that between 80 and 85% of all

trade is accounted for in this fashion. To which Bilkey poses the question "is it possible that

exporting to affiliates is the uhimate current stage of a firm's export process?" (p 37) Trade

between foreign afFliates allwiates psychological proximity in that the activity is intemalised;

the capability for intemalised trade may then provide a guideline for minimum firm size.

Dunning (1981) offered the internalisation theor5f as an explanation of growth in

MNEs. Internalisation theory has three concepts firsq the MNE is assumed to possess

"ownerchip advantages ra.r<i-vis firms of other nationalities" (O 79) in particular markets.

Ownoship advantages are due to possession of assets unique to the firrn Aszuming that the

first condition is satisfied the firm must then retain these advantages rather than sell, or lease

them to foreign firms. The firm internalises those ownership advantages in foreign markets by

r*aining ownership through zubsidiaries. Finally, aszuming the firs two conditiors are met

there must be some benefit in utilising these advantages in conjunction with local "factor

inputs" or'Toreign markets would be senred entirely by ocports and domestic markets by

domestic production" (p.79). The internalised theory of MNE is, therefore, an international

application of transaction costs (discussed in Chapter Two)30. An'.IVINE is any firm which

owns outputs of goods and services orignatirg in more than one counqy''(Casson" 1985, p,

' 2e Dunning (195) takes car€ to distinguish b*rveen tbe thffy dinrernalisatio'n, disq$sod here and
tbe ecleaic pradignr dtbe muhinaional ertrertrise. The clectic pradgn treas adrantag€s dMNEs as

en&genou rdb€r than orogeno$ variaHes, whic;h is ooffiary to Itaki's (1989) vierw. ttaki srggests tha
adrzntages are 1,1[s simrrhmeous r€$lt dthe MNE's actMties in qpocific locanions.

3o Tlre thory d itrt€rralisation has subeequedb' been ideotifid by ltaki (19E9) as conlaining
reOnOancy Itaki dso considered thd onmership and loc*ion advantages are nore likety dcermined
sinuttaneo$Iy. Additional assnrytions n€cessary for tbe odan*ion dinternatising podra and
prtioilar locations c/€re idenffiedbl' Casson (1985).
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36). Thereforg the organisation is aszumed to add'Value by operating" @uckley, 1989, p.

3) on more than one continent.

Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) identffied three e>dant strategies, organisational

structures, and processes of management within MNEs, The three models are described as

multinational, global, and international. All three models of worldwide strategy,

organisational stnrcture and management processes were found to restrict the ability of the

case study firm to dwelop and maintain competitive advantage. Ghoshal and Bartlet (1990)

suggest that in cases of large worldwide corporations the configuration should be

conceptualised as an "interorganizational grouping rather than as a unitary orgwtimtiorf' Qt.

604). Consideration of the interorganisational grouping as a network (Section 3.5.4), albeit

with common ownership, reflects the tnre "nature and complexity''of such organisations.

The multinational company, presented as Figure 3.2,is managed as "a poflfolio of

nnrltiple national entities'' (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989, p. l4). The multinational's key

strategic capabrlrty is "building strong local presorce through sensitivity and responsiveness to

national differences" (p. 15). A multinational indusfry is made up of national structures

(multilocal) only loosely connected across borders. Therefore, a multinational industry

necessitates mtrltilocal (Yip, lee2) responsiveness. Companies have to achiwe minimum

scale efficiencies, namely, scale efrciencies within each domestic market.

The multinational company benefits from the dispersed resources and

"decentralised decision making" @artlett & Ghoshal, 1989, p. 59) being able to respond

to local demand. However, decentralisation produces inefficiencies and reduced learning

knowledge and innovation retained at the national level, are unlikely to be shared. Doz

(1980) describes the difficulty as the need for trade-off between multilocal integration

and competitiveness. Ghoshal and Bartlett's multinational organisation treats strategy as

multiloca[ in that each country or region is managed on a "stand alone basis" (Yip,

1992, p. 10). Were a multinational company to internalise the linkage between specific

exporters and importers in the value system the company would then hold several near

independant offshore holdings. These holdings, while catering for local markets, would

no longer benefit from centralised efficiencies.
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Figure 3.2. The multinational organisation model.

Decentralised federation -
Many key assets,
responsibilities, and
decisions decentralised

I
I ',r""....\-

I I [xr*#:**:n"
/ Ht1flilo'" 

nnancial

Multinational mentality -
Management regards
overseas operations as a

ffi#i:",::'ndependent

Nofe. From Managing Across Borders: The Transnational Soltttion (p. 50), by C. A. Bartlett and

S. Ghoshal, 1989, Boston, MA: Harvard Business School.

The global company is tpically driven by the need for global e,fficiency, has more

centralised operations and treats 'the world as an integrated whole" (Bartlett & Ghoshal,

1989, p. l4). The key strategic capability of the elobat company is described as'tuilding

cost advantages ttrough centralized global-scale operztioru" (p. l5), epitomised by Vernon's

(1983) view of globalisation. Vernon postulates that the global organisation will "force

zuitably standardized products and practices on the entire dobe" (p. 102). A model of the

global organisation is presented as Figure 3.3.

No single market is ass.uned to generate zufficient revefilues to fund stateof-the-art

technologies. A global indusry is characterised by the need for global scale and relativety

unimpeAea nuional differences. The global compafiy's resources and capabilrties (Pra]ralad &

Hamel, 1990; Staft Evans, & Scturlman, 1992) are concentrated in the centre where the

organisation can exploit scale economies. The configuration implies that zubsidiuies bave

few "slack resources" (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989, p. 58) and the,refore, are devoid of the
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motivation or ability to respond to local demand. The global company, having centralised

capability and knowledge, can quickly dwelop and produce new productg howwer, these

products are conditioned by home market dennnd. In defence, Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989)

observe that retail chains have applied asyrnmetrical bargaining power (discussed in Section

3.4.1) to sque€ze manufacturers'margins, and concurrently manufacturers have had to

increase advertising as retail staff are less knowledgable of product attributes. Therefore,

break-even volumes have increased further fuelling the need for the global form.

Figure 3.3. The global organisation model.
Centralised hub -
Most strategic assets,
resources, responsibi lities,
and decisions centralised

Operational control-
Tight central control of
decisions, resouroes,
and information

Global mentality -
Management treats
overseas operations as
delivery pipelines to a
unified global market

Note. From Managing Across Borders: The TransnationalSolution (p. 52), by C. A. Bartlett and

S. Ghoshal, 1989, Boston, MA: Harvard Business School.

The debate of global "standardisation verzus country-by-coutry differe,ntiation"

Metr€rt & Blocb 1991, p. 3) is at the root of multinational verzus global forms. Howwer,

Walters and Toyne (1989) pragmatically argued that the debate had degenerated irno absohrte

uniformity versus complete localisation, both positions being mtenable. From a value qnstetn

perspective the global company offers centralised efrciencies, most likely located in the

organisation's counfiy oforigiq at the expense ofinadequate local rnarket resources.
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The headquarters of the international company retains less control than the global

company suggest Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989). In doing so subsidiaries have the oppornrnity

to "adapt products and ideas" (p. 15) ernanating from the centre. Howwer, these zubsidiaries

have less independence than those in the multinational company. The key strategic capability

of the international company is, thereforg to exploit "parent company knowledge and

capabilities ttrough worldwide diffi.rsion and adaptation' (p, l5). International industries

require a multidimensional strategic capability. Products are postulated to follow the

traditional international product-cycle pattern (Vernoq 1966; Wells, 1972). Exports are then

replaced by local products once zubsidiaries have dweloped and adapted the products to local

dernand. A model of the international organisation is presanted as Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. The international organisation model.

Coordinated federation -

, ManY assets, resources

/ responsibilities, and decisions

/ stilldecentralised,but
controlled fnom headquarters

tlllll
I

,sLr Administrative control -
Formal management
planning and control
systems allow tighter
HQ-subsidiary linkage

Intemational mentality -
Management regards
overseas operations as
appendages to a central
domestic corporation

Nofe. From Managing Across Borders: The Transnational Solution (p. 51), by C. A. Bartlett and

S. Ghoshal, 1989, Boston, MA: Harvard Business School.

The "international company is better able to leverage the knowledge and

capabilities of the parent company" @artlett & Ghoshal, 1989, p. 59) than the

multinational company. However, its resource configuration creates inefficiencies
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relative to the global company and it is considered less responsive than the multinational.

Adapting products for less developed countries Ghll & Still, 1984) appears problematic.

Its operation in the value system is dependent on the near continual production of

innovative ideas and knowledge, from a home-based location.

Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) suggest that those organisations that fit corporate

strategy and environmental demands, and fit organisation structure and strategy achiwe

superior performance. However, the authors observe that company performance can be

constrained by the need for fit betrveen the key strategic requirement of an industry and the

firm's key sfategic capability, that is, the match between what a firm might do (as predicated

by the industry) and what it can do3r.

Worldwide industries underwent major transitions during the 1980s @artlett &

Ghoshal 1989) and continue to do so, rezulting in increased complority. The dominance of a

single set of environmental forces was replaced with more complex factors such as

markets, costs, govemment and competition (Yip, 1992). Fewer industries can now be

described as either multinational global or international, therefore, companies must

respond accordingly. Bartlett and Ghoshal observe that firms cannot zucceed with

unidimensional strategies zuch as the emphasis of multinational responsiveness, global

efficiency, or international learning, knowledge, ild competencies. Worldwide

industries are now driven by simultaneous demands for global efficienry, national

responsiveness, and worldwide lweraging of innovations and learning characteristics.

3.3.1 The transnational solution

Bartlett and Cihoshal (1989) claim that to compete effectively "a company [has] to

dwelop global competitiveness, muhinational flexibility, and worldwide leaming capabiliqy''

(p 16): positive atuilrutes of each of the three worldwide models. The authors argue that to

3t Stopford and Wells' (1972) model of idernational grrcnrral changc is tJfcal in tbe s€ltrng d
intemational hrsiness. Whereas Baflles and Ghshal ften'ed thd an organiston's filcor€, commonly the

rmilt of adminislrative heritage, may orrsrrain s8at€Si, strucure is rccoglised as a "pourc.rfirl ha Utrrf
weapon for effeaing srategic change" (p. 32). ln some instances the altors' case nanagers reported that
strong rcsistance forces (Stebel 1994), embedd in afuiinisraive heritage, pweuted them from chaneing
strdegr lrcnce comment to th€ €ffecl tha companies arc captives of their past.
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achieve these key stategic capabilities organisations have to change their management

processes and organisational struchre (p 57) Similarly, Yip (1992) states that firms need to

integrate and manage for'Vorldwide business leverage and competitive advantage" (p 9)

Bartlett and Ghoshal have in response synthesised the transnational model. The significant

deparnre from the other three models is that the transnational "is a new managernent

mentality'' (p. l7). This new managernent mentality rmrients the concepts of efficienry,

responsiveness, and innovatiorq efficienry is sought to achieve competitiveness;

responsiveness provides flexibility; and, organisational leaming enhances innovation.

The transnational model is prescriptive: Bartlett and Cihoshal (1989) acknowledge

that only some of its features were observed in their study. Certain activities are best

centralised (Doa l97S) in the location of headquarters, for example, research and

dwelopment, finance or corporate stratery. CIher activities rnay be centralised in a zubsidiary

to take advantage of local resourc€s and conditions. While yet other activities and resources

may best remain decelrtdised because of minimum scale economies or to benefit from

national differentiation The distribution of the nansnational's resour@s is, thereforq

relativety complen and may be de,picted as an "integrated network" (p. 6l). Value chain

activities are, thereforg partialty concentrated and partially duplicated around the globe [Yip,

1989). The transnatiornl is responsive to national market requirements by encouraging

subsidiaries to differentiatg otha zubsidiaries may "adopt standard global products" (p 62)

Subsidiaries have greater autonomy and the oppornrnity to derrelop their own sryles of

management (Baltlett, l98l; Ohmae, 1990) within headquarters' guidelines, systems and

values. The role of management appears to be one of managing relative power (Prahala4

1976) baween the various components zuch as astors, activities, and resources. A diagram

of the transnational model is preserted as Figure 3.5.

The critical feature of the transnational model is interdependenry, either perceived or

actual betrveen the headquarters and zubsidiaries. Both headquarters and zubsidiaries need to

re'tqin activities, resources, or actors nrfficient to maintain congruence. The benefits from

intodependency must be adequate to contain the self interest of zubsidiaries. Without

interdependency the organisation would regress into a multinational or er/en dissolve into

separate firms in muhidomestic (Hout, Porter, & Rudden, 1982; Yip, 1989) locations. One

aaivity commonly reained in headquartus is global brand (Aaker, 1992;Bayley,1994; se
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Kominih 1995, Monis, 1996; Watkins, 1986) management. Global brand management

appears integral to successfi.rl global strategy, discussed in Section 3.6.3.

Figure 3.5. The transnational organisation model.
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Nofe. Modified from Managing Across furders: The Transnational Solution (p. 89), by C. A. Bartlett

and S. Ghoshal, 1989, Boston, MA: Harvard Business Sctrool. Specifically, interdependencies

between the headquarters (depicied centrally) and subsidiaries are shown as stronger relations than

those between subsidiaries. Bartlett and Ghoshal do not assign greater importance in their model to

HQ-subsidiary relations. Nonetheless, the organisational structure appears to benefit from centnally

corilrolled financial, corporate, or marketing services.

To summarise, Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) prescriptive transnational organisation

is dispersed globally ya zubsidiaries remain interdependent and specialised (Metrert & Bloctt,

1991). Responsiveness is achiwed by subsidiaries integrated in a worldwide operation.

Knowledge and learning (aurn! 1992) are developed jointly and then shared worldwide. To

effectively nunage the transnationat management must sanction diverse perspectives,

develop multidimersional coordination processes, and create a shared vision.

The discussion of worldwide organisations throughout this section has viewed

worldwide linkages within the firm. Common to all stnrctures has been the theory of

nF;---_------/ l\a. - --*-- _/
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internalisation. Various attributes of the transnational may also be achiwed ttrough

international collaborative linkages (ICL) (Auster, 1987; Buckley & Cassoq 1988; Ohmae,

1989b). Gugler (1992) reported that cooperative agreements with foreign organisations

outnumber foreign subsidiaries fourfold32. While Porter and Fuller (1986), and Dunning

(1995) directly attribute coalition formation to the process of globalisation. The use of cross-

border strategic alliances as'Vable vehicles for international srategy''was recommended by

Bleeke and Ernst (1991, p. 127), as opposed to Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1993) perspective of

subsidiaries providing global reach. Hedlund's (1986) heterarchical perspective of the MNE

includes both views.

The managerneut of international linkages as either headquarters-subsidiaries @oa

1986; Doz & Prahalad, 1981, 1984; Hedlun4 1981; Otterbech l98la; Prahalad & Doa

1981), international strategic alliances (Ohmae, 1989b) or joint ventures (Flolton, R FL,

1981; Otterbech 1981b) has been the zubject of much discussion in the literature of

worldwide business. Managing the integrated organisation requires the purzuit of "efficiency

within the network" and "effestiveness at its margins" (Doa 1986, p. 188). The man4gemeut

of each ofthe zubsidiaries is likely to differ as a rezult of the contortual erryironmeril (Ghoshal

& Nohri4 1989) betrpeen headquarters and subsidiaries; described as integrative (Kanter,

1983), hierarchical (Wrfliamsor\ lg7s),fbderative (ProvarU 1983), or clan-like (Ouchx, 1980).

Ohmae (1989b) suggests that global s:trategic alliances in a changing environment are

a preferred form of organisation to internalisation (Rugma4 l98l). Howwer, "a real alliance

compromises the independence of economic actors" (Ohrnae, p. 143). Rugman (1982)

maintains that the internal marka of a multinational enterprise is zuperior because costs of

internalising are less than the costs of contracting. Rugman does not, howwer, diss.rss

distributive effects, implicit in internalisation theory. Dunning (1995) s'mmarises the choice

between internalisation and international alliance as depending on their "respective costs and

benefits" (p.467) adding that the rationale is "o<tensive and well lotown". A trade-offexists

between sharing risks, capital @sts, and burefiting fiom various synerges on the one hand

with loss of control dependenry, and the distribution of wealth on the othe,r. The atributes

of collaborative relationships are discussed more fully in Section 3.5.

" These ageenretrts must however. on\'amounr for a minority of worldrvide hrsiness.
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The international linkage in the value system may be internalised tluough some form

of MNE producing a headquarters-zubsidiary relationship. MNEs typrcally take one of thnee

forms of worldwide organisation all of which have notable weaknesses. The transnational

appears to be the prefened form ofworldwide organisation and differs from the earlier forms

in that interdependency exists between headquarters and zubsidiaries. The transnational

model also presoibes a mode of management capable of both ignoring and exploiting

geographic borders. The international linkage may also be complaed through the

establishment of strategic alliances. The relative trade-offs between the attributes offered by

internatisation and alliances are well established in the literature. However, the'se trade-offs

refer to the static analysis of actual and perceived costs and returns. Management's role in

seeking to create value and redistribute wealth in stakeholders' favour from either

organisational form appears to have been ignored. lJltimately, organisational snategy is

expected to determine the selection of one organisational form in frvour ofthe other.

3.4 COMPETITIVE LINKAGES BETWEEN ORGAIISATIONS

IIE OBJECTwE of this section is to oomine the nature of competitive linkages

between adjoining organisations in the value qystem. The discussion of the nahre

and scope of competitive linkages in the stratery literature is lead by Porter (1980).

Porter suggested that the "key aspect of the firm's environment is the industry or industries in

which it competes". Industry structure, he stated, "has a strong irfluence in deterrrining the

competitive rules of the game as well as the strategies potentially available to the firm" 0). 3).

Porter added that "the intensity of competition is neither a matter of coincidence nor bad

luclC', zuggesting that competition within an industry is depe,ndent on the industry's

'lrnderlying economic structure". The significancn of economic structure was not erplained,

but appears to refer to the current and expected well being of participants. Porter then

presented his frve forces model of industry competition, presented as Figrre 3.6.

The critical asnrmption of indusry analysis is that induslry profitability is not

accidental but is "determined by the charasteristics of industry structre" (Grart, l99lb, p.

40) The nature and scope of competition across industries is, therefore, postulated as a

"product of common structural factors". Grant states that the conduct-stnrctureperfonnanc€
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approach "seeks to relate characteristics of industry structure to the nature of competitive

behavior and to the lwel of profitability'' (p. 40). The theories of perfect competition and

monopoly provide the range over which all industry structures are found. Monopoly

providing the means for a firm to earn "profits in excess of the oppornrnity cost of capital"

@aumol & Blinder, 1985, p. 513); perfect competition zero economic profit.

Figure 3.6. Five forces driving industry competition.

Bargaining power Bargaining power
of suppliers of buyers

Nofe. From Comqfriw Strafegy: TechniqrcsforMaWWlMu*iesandCoimoeltitors (p-4), byM.

E. Porter, 1980, NavYork Free Press.

Porter (1980) suggests that compaition within any industry serves to reduce the

return on capital to a yield similar to government securities. Industry retwns gred€r than this

risk-fiee rate attract competitiorq while industries returning less than this rate will divest. In

practice industry rstums rnay be quite different from those approxirnated by government

securities, however, for the time being the assump,tion will hold. The forces &iving industry

competition were identified as threat of entry, intensity of rivalry among er,isting competitors,

Industry
competitors

a\t
Rivalry among
existing firms
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pressure from substitute products, bargaining power of buyers and, bargaining power of

zupplios.

Threat of entry to an industry "depends on the bwriers to enty that are present,

coupled with the reaction from ocisting competitors that an entant can exPest" (PorteE

1980, p. 7). Porter identified many potential barriers to entry including for example, access

to distribution channels, and government policy. The barriers to entry while accePting they

change over time are relatively static. Expected retaliatioq reastion by incumbents, is by

comparison a dynamic, hostilg and potentially volatile force.

Porter (1980) observed that firms within an industry are "mutually de'pendent" (p.

l7). Competitive action by one firm inevitably rezults in competitive action by others within

the industry. "Some forms of competitioq notably price competitioq are highly unstable and

likely to leave the entire industryworse off'(p. l7). This idea is elaborated on in Section 3.8.

Other competition, for examplg "advertising banles" may increase demand industry-wide.

Porter, agafuL identified runy causes of rivalry amongst erristing participants including exit

baniers. He then cornbined " a simplified case" (p. 23) ofthe effects of entry urd exit baniers

on profrability: an illustration of the combined effects of rivalry amongst existing firms and

threat of entry, The twoby-two matrix is presented as Figure 3.7. Clearly, an industry with

low entrybaniers and high erdt barrisrs is likely to nrffer from loq rislcy returns. The case of

snnk costs in recentlyderegulated industries in New Zealand spring to mind.

Figure 3.7. Entry baniers, exit baniers and their relationship to profitability.
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lVo{e. From Oomryffive Silrdegr/i lecfrques tor Malyzing lndustries aN @rnryAors (p. 23), by M.

E. Porter, 1980, NewYorlc Frce Press.

Entry baniers
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Summarising Porter's (1980) discussion of the five forces serves little justice to a

proposition that is compellingly well articulated. Porter's significant contribution to industry

analysis is to view customers, zuppliers, substitutes, and potential entrants as sources of

variation in profitability (depicted in Figure 3.6), in addition to the rivdry that may exist

between established organisations. Competition between existing organisations is the

economist's entrenched view of competition. This view compl*ely ignores bargaining

power. All five forces appear to influence the intensity of competition and hence profitability.

Identification and understanding of the strongest forces influancing profitability is, thereforg

critical for effective strategy formulation.

Numerous authors have endorsed the model. For examplg Bdlett & Ghoshal

(1991) considered Porter's contibution the most influential in the 1980s. Day & Wensley

(1988) used Porter's model in the development of their normative framework "for diagnosing

competitive superiority'' (p. l). Gardener (1990) applied the model to his study of

"investme,nt banking strategies in London" (p 6l) Grant (l99lb) concluded that "the merit

of this model is that it provides a simple yet powerful, organizing framework for classifying

the relwant information about an industry's stmcture and for predicting what the implications

ofthese structurd features are for competitive behavioul" (p fl)

Sonka and Hudson (1989), contributors in agribusiness, zuggest that Porter's (1980)

model assists identiE' "linkages between an industry's competitive characteristics and

strategies for s.rccess in that indusqy'' (p. 89) To datg authors of at least three studies of

New Zealand's land-based industries have used the fve-forces model to explain industry

performance: R Davis (1993), a partial value system for wool; Lorigan and Harman (1990),

the United Kingdom lamb carcass market; Furniss (I992),New Zealand's blueberry industry.

The fiveforces model has, howwer, attracted criticism. Bartlett and Ghoshal (1991),

for example, pose the waming that "to view industry structure as the primary dderminant of

the competitive rules of the gamg and thus of firm strateg/' (p 8) is to neglect internal

organisatiorl compet€nce and resources. Bafilett and Ghoshal's warning needs to be

terryoed by persistence in undesirable industries, for o<amplg "cart wheels" (Andason,

personal communicatiorl January 1990) or'tuggy whips" (Kdney & Jewisott 1991).
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Singer and Brodie (1990) stated that the "power of the approach is moderated by the

ability of the analyst and the information available" (p. 80) The "ability of the analyst"

appears to refer to the lack of direction on how to assess and then compare the forces

(O'shaughnessy, 1984). O'Shaughnessy also questioned why Porter (1990) zubzumed

government regulations into the five forces, rather than including it as a force in its own right.

The organisation's capability and compaence should not be ignored, information may be

scarce (as Davis, R, (1993) found), and the data set likely imperfect. There is also little

guidance on how to operationalise the model (Speed, 1989). Thackray (1989) provides a

pragmatic counter to such criticism noting that Porter's five forces "are a common

vocabulary amongst strategists" (p. 53). Unforrunately, Porter made no attonpt to

operationalise the model (a characteristic in common with other renown authors from

Harvard Business School). Nonetheless, the model provides a powerfrrl analytical and

diagnostic tool for the stnrchrd analysis of industries - a means of considuing frctors

affecting the profitability of industry.

Porter's (1980) five forces model carq therefore, be assumed to op€rate at each stage

of the value systern. Superimposing the rt* .foros on the Z-form Model provides a

challenging view of the stnrcture of New Zealand's land-based exportdependent indusuies

(Figure 3.8). Chalenging f each scage of the value system is regarded as an independent

organisation, each stage being identified as an indusry, and each stage linked with adjoining

stages by competitive relationships.

The purpose of the fig,ne is to graphically demonsrate the forces that may confront

participants in the value system. Ifthe figure is depicted conectly there rernains little wonder

land-based producers (A) receive a residuat variable income.

3.4.1 Bargaining power

. Substin$e goods and services provide competition and "limit the potential returns of

an industry by placing a ceiling on the prices finns in an industry can profitably chargd'

(Porter, 1980, p. 25). The availability of substitute products, therefore, reduces bargaining

power and dependenry. Buyers' and zuppliers' bargaining power is not unrelated. The

underlying concept is simply one of buyers' and zuppliers' ability to change prices. In the
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case ofbuyers' bargaining power it is one of forcing down the price of goods and serviceg or

dananding higher quality. Wth supplier bargaining power the opposite is tnte, especially one

of extracting a higher price for the goods and services, or the ability to reduce quality. Porter

stated that bargaining power was related to the concentration or volume of buyers and sellers

relative to the industrfi, the importance of the goods and services in the firul product;

differ€ntiation of the product; switching costs; the threat of integration and so on.

Figure 3.8. Potential competitive forces in the Z-form Model of New Zealand's

land-based international value systems.

E*----. G.-----H---,

Porter's (1985) view of bargaining power relates to an organisation's ability to

change prices. The e,ffects of bargaining power are reflected in the division of margins

between adjoining organisations in the value system. Bourantas (1989) associates bargaining

power with dependence (Pfeffer & Salancih 1978): dependence on a dominant organisation,

Dependence, as a result of asymmetrical bargaining power, is said to reduce "autonomy and

degree of strategic freedonU and allows the direct transfer of benefits fiom the dependent of

the dominant organization" @ourantas, p. 140).

AI B
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Three simultaneous conditions are identified by Bourantas (1989) to create

depandency between two organisations. Dependenry is created by first, the importance of

resources acquired second, the zubstitutability of those resources and third discretion over

resource allocation between the organisations. Bourantas (1989), Kotter (1979) and Porter

(1935) provide zuggestions for reducing dependenry. Therefore, it is favourable to the

dominant organisation, at least in the short-terq to ffeate an environment of dependenry.

Porter (1985) discusses bargaining power and Bourantas (1989) dependency in terms

of traditional resources and their prices. A more holistic view of bargaining power may be

adopted if changg rather than resources, is considered the dependent variable. Bargaining

power can then be recognised by an organisation's ability to either invoke change in others, or

to resist change. Change is discr.rssed more fully in Section 3.6.3. The motivation for

collaborative linkages may, therefore, be to relieve bargaining power in an efFort to

redistribute wealth in the organisation's favour.

An altemate, and rec€nt view of competition and the seemingly constant dissipation

of competitive advantage, discussed in Chapter Two, has been presented by D'Aveni (1995).

A brief review of D'Aveni's perspective of hypercompetition is presented in the following

section. The model is then re'femed to during discussions of strategy later in this ctrapter.

3.4.2 Hypercompetition

D'Aveni (1995) identifies generic stages for competitiorl a practical interpretation of

perfect compaition. The author identifies the ground of competition at each stagg how

competitive advantages are erodd and how some compuries maintain corupetitive

advantages3t for longer periods than others. In a global economy those rates of return will

then be dictated by the lowest cost producer (an unsavoury position for those members ofthe

global economy with somewhar higher aspirations). Two firms selling the same product and

same quality must compete on price. This simple situation then escalates into price wan, a

nowin sinration for the firms involved but beneficial to the customer. To avoid price wars

t' Compelitive a&antage ma)' not be a rrcsiry for the long-term survival af the firnr Froviding
gakeholders ar€ prryarcd to arce6 ordinan rates of return.
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competitors move 'toward offuing progressively highe/' (p 12) value to customers.

D'Aveni Iikens the force of pricerompetition to gravity. Price wars escalate into quality,

differentiated marketq full-line production, niching and outflanking, ultimate value, before

deganaating back into pric+wars. The price-quditt'o cycle is presarted as Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9. The cycle of pricequality competition - moving up an escalation

ladder.
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Nofe. From Hypercomptitive Rivalries: Compefing in Higttly Dynamie Environmenfs (p. 36), by

R. A. DAveni, 1995. NervYork Free Press.

'o D'Aveni (1995) rt'fines quality ast6 perceived Cuality b1'consrmers. In his nodels lhere is an
assunedqualitysandardforan-viufustrt.andthat"consunersareconernedabonpnceandqualiy'(p 13)
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D'Aveni (1995) notes that individual firms may be better offif they don't escalate the

conflict. Howwer, "if one of them drop[s] out of the competitioq the other would gain a

temporary advantage. Each one cannot trust the other to de-escalate the conflict. This

course is set in motion the minute the two players step into the arena of comp*ing on price

and quality'' (pp. IZ-13). Beyond price-quality a competitive position is temporarily

zustainable. For example, the next stages are full-line production, and then niching and

outflanking at which stage the customer is provided with "ultimate value" (p. 35), new

definitions of product price and quality then evolve initiating a "new cycle of dynamic

interactions" (depicted as the feedback loop inFigure 3.9).

As an example, D'Aveni (1995) contrasts the watch and coffee maker industries. The

watch indusry's progress toward the ultimate value point is impeded by fashiorl "price is a

signal of quali$'(p 58). D'Aveni argues, thereforg that a low-priced" highquatity product

may have a lower poceived value than a higher priced product. D'Averri's observation is

correct providing the industry is considered as a whole (i.e., Rolex, Orneg4 Seiko, Olympus,

and Casio manufacture watches as both Fen-ari and Mazda manufasture cars). The watch

indusry may be better cleaved into mainstream (Seiko, Olympus, Casio and so on) and higtr

end (e.g., Rolex, O.egq Tag Hetro) manufacturers. Escalation tlrough the compaition

ladder (see Figure 3.9) is then er/ident amongst the mainstream manufrcturers, while the high-

end manufacturers compete on fashion and technical expertise

By way of contast the coffee maker industry has been driven toward the ultimate

value point. Hypercompetitive firms continue to pursue transitory advantages by progressing

up the cornpetition ladder, admtages are "fleeting", and firms "pass through penods of price

wars for strort periods of time but find new ways to break out of that state" @'Aveni, 1995,

p 38).

D'Aveni identifies particular strategies - four arenas - a firm may errploy to avoid

competitiorq techniques a firm may use to out-manoeuwe competition. To "leap into a new

market or jump to a new level of quality'' (p 40) a firm must have a "producil timing or

know-how advantagd'. Timing aArrantages are created by skills, partinrlady innovation, and

know-how is the result of learning and technical knowledge, identified as the second arena of

competition. Once competitive advantage is threatened established firms then resort to using
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baniers to enfiy, the third competition arena. Firms caq therefore, slow movement up the

escalation ladder. Baniers to entry include "tacit cooperation among rivals" G. 83),

aqrmmetrical bargaining power over buyers and suppliers, and "power over potential entrants

and zubstitutes" (p. 84). Eventually competitive advantage will again be threatened. D'Aveni

then considers that firms resort to "deep-pockets", the fourth and final arena of comp*ition.

At this stage the "industry may have merged into a large global market without barriers and

fast-paced, aggressive maneuvering" (p. l2l). Competition being reduced to the de,pth of

financial and managerial resources.

Figure 3.9 depicts the competitive route open to firms as they are invariably

forced from competing on price and quality. Some or all of the four arenas of

competition may be applied at each stage of the competition ladder until competitive

advantage is eroded and each firm ceases to achieve "abnormal profits" (p. 235). The

end result is a situation approaching the economist's theoretical perspective of perfect

competition. D'Aveni concludes that the focus of strategy should, therefore, be to

"controlthe dynamic evolution of the industry as firms progress up the escalation ladders

in each arena" (p 245). Untenable positions are competing on price-quality.

Competitive advantage is achieved through controlled escalation up the competition

ladder, exhausting all four arenas of competition at each rung.

Veliyath (1996) states that "Hypercompetition challenges conventional thinking

and confronts today's competitive reality" (p.29\. Yet there is little widence in the

literature to suggest that competitive advantage is anything other than transient. A

sustainable competitive advantage (Williams, 1992) requires continuous pursuit (Hamel

& Pratralad, 1993, 1994. Strebel 1994) as the external environment is anything but

static. More importantly D'Aveni's (1995) model provides an operational framework

for the dwelopment of business strategy.

- The nature of competitive relationships berween organisations has been rwiewed.

The alternate view, collaborative relationships between organisations, is now discussed.
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COL LA BORATI VE L TI{KAGES BETWEEN ORGAN ISATIONS

OLLABORATIVE LINKAGES among participants in a value system are referred

to variously as value chains (in error), value stars, value constellations, relationship

marketing and industrial networks. Such linkages may involve forms of equity

exchange, joint venhres, or more si-pb non-equity strategic alliances. A discussion of the

attributes of collaborative linkages is presented in this section. MacMllan and Farmer (1979),

for example, recommended "collaborative dealing in intermediate industrial markets" G. 284)

as a means, at the expense of mutual dependence, to reduce both risk and fixed costs, retain

disoetiorl and enhance learning

3.5.1 Value chains

Porter (1935) is responsiblett for developing the value chain view of a firm (Day

& Wensley, 1988). The aim of the value chain is to "disaggregate a firm into its

strategically relevant activities" @orter, p. 33) in an industry, and to better understand

costs, and existing and potential sources of differentiation. Porter's value chain

approach presents the firm as a collection of intenelated generic activities; activities

described as either primary or support. The firm is viewed as a suite of discrete but

interrelated production functions providing "production functions are defined as

activities" (p 39) The value chain then focuses on how each of these activities creates

value. Porter stated that value "activities should be isolated and separated that (l) have

different economics, (2) have a high potential impact on differentiatiorq or (3) represent a

significant or growing proportion of cost" G 45). Porter's assumptions of what

constitutes a firm's separate activities are explicit in his value chain model presented as

Figure 3.10.

35 Day and Wensley (1983) ffitlilte the rahre chain frameuork to McKinsey urd Compau-v.
Hswerer. Port€r (1985. p. 36) apears to have anticipdd such criticisrn. tle rnakes a distinction betr*een his
vio{ sf the firm c activities ald McKtnse.v and Compry's hrsiness sy$€m view d the firm as unrelded
functions. Kogrtr (19&+) used the tenn 'lalue-added chain" (p. tsl) to d€scribe functions, analogues O
Forter's activities. *ithin an organisation tha contrihrte to a podrcl's muket valrrc.
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Figure 3.10. The generic value chain.

I
Support
activities

I

Primary activities
Nofe. From Competitive Advantage:.Creating and Sustaining Superior Pefiormance (p. 37), by

M. E. Porter, 1985, New York Free Press.

The value chain model presents the firm as a "system of interdependent activities"

@orter, 1985, p. 48), rather than considering these activities as being mutually exclusive.

This view suggests that relationships between the firm's various activities is sritical to

value creation. Porter claimed that an analysis of the value chain rather than value

added36 is the appropriate way to examine an organisation's competitive advantage (p.

39). A value chain, or a series of value chains - value system - linked through interfirm

transactions provides an aggregate mechanism of determining value added.

The value chain approach has been reviewed and applied by swerd researchers

(e.g., Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Rayport & Svioklq 1995; Skyrme, 1990; Willcocks,

1992) for the analysis of organisations. However, Hergert and Morris (1989) identified

difficulties of using accounting data for value chain analysis. Hergert and Morris's

conclusion is supported by Rappaport (1981) who, although predating the value chain

approac[ stated that the creation of value for shareholders cannot be analysed with

conventional accounting data. Rappaport (p. 139) dismissed the "conventional

accounting-oriented approach" to evaluate strategic plans and the zuccess of the

buiiness. Therefore, most firms' decision making with respect to their value chain is

based on inherently problematic data. fur organisation's value chain is "ernbedded in a

larger stream of activities" that Porter (19E5, p. 34) calls a value system (depicted as

tu Value added anatysis typica[]' calculates ralue ad&d to raw material.
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Figure 3.11. Portels value system.
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value chain
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Nofe. From Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Pertormance (p. 35), by

M. E. Porter, 1985, NewYork: Free Press.

Shank and Govindarajan's (1992) conceptual value chain of the paper industry,

which refers to all activities from the production of raw material to the end-consumer, is

in fact a value system. Normann and Ramirez (1993), Snow, Miles, and Coleman

(1992), and Trotter and Kay (1996) also confuse value chains with value systems. For

example, Normann and Ramirez state that "wery company occupies a position on a

value chain [sic]" (p 65). Clearly every company occupies a position in a value system.

3.5.2 Value constellations and value stars

Normann and Ramirez (1993) reported from a multiple case study that value

occurs "in complex constellations" (p. 69). Their cases included IKEA3t, ATIrI

networks, Denmark's pharmacy association, and French public utilities from which they

developed an alternate view of organisational linkages. The authors suggest that value

creation was no longer the domain of a single firm as described by a value chain. "A

single company rarely provides everything anymore [sic]. lnstead, the most attractive

offerings involve the customers and suppliers, allies and business partners, in new

combinations" (p. 69). Normann and Ramirez concluded that a firm's primary strategic

3' [<EA a Swedish basedkit-s€t furninue retailer. rs reported as the world's largest reails of ttonre
tmsttngs with an international network sf some 100 stores, visited b,v 9(i nillion people. gemrding an
annual income of $6.5 billion (Normann & Ramirez, 1993).
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task is to reconfigure relationships and business systems with adjoining firms. They

attribute competitive advantage to the fi.rm's ability to conceive and implement a value-

creating systerq supposedly configured as a constellation.

IKEA pursue low cost, good quality suppliers. The result of this policy is that

the sources of components for kitsets are geographically widespread - 1800 zuppliers in

50 countries. Suppliers receive technical support and lease equipment from IKEA with

the view of establishing long-term supply relationships (Normann & Ramirez, 1993).

Normann and Ramirez stated that a value systetrL as presented in Figure 3.11, "fails to

capture the complexity of relationships in the IKEA business system" (p 68) They

describe IKEA as "the central star in a constellation of services, goods, desigrq

management, support, and even entertainment". Value creation is, therefore, viewed as

the entirety of processes within a constellation rather than those within a value system.

WikstrOm and Normann (1994) further developed the value constellation concept

by redefining market relationships at the expense of vertically integrated systems. They

observed that relationships between customers, suppliers, and organisations are

becoming increasingly complex. Firms are incorporating sustomers into "closed systems

- closed that is, to competitors" (p. 30) Wikstrom and Normann's value star

(qrnonymous with Normann & Ramirez's value constellation) is depicted in Figure3.l2.

Figure 3.12. Value star depicting participants contributing to value creation.

suPPrier\]- 
,/

(vane y

-'lcreating)-
\Eocess/,/Y\etc 

I

Other
suppliers

Customer

Customers'
customer

wofe. From Knowledge and Value: A New Perspctive on Corqrate Transformation (p.31), by

S. \Mkstrdm and R. Normann, 1994, London: Routledge.
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The process of value creation is depicted as differing from that in traditional

models such as Porter's (1985) value system, Davis and Goldberg's (1957) commodity

systenL or the land-based value system presented in Chapter Two, all of which are based

on product flow. The constellation view of value creation accepts a single organisation

as the catalyst for creating value amongst immediate firms.

While immediate firms and customers are acknowledged to benefit from their

relationship with the central organisation (Normann & Ramirez, 1993) others are largely

ignored. The authors fail to comment on the role of upstream participants; the benefits

to foresters of the IKEA constellation are not considered. Upstream participants appear

to again be left as the recipients of residual income. Participants contribute to value

creation alongside product flow - a fact neglected by the constellation view. The value

constellation is, therefore, no substifute to the value system. The value constellation may

better be considered as an important, on occasions even dominant feature of a value

system dependent on product flow.

3.5.3 Relationship marketing

The marketing channel (Ma[en, 1967) literature was rwiewed by Rae (1986), and

endorsed by Martia Rae, and Zwut (1986), and Woodhouse (personnel communication,

It4ay 1993) as an irnegrated framework for analysing agricuhurd iszues. Research

in the area oforganisational marketing (Campbell & Cunningham, 1983), business to business

marketing (Andersoq ll6lcansso4 & Johansoq 1994; fuiderson & Nanrs, 1990) and

organisational buying behaviour (tlAkansson & Woota 1975) has dweloped two different

traditions. The first, and original markaing channel approach (Actnol, Re've, & Stern, 1983;

Amdt 1979, 1983; Rwe & Stern, 1979; Stern & Rwg 1980) from North America has be€n

to snrdy relationships betrile€n buyers and sellers. The second" European approach, is to

snrdy the space betrveen organisations in the form of indusrial networks @owelt W. W.,

1990). The industrial nefwork approach is discussed inthe folowing sestion.

Achrol Rwe, and Stern (1933) were the first marketing authors to extend the

corrventional markaing channel literature (e.9., Rosenberg & Sterrl l97l) beyond the
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distribution of power and authority in a dyad. Achrol et al. distinguished between a primary

task environment comprising the dyad's immediate suppliers and customers and the

secondary task environmert "comprised of zuppliers to the immediate zuppliers, customers to

the immediate customers" (p. 57). Achrol et al's. diagram of the environment of marketing

channels is presanted in Figure 3.13. However, despite recognising that firms beyond the

dyad have an effect on dyadic interaction the channel literature remains primarily concerned

with powu and authority (e.9., Heide,l994;Heide & JohrL 1992).

The significant contribution from the marketing discipline pertinent to this discussion

is relationship mark*ing @erry, 1983; Dwyer, Schurr, A Ob 1987; Cndnroos, 1995;

Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Sheth & Panratiyar, n.d). Morgan & Hunt attnbute the terrt

relationship marketing to Berry. Berry stated that "relationship marketing is attracting [and]

maintaining.. customer relationships" (p. 25). Relationship marketing is, thereforg

characterised by direct moketing (see Buckli4 1967; Schulte 1990; Sheth & Parvatiyar,

1995); when buyos and sellers associate directly with one another. The importance of direct

association between firms was understirted by the discipline before emergence ofthe industrial

marketing paradign. Relationship marketing thereforg repre$€nts an extension of industrial

marketing's deparnre from a focus of transaction and exchange (Hunt, 1983; Kotler, 1972).

Webster (1992) considers relationship marketing as representing a fundamental

reshaping of the field. While Kotler (cited in Morgan & Hunt, 1994) and Parvatiyar, Shetb,

and Whittington (1992) identi&, it as a genuine paradigm shift. Morgan and Hunt are,

however, quick to idffti8, tbat "relationship marketing is part of the doreloping network

paradigm' (p. 20) rather than claim it as something unique to the marketing discipline.

Dwyer et d. (1987) criticised rnarketing research and strategies as treating buyer-seller

relationships as discrete events rather than ongoing relationships; hence the realisuion that

direct marketing practices were worthy of smdy. Dwyer et d. stated that "the lack of

attention to antecedent conditions and processes for buyer-seller occhange relationships is a

serious omission in the dwelopment of mark*ing knowledge" (p. 1l). fui argument

hatntingly familiar in that both organisational theorists and economists often ignore the

cortod in which business strdegy, relationships and transactions take place. Rareb do zuch

activities take place in a vacuum.
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Figure 3.13. The environment of marketing channel dyads.
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Ihb. From The Environment of Marketing Channel Dyads: A Framework for Gompanative

Analysis," by R. S. Achrol, T. Reve, & L W. Stem, 1983, Jownd of MakdingL 47 (Q, p. fi.

Dwyer et al. (1987, p. 15) propose that business relationships evolve through five

general phases ideiltified as awar€ness, exploration, expansioq commitmsf and dissolution: a

relationship ltfr"y"k Awareness is ctraracterid by "party A's recognition that party B is a
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feasible exchange partner". "Interastion betrveen parties has not transpired" (p. l5). In phase

two the "potential exchange partners first consider obligations, benefits and burdens, and the

possibility of exchange; trial purchases may take plaoe. The exploration phase may be very

brieq, or it may include an extended penod of testing and evaluation'(p. 16). Expansiorl the

third phase, refers to "the continual insrease in benefits obtained by the exchange partners and

to their increasing interdependence" (p. l8). Dwyer et al. zuggest that the "critical distinction

[between exploration and e4pansion] is that the rudiments of trust and joint satisfactions now

lead to increased risk taking in the dyad". Phase four, commitnent, is characteris€d by an

"implicit or explicit pledge of relational continuity by exchange partners" (p. l9). By the

fourth stage the exchange partrrers have achieved a level of satisfaction from the relationship

that'Vrtually precludes" otho parties that could provide similar benefits, a position identical

to Wikstrdm and Normann's (1994) closed system. The final phase, that is not always

necessary, is dissolution. Until the final stage the option of dissolution has remained preserit

providing of course the relationship proceeds beyond awareness.

McKenna (1991) and Sewell3s (Sewel & BrowrL 1990) popularised the concept of

relatiornhip marketing. They recognise that business success is dependem on the intangibles

implicit in the concept of relationship marketing. The authors consider that intangibles in a

business relationship may be more irnportant than the goods and seryices themsetves.

Morgan and Hunt (1994) summarise relationship marketing theory and then dwelop

and test a parsimonious model. They define relationship marketing as "all marketing activities

directed toward establishing dweloping and maintaining zuccessful relational orchanges" (p.

22). "Certral to relationship markaing is whatene,r distinguishes productivg effectivg

relational from those that are unproductive and ineffective". The autlrors posit that

commitment and tnrst (Actro[ l99l; Dwyer et al., 1987; Rotter, 1967; Schun & Ozarme,

1985) are central to zuccessful relationship marketing rather than simpty being two

independent variables that atrest the outcome: the creation ofvalue and distribution of wealth.

One limitation of reducing business relationships to these virtues is apparent in such diverse

works as Sullivaq Peterson, Kamed4 and Shimada (1981), Dnyer et al. (1987) and Crercik

3t Carl S€ryell is the USA's top luxu]'car dealer. living in Dallas. Te]€s. He @/ns a uumber dcar
franchises selling Cadillac. I{nrndai, kxrs and Che\Tolel "His q$tomer satisfrction sq)res are the ano-
fut&sn'equivdent da 3-minxe. 3Gsecond mile" (Fercrs cited rn Se$aI & Broqm- 1990).
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(1992). These authors' accounts of business relationships oversocialise economic activity.

The authors are guilty of reducing business relationships to "either generalized morality or

institutional arrangements" (Granovetter, 1985, p. 490). Despite the tendency to

oversocialise business relationships the approach offers important contributions to the study

of collaborative linkages. Concepts zuch as trust, close personal relationships, and the

relationship lilierycle are expected to assist in the understanding of collaborative business

relarionships between finns in the value system.

3.5.4 Industrial networks

Dscontinuities (Merto4 1968) between the industrial networks approach and the

market channel literature ile @nrmonly espoused. Easton (1992), for example, summarises

mark*ing studies of distribution channels as dealing with power and control between retailing

and distribution functions. He stated that "the relatively narrow approach to inter-

organisational activities could be taken and the assumption of a homogeneous channel could

be jusified'(p. 6). Until recently it has been rare for authors of industrial network literature

to recognise contnlbutions from markaing paradigms and vice versa.

Thorelli (1986), in offering one of the first paper on business networks in Englisb,

positions networks between markets and hierarchies. Netrvorks were descriM as "two or

more organizations involved in long-term relationships" (p. 37). Thorelli acknowledges

corrnbutions to the dwelopment of business networlc from Aldrich and Whetten (1981),

Benson (1975), Boisse\rain (1974),Fombrun (1982) and Provan (1983) in the fiel{ he clairns,

of non-profit organisations. Thorelli also acknowledged "stimulating interaction with

menrbers of what may be cdled the Swedish School of Industrial Marketing", notably

MattssorU Hfkansson, and tlammarlcvist (p. 49).

Boissevain (1974) oramined social networks in Sicily. The author $ggested tha the

social relations "in wtrich wery individual is ernbedded3e rnay be viewed as a networlC'(p.

24). Boissevain atfiibuted the concepr of social networks to Mtchell (1969). Mtchell, in

rodewing the dwelopment of social netrvorks, stated that networla as an analytical rather

3e Not to be confirsed with Granorefler's (19E5) use of e,mbedded.
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than metaphorical concept (see Easton & fuaujo, 1993) dates from 1954. Mtchell described

a social network as "a net in which there are no loops but in which the arcs may be given

values. ln other words it is thought of as being finite, but there may be several linlc in either

direction" (p 3) Mtchell (p. l) attributes the social network concept to Barnes, referring to

his (195a) study of class and committees in a Norwegian island parish.

Barnes (1969) differentiated total networks from partial networks. He stated that

total networks provide "information about the whole of the social life of the community to

which it corresponds" (p. 56) whereas panial nefworks are "an extract of the total network

based on some criterion applicable throughout the whole nefivork" (p. 57). This distinstion

has more recently been ignored hence Easton's (1992) cornrnent that speciling network

boundaries is problenratic and will vary "depanding upon the purpose" (p. 3), that is the

specification of the partid network is contingent on the research objective.

The concept of social networks was then adopted for the description of nonprofit

organisations (e.g., Van de Va1 1976; Van de Ve4 Walker, & Listo4 1979). A review of

the field was preseded by Aldrich and Whetten (1981). A network approach was also

purzued conorrernly in the political economy literature (e.g., Blar" 1964; Benso4 1975).

The IMP Groupe established in the 1970's (Axelsson & Eason" 1992, p. X)

dweloped the interaction approach to marketing and purchasing problems. The IMP Group

(1982) confrontd the indusrial buyer, single discrete purchase literature with the importance

ofbusiness relationships. The relationship between buyers and sellers was recognised as often

being close, may be long term and "involve a complex pattern of interaction between the two

companies" (IMP Group, p 1). Secondly, the group challenged the seerningty passive

response attributed to industrid buyers recognising the existence of interaction beween the

parties. Thir4 they challenged the view that industrid markets consist of a large rumber of

brryers and sellers instead stressing 'the stability of industrial market structures" (p. l) and

fo,gtn, they challenged the separation of industrial purchasing from indusrial buying. The

Cnoup recognised the "similarity ofthe tasks of buyers and sellers in indusrial rnarkets".

a0 The Indrgrial lvla*eting and Puchasing Gorp invohed collaboralors4o A,om Frarc, Ital1',

S$'e&n, West Crermaq', and Great Britaiq ndabb' Crmninehan" Ford, llAkansson, I{allCn and Jobanson
(llikansson l9E2).
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Contributions to interorganisational theory which gave rise to the interaction

approach are classified into three groups (IMP Group,1982) as follows: organisation based

studies (e.g, Aiken & Hug., 1968, Blau, 1957; Maclvfillan & Farmer, 1979); studies based

on sweral organisations (e.g., Arndt, 1979; fusael, 1969; Benson, 1975; Blots, l97z;
cunningham & white, 1974;r*ine,1972; Macauley, 1963; Reve & SterrL 1979; stern &
Revg 1980); and, studies ofthe organisation in a societal context (e.g., Aldric[ 1979;I-evne

& White, 196l; Terreberry, 1968; Van de Ven" Emmit, & Koenig lg74). The interaction

approach may, therefore, best be described as consisting of simultaneous independent

discoveries Mertoq 1968). Notrvithstanding independent discoveries, the IMp Group is

attributed (Axelsson & Eastoq l99Z) as having had a significant effect on the way

organisational researchers consider resour@ exchange processes in marketing and beyond

Significantly, the IMP Group "emphasised the important role that long-ternr, stable

relationships play in industrial markets" (p xi)

Deqpite noting the earty use of business netv/orks Gekansson, 1982) it was not until

the late 1980's that the IMP Group realised 'that it was inappropriate to foors solely on

single relationships" (For4 1990, p.3). Ford acknowledged that the "study of business

markets can be seen as a process of development" O. 441). The IMP Group's interaction

approach was anentually recognised as being "far fiom complete" in that "no pair of firms

operates in isolation from others" (Ford, p. 441).

The idea of industriat networks is attnbuted to Hagg and Johanso4 and

Hammarkvist, Htkansson, and Mattsson whose first contributions were published (in

Swedish) in the early 1980s (see ,{,xelsson & Easton, 1992; Hikansson & Johansorq

1988; Hlkansson & Snehota, 1989; Johanson & Mattsson, 1988), Other early papers of
note besides those from Jarillo (1987) and Thorelli (1986) are by Easton and Araujo
(1986), and Johanson and Mattsson (198?b) The IMP Group (1982) identiry other

contnlbutors as Irvine and White (1961), Lirwak and Hylton (lg6l),Erran (1966), Warre,r

(1967), Marrett (1971) and Aldrich (1976, l97g). These authors considered relationships

between organisations beyond the dyad. These latter conribntions are, howwer, better

regarded as an anticipuion rather than a rediscovery (Merton, 196g).
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Easton and Araujo (1986) stated that the central concept of the industrial

networks approach is connectedness. They describe a network as follows.

If entities A and C are connected through entity B such that a change in A is, or

could be, transmitted to C then there is the beginning of a network [Figure 3.I4].

If the connectedness does not transmit through the intervening entity then a

network need not be invoked [Figure 3.14b]. The collectivity can then be

explained or modelled in terms of the aggegation of dyads it comprises. (p. 9)

Figure 3.14. Network transmission through connectedness between entities.

Figure 3.14b

Connectedness not transmitted

Figure 3.14a

Connectedness transmitted

Nob. From "Neturorks, Bonding and Relationstrips in lnduslrialMarkets," by G. EaSon and L. Anaujo,

1986.,ldu*ial Makdtury and puchasirg, t (1), 9.

Hikansson and Snehota (1995) distinguish between single-actor connectedness

and network connectedness. Despite connectedness being transmitted berween A and C

(Figure 3.14a), the diagram represents a series of dyadic relationships. EventuallyB's

ability to control A or C will be dissipated. Benson-Rea and Lockhart (1996), therefore,

described network transmission (Frgure 3.14a) as single-actor connededness and

suggested that a network must contain multiple connectedness, illustrated in Figure

3. l5a.

A distinstion can now be made between networks and dyadic relationships:

Networks display multiple connectedness. The focus of the network approach is,

therefore, network connectedness involving relationships between firms. Easton and

Araujo (1986) stated that vertical relationships, "those which serve the flow of goods or
senrices from the initial supplier to the final consumer, are emphasised at the expense of
lateral links" G. 1l) The vertical flow of goods and services does not exclude network
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connectedness (as depicted in Figure 3.15a), However, relationships between

intermediate buyers and suppliers must exhibit multiple connectedness, rather than

single-actor connectedness - lateral links refer to service and other organisations.

Figure 3.15. Network transmission and multiple connectedness.

Figure 3.15a
Network connecdedness

Figure 3.15b
Sing le-actor con nectednesss

Nofe. From "lndustrial Networks in New Zealand's Intemational Business' (p. 3), by M. Benson-

Rea and J- C.. Lockhart, February, 1996, New Zealand Strategic Management Society,

Strategic Management Educators Conterence, Massey University, Albany Campus.

Benson-Rea and Lockhart (1996) state that "the definitions of industrial

networks remain as near numerous as there are authors" (p. 2). Broad definitions such

as Thorelli's (1986) or Easton and Araujo's (1986) describe a network as any linkage

between two organisations. Whereas narrow definitions (Benson-Rea & Wilsoq 1994;

Hikansson & Snehota, 1995) identif strategic intent (Jarillo, 1987, 1993) and tighter

interaction between more than two organisations. Benson-Rea and Wilson's definition

of industrial networks is adopted for this study. The definition specifically identifies

strategic objectives, multiple interconnectedness, and collaborative exchange:

An industrial network involves collaborative relationships between organisations

to achieve strategic objectives relating to compaitive, production and/or

' marketing positions. In additior! networks involve more than two companies and

all parties are actively involved in various collaborativ. $(shnnges within the

network. (p 6)
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Relationships in industrial networks

Easton (1992) argues that relationships among firms is the very essence (ine qua

non) of the industrial network approach. Network relationships are described in terms of five

elements, their mufual orientatiorq dependence, bonds, investments, and afinosphere. Each of
these elements are now discussed, a summary is presented in Table 3.1.

Cooperation between firrns in an industrial network requires some complementarity

between objectives (Hegg & Johanson cited in Easton, lgg2). Howwer, Easton zurprisingly

claimed that "complementarity of objectives is a rather abstract rationale for artering into a
relationship" (p. 9). The defence of organisations persisting in business relationships in the

absence of complementary objectives is sophist.

The relationship, and the networlg are considered a vahrable source of information
Relationships "s€ny'e as data conduits" @asor\ 1992, p. 9). Therefore, entering into a

business relationship is likely to reduce uncertainty and increase stability, thernselves .Very

valuable objectives" G 9) for some organisations. The second element of netrvorks as

Table 3.1. lmportant characieristics of network relationship elements.

Element of a relationship Attrihrte

I Mutuatorientation:

I complementary ogedives
I

I

network access

Dependence on each other

Bonds of various strengths:

economic

social

technical

logisiical

administrative

informational

Ume based

lnveslmenls made in the
relationship

Atmosphere

Requires cooperation

Needs can be matched rnore accunately, adaptive process
can be hadened

Redudion of uncedainty, data conduil

Loss of autonomy

Strong bonds are resistant to extemal and intemal forces
Setf evHent, but may be absent Mrere netumrks are not of
an economic naturc

A significant fador in the strength of the relationship
Charaderislics of produds and services exclranged

Adjustments made fortnansfer of products and seruices

Interface of syslems

The arnency of networks, but differs from the social or
technical dimensions

Time pattems of crilical aciivities

People and time

The tension betvreen conflid and coopenation
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relationships is the dependence that each firm has on others. Easton suggested that

dependence is "partly a matter of choice and partly a matter of circumstance" (p. l0)
Dependence creates power and control. If power is held asymmetrically the relationship may

be rfifficult to managg and it is more difrcult for the jntior firm to accrue the benefits.

Power, or influence are likely to be difficult to objectively measure. The difHculties of
power in a network setting are no different from those experienced when applying

Porter's (1980) five forces modef only the inherent assumption of cooperation instead of
competition is different.

The bond betrveen finns is the third elernent of relationships. Easton (lgg2)
recognises that the sfength of the bond may be ditrcult to measure and zuggests that it may

be defined in terms of the firms' ability to withstand a disruptive force @ason & Araujo,

1986). Bonds may be described as economic, social, technica[ logistical, administrative,

informational or time based. Mattsson (cited in Easton & Araujo) zuggested that these types

ofbonds are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Therefore, the bond befweeri two firms may

be descnbed as being both social and informational with the intelrtion of dweloping into

economic bonds. Weakly bonded networks are likely to be unstablg that is, the participants

in the network change. That ass.rmes the network is zubjectd to simito forces as others.

Longwity appears to be a relared characteristic. Hence, network structures are erpected to

be "stable not s{atic" (Ea*oq p. l0).

Easton (1992) acknowledges that the relationship between longwity and srength is

not simple, howerrer, of more importance than longwity is the influence ttrat the bond has on
participating firms. Stronger relationships are expected to influence the behaviour of firms.

Conversely, weak relatioruhips, although presert, are not likety to influence the behaviour of
firms to the same e)ctent (cf, Granovetter, lg73). Here lies one of the weaknesses of
industrial netrvork approaclr- Easton claimed that "where any form of relationship may be

held to exist among firms in an indusrial system a network approach will b€ appropriate" (p.

l1)- This zuggests that the theory rnay be used to describe all transactions (in Chapter Two
the seemingly random collision of buyer and seller was dismissed as a theoretjcal position).

The approach is being postulated as ubiquitous, the complete indushial network would

include a// firms.
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The fourth elernent of relationships is investment @aston, lgg?). Investment in

relationships will include traditional "hard investment" (p. l3). For which Easton provides

the example of purchasing a new machine for the purpose of supplying a particular customer.

Howwo, the proponents of network theory appear to be more interested n sofi irwestment

(intangibles) - the resour@s of people and time. Investments in this rrumner are attributed to

reduce transaction costs (costs associated tithreanrringtransactions, see Chapter Two).

The fifth and final element of relationships is atmosphere: the tension betrreen

conflict and cooperation. Easton (1992) suggested that this is inherent in any relationship

because each party will be concemed that they are "receiving an equitable share of the

benefits that are accrued" (p. 14) Relationships carL thereforg be described in terms of the

mutual orientation benpeen firms (objectives and data source), de,pendency, bonds,

investment and atmoqphere.

Easton (1992) states that relationships form the conterct in which transactions take

place. On the one hand these relationships may be merely orchangg and on the other, they

rnay h better regarded as an adaptational procedure. Adaptational procedrnes are closcly

related to the investment element ofrelationships (referto Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16. Adaptation procedure developing from business relationships.

Firm A Transaction Firm B

Exchanges: intensity,
frequency, complexily,

regularity
Adaprtation procedure
related to investment

Relationship

Regular, frequent, and/or complex orchanges will influence the adaptation procedure.

Implicit in this view is the realisuion that strongly bonded relationships define n€tworls.
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Easton and Araujo (1986) also recognised, and distinguished baween weah potential and

residual exchange relationstrips. Hikansson and Johanson (1992) describe networks in

terms of three elements: actors, activities and resources. Actors are "those who perform

activities or control resources" (p. 28) who may be individuals, groups, or organisations;

activities, result from either transfer or transformation of resources; and resources, "have

attributes in an unlimited number of dimensions" (p. 32). The three elements are related

to each other in a network.

Strategic networks

The network approach appears to have been dweloped in isolation fiom srategic

nunagement. Jarillo (1987, 1993) distingrrished between the metaphorical netrvorks used to
"describe business transactions" and "something that entrepreneurs use purposefully to obtain

a conpetitive advantage for their firms" (p 32). He added the term strategic to networks,

desoibing strategic networl$ as "long-tenrq purposefirl arrangements among distinct but

related for-profit org;anizations that allow those firms in thern to gain or zustain a competitive

advantage vis-A-vis their competitors outside the networld' (p.32). There,fore, competftion

supposedly occurs betweein networks (Easton, 1992; Doyle, 1995). The factors contributing

to the dwelopment of stratqgic networks are presented as Figure 3.17.

Figure. 3.17. Factors contributing to the development of strategic networks.

Integration costs

High Low

No transaction
strategic
network

Subsidiary

Export,
subcontracting Indifferent

IVofe. From Sfiafegic Networ*,s: Creating the Borderless OrganEation (p.161), by J. C. Jarillo,
1 993, Oxford: Buftenrorth-Heinemann.

High

Transaction costs

Low
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Jarillo identified the contributors to networks in a strategic sense as Maclvfillan and

Farmer (1979), Miles and Snow (19E4), and Johanson and Mattsson (1987b). More recert

contributions to the strategic view of industrial networks include Snow, Mles, and Coleman

(1992), and Zaheer and Venkatraman (1995). Notwithstanding the later discussion of
contingency variables in Section 3.6.2, Mles and Snow's wolution of organisational form is
presented as Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. An evolution of organisation forms depicting product-market strategy,

structure and core activating and control mechanisms.

/\lofe. Fmm "Fit, Failure and the Hall of Fame," by R. E. Miles and c. c. sno,v, 1gg4. california
Manapneft Review,26(3), p. 1g.

Johanson and Mattsson (198ft) compared the industrial networks approach with the

th*ty oftransactions costs. The authors noted that managers are aszumed to actively pursue

excba4ge relationships to gain access to enternal resources and to sell products. .,A basic

aszumption in the nehvork model is that the individual firm is dependent on resources

controlled by other firms" (p 36) Johanson and Mattsson suggested that the "firm gets

Produd-market
strategy

Organisation
strudure Inventor or early user

Core aclivating ard
control mechanisms

1E00

1850

1900

1950

2000

Single produd or
service. LocaU
regionalmarkets

Limited, standarS
ised produd or
service line.
RegionaUnational
markets

Diversified, changing
produci or seMce
line.
NationaUintemational
markets

Standard and
innovative produds
orseMces. Stable
and changing
marke{s

Produd or service
des;ign. Global
changing markets

Agency

Fundional

Divisional

Dynamic
ne{uoft

Numemus smallornner-
managed firms

Camegie Steel

Personaldirection and
control

Centnal plan ard budgets

General Motors; Sears,
Robuck; Hewlett-
Packard.

Severalaemspace and
eledronics firms (e.9.,
MSA, TRW IBM,
Texas Instruments)

lntemationaU
construdion firms;
Global consumer goods
companies; Selecied
eledmnics and computer
firms (e.9., IBM)

Corponate policies and
division profit centres

Temponaryteams and
latenal resource allocation
devices such as intemal
markels, joint planning
systems, etc.

Broker-assembled
temporary $ructures with
shared information
systems as basis fortrust
and coodination
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access to these external resources ttrough its network position" - a strategic position - a
preferred strategy to be purzued by the disaggregated industrial firm (Lewis, J. D., 1990;

Snodgrass, 1993). The network sfrategy is postulated as a means of enhancing the

competitive position of the firnl reducing transaction costs and suppressing the need for
integration.

Exchange relationships need to be pursued with collaborators. Strong relationships

reduce search costs, and products can be conjointly designed, thereforq adding value.

Hamel Doz, and Prahalad (1989) identified collaboration berween competitors "as a low qost

route for new competitors to gain technology and market access" (p. 133). Entry into an

alliance does not mark a change in competitive goals, merely a change in competitive tactics.

The cost of strong relationships is mutual dependence; networked firms forgo the flexibility

zupposedly offered by market-place transactions. Jarillo's (1987, 1993) significant

contibution to the approach was to propose that industrial networks are a deliberate strategy

available to the firm.

Thorelli (1986) posnrlated that a number of stratqgic iszues rnay be better understood

if examined in a network context, including those associated with international business

(Axelsson & Johanso4 1992; Johanson & Mattsson, 1987a, 1990; Jarillo, 19g7,1993;
Thorelli, l9s6). The approach has been successfully used to study the

internationalisation process of industrial firms (Johanson & Mattssor; lggg), the results

of which were compared with the transaction cost approach @uckley & Cassorq 1976)

and the Uppsala Internationalisation Model (Johanson & Vatrlne, 1977; Johanson &
Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). Johanson and Mattsson reported that both the transaction

cost model and the internationalisation model "leave out characteristics of the firm and

the market which seem important in the case of 'global competition' and co-operation in
industrial $ystems" (p. 310). The authors concluded that the network approach may be

used to study the cumulative nature (Fornell, Lorange, & Roos, 1990) of international

networks (entry sffategies, initiatives, ambition); and, for analysing ..how to build
preparedness for action when the time is ripe" (p. 3l l).

The network approach is not withotrt criticisn (see Salancilq 1995). Salancik

criticises the approach for failing to predict the development of activities or alternate
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structures between such actors. Lack of prediction was also noted by Easton (1992).

Easton was mindfirl to label it an approach rather than a theory, in doing so he avoids the

predictive implications associated with theory. The approach is also expected to describe all

transactions and, therefore, relationships between firms not engaged in either market or

hierarchical transactions. More recent definitions, however, ruurow the scope of networks to

firms engaged ttrough multiple connectedness @enson-Rea & Lockhart, 1996; Benson-Rea

& WilsorL 1994; Hikansson & Snehota, 1995). To date the approach has been primarily

used to describe various activities between actors (e.g., Zuscovitc[ Heraud, & Cohendet,

1988) with the assumption that transaction costs decline in circumstances of stable

relationships. The network approach also provides a contrast to economic models of

resource dependarcy (Pfetr€r & Salancik, 1978) in that, at the cost of mutual dependance,

firms in an industrial network gain access to resourc€s without acquiring ownership.

Easton (1992) obsenres that the network perspective provides a contrast to Porter's

(1980) model of industry stnrcture. Porter was largely concerned with competitive linkages

berween firms; rivalry being postr:lated as a source of compaitiveness. Howwer, these two

views of industry anabrsis aren't entirely antagonistic. Porter provides a broad framework

from which to ermrnine an industry albeit from the perspective of competitive linkages

between firms (e.g., L,origan & Harmaa 1990). The network perqpectivg on the other hand,

erfimines the industry from the perspective of collaborative linkages between firms.

Howwer, elements of competitive linkages s.rch as bargaining power are still likety to remain.

Relationships in international networks ought to rezult in the evolution (Gadde,

1993) of strategies in response to other participants (Astley & Fombrun" 1983) rather

than predetermined strategies emanating from headqua^rters in the home-base location

(Johanson & Mattssor\ 1988). Implementation of sfategies in foreign locations may

develop laterally throughout the pro&tct net (Iohanson & Mattssoq p. 3l l). Networks

can be described in terms ofthe relationships between firms. Relationships have five elemerfs

an{ are likely to progress fiom ones of simple exchange to adaptational procedures

enveloping firms' practices. The proximity of the relationshipor is also likely to have some

ar 
One cluracleristic of relmionship proximiqv is u'halra rhe.v are direct or indirect. A firnr has more

indircct relationships than direct" and the effect of these indirect relaionship is poolaed !o decline with
disrutce (Eason, 1992. p. 16).
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effest on the adaptational procedure. Three elements exist within a network actors, activities

and resources.

The indusrial networks approach must be developed into a reat quantified, and

operationalised theory. Easton (1992), Koarig and van Wijk (1991), and lvlaitland, Brysor\

and Van de Ven (1935) idertify the middle ground, dbeit at the expense of being quantitative

or prescriptive. Few authors appear to recognise this dilemma.

Industrial networks, positioned benveen Williamson's (1975) markets and hierarchies,

"represent a viable patttrn of economic organization" (Powell, W. W., 1990, p. 295). The

indusrial network paspective is, thereforg an appropriate domain from which to examine

New Zealand's land-based oeortd€,pendent value systems. More so because the approach

has prwiously been used to snrdy the process of internationalisation (Ilikansson & JohansorL

l9E8; Johanson & Mattsson, 1988). The problem ofboundary definitior\ a corlmon criticism

of the approaclq is overcome by focussing on the value systern. Inclusion of organisations

within the network must remain sufficiently loose (i.e., ignore the strict network

definition) to ensure that all stages in the value system are considered. For example, the

dyadic relationship commonly observed between land-based producers and first stage

processors would exclude most producers from a network study. Further, strict

adherence to a network approach would focus on the space between organisations in the

value systenL to the exclusion ofstrategy - value appears to be created at both sources.

3.6 BUSINESS STRATEGY

TRATEGY, derived from the Greek word strategos, means "the art of a

commander-in-chief; the art of projecting and directing the larger military

movements and operations of a campaign' (Onions, 1944, p. 21a\. The word

has been used in a military sense from the end of the lSth Century (Matlofi, 1974).

Strategy in the contefi of business is, by comparisoq a "newcomer" (Ansofr 1980, p.

13l) having been used for only three decades (Whittingtor\ 1993). During that time the

definition of strategy has evolved from one of largely deliberate intent (e.g., Ansoff,

1965; Andrews, l97l; Hofer & Schendel, 1978) to one that also encompasses emergent
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intent (Johnsorl G., 1988, 1992; Mintzberg 1978, 1990; porter, l99l). More recently

Normann and Ramirez (1993) have simply stated that "strategy is the art of creating

value" (p. 65) while Grant (1995) states that "strategy is about winning" (p. 3).

Whittington (1993) dates the beginning of business strategya2 as "a coherent

discipline" to the early 1960s, which he identifies from the writings of Chandler (1962),

Sloan (1963), and Ansoff (1965). Mintzberg (1994) also traces the development of
business strategy to that period. He identifies early contributions as important similarly

from Ansofl (1965) and from Learned, Christenserg Andrews, and Guth (1965). The

latter contribution is described as "the original Harvard textbook" on business stratery

(Mintzberg, p. 39).

Strategy was defined by the early contributors as the analytical process the firm

uses to set and meet long-term goals. More specifically, Chandler (1962) defined and

elaborated on strategy as "the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives

of an enterprisg and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources

necessary for these goals" (p. 13). Sloan (1963) stated that "the strategic aim of a

business [is] to earn a return on capital, and if in any particular case the return in the long

run is not satisfactory, the deficiency should be corrected or the activity abandoned for a
more favorable one" (p. 49). Ansoff(I965) stated that strategic questions include "what

are the firm's objectives and goals; should the firm seek to diversi$... and how should

the firm develop and exploit its present product-market position" (p. 6).

Early contributors to the field provided both positive and normativea3

(prescriptive) approaches to strategy formation (Ansofl l99l). Chandler (1962) and

Sloan (1963), largely, reported on business strategy in case snrdy firms, while fuisoff
(1965) provided a theoretical model to assist strategy formulation. Chandler, Sloan,

a? A ooncise srmary of rhe develrynetrt of the ooncq dhsiness srdesi and its relrrionship to
strategic runagemed is trwidedbyBra*er (19g0)

a3 Normdivistrovides a todnoOfogi"al basis msned with wha orgh to be (Jobnson, l%6).
within normative knowledge distinctiotrs can be rnade between pescri6ive knwfeage and loowledge abot
ralues (Irwis, C. I., 1955). Fositivism is onoaned wittr wha rs. and is wlue fiee. Values are *widely

ryq{"d h positiviss as e.mcive or as figmentr of lhe imagin€tion" (Johnson G. L., 19g6, p. 32). It is nsw'ydety recognizod tha po*ivisur places severe consaaints on rbe social sciences concerned with oElainrng
the behaviour ofpeqle and gtol4r,, (p. 33)
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Ansoff, and their Harvard colleagues (Learned et al., 1965) gave rise to the deliberate -

Design School (Mintzberg, 1990) or explicit (Ansofl l99l) - view of business strategy.

Their view, best characterised by Andrews (lg7l, 1980, 1987) is one of largely

deliberate intent.

Mles and Snow's (1978) and Mintzberg's (1978) views were the first to differ

significantly from the deliberate view of strategy. Miles and Snow suggested that

strategy is "more of a pattern or stream of major and minor decisions about an

organization's possible future domains. Further, these decisions take on meaning only as

they are implemented through the organization's structure and processes" (Mles &
Snow, p. 7). Mintzberg observed that "strategy formation over periods of time appears

to follow distinct regularities" (p. 941). Later Mintzberg and Waters (1985) argued that

the process of strategy formulafion should consider the "variety of ways in which

strategies actually take shape" (p. 257). Mintzberg and Waters distinguish d "deliberate

strategies - realized as intended - from emergent strategies - pattems or consistencies

realizsd despite, or in the absence o{, intentions" (p. 257). Therefore, strategy may be

viewed as both the firm's deliberate intent - represented by plans - and emergent intent -
represented by behaviour.

Mntzberg (1994) identifies five separate uses of the word strategy, presented as

Figure 3.18, He identifies strategy as firstly, "a plarq or something equivalent - a

direction, a guide or course of action into the future" (p. 23) and secondly,,,a patterrl

that is, consistency in behavior over time". Next, Mintzberg identifies strateg-y as

position (Porter, 1980, 1985), "namely the determination of particular products in
particular markets" and strategy as perspective, "namely an organizations way of doing

things" @-27). Finally, he identifies strategy as ploy, "a specific maneuver intended to
ounnit an opponent" (yt.29); questioning whether realised strategies must be intended.

. Quinn's (1977,1980) research on strategic goals zuggests that business strateg-y

is seldom deliberate. auinn stated that executives adopt "incremental 'muddling'
processes" (1977, p. 3) outside the structure of formal management systems and

techniques recommended by Design School adherents. The concept of strategy was,

therefore, extended beyond the predetermined specification of an organisation's goals
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and the acquisition and allocation of resources to achieve these goals: what an

organisation wants to achieve, and how it intends to do so (Shirley, tgBZ). Strategy now

includes the pattern of decision making associated with implementation: what an

organisation does (Robbins & Barnwell, lgg4). This latter view holds that an

organisation's strategy may be "inferred from its behavior" (Miles & snow, 197g, p. 7).

Figure 3.18. Sources of strategy, plans and processes.

&j=#:iffi'\y;a?-+:i( 'r1
Nofe: From. Tre Rise and Fail of s;tategic ptanning (p. 24), by H. Mintzberg, 1994, New york:
Free Press.

Bailey and Johnson (1992, 1995) have recantly reviewed the strategy

development process. They rationalise the contributions of deliberate intent and

emergent behaviour and identif other factors that contribute to the strategy formulation
process as political (Pfefer & Salancih lgzg), cultural (Johnso4 G, lgg2), visionary
(ohmae, l9E2; Trice & Beyer, 1986), and natural selection (Aldrictr, LgTg).

' Early contributors to business $'trategy presented absolute positions of either
deliberate or emergent intent. Only recently have authors such as Andrews (19g7),
Mintzberg (1990, l99l), and Ansoff (1991) included contributions from alternate

schools in their modified views of business strategy. Ansoffs discussion of deliberate
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strategy reviews three decades of evolution in thought and practice. Deliberate strategy

is not necessarily "rigld and does not foreclose attention to new opportunities which are

outside the scope of strategy" (p. 458). The deliberate view of business strategy has,

therefore, been broadened to include notable elements of a firm's emergent behaviour.

No doubt emergent contributions such as those fiom Miles and Snow, Mntzberg, and

Quinn have contributed to this process. Some authors, however, merely include both

views of strategJ in a definitional potpourri (see Duncarq Ginter, & Swain, lg92, p. 14;

Robbins & Barnwell, 1994, p 108) leaving the reader with the impression that near

anything goes.

Strategic control, :ugues Ansoff(1991), provides the organization with a means

of correcting errant and ineffective strategy. It also provides a critical feedback to
enhance organisational learning. Inclusion of control ensures that deliberate business

strategy is now viewed as a cyclical process - formulation, implementatioq control,

formulation.... Formulation resulting from deliberate intent, implernentation resulting in

emergent intent.

Ansof (1991) also attempted to identify the environmental conditions in which
alternate models of business strategy may prevail. The "key contextual variable" is the

"concept of environmental turbulencee" (Ansoff, p. 459). Ansoff considers that the

emergent model is a'aafid prescription for organizations which seek to optimize their

performance in environments in which strategic changes are incremental and the speed of
the changes is slower than the speed of the organizational response [italics removed],, (p.

459)' Ansoff adds that this domain accounts for some 20Yo of organisations, in
particular those involved in "not-for-profit" (p, 460). The balance, some g0olo, of
environmental conditions are "discontinuous". Those organisations that adopt an

emergent strategy in a discontinuous environment "will not be among the successful

performers' (p' 459). Discussion of the relationship between deliberate and emergent

strategies is developed further in Section 3.6.3.

4{ Ansofr(1991) cleaves esvironrnmul turbulence into incremental. which describes a domain wherc
'Ihe change trooess, and the qpeod dthe changes is slorrer rhen tbe reryonse time dthe organizatiod' and
discorirucnrs, which desqDes a dornain where "srmive changes ate ais*nir,ucos aom rrre poedmg
ones. and speed of change is geder than ttr qpeed dthe organizations' r€sponsp" (p. 459) (see Sstion 3.6.3).
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Hamermesh (1990) identified three levels of strategy; corporate, business, and

institutional. Corporate strategy refers to the determination of businesses in which an

organisation will participate and the resource allocation between these businesses.

Business strategy refers to "the determination of how a company will compete in a given

business and position itself amongst it competitors" (p. 308). Hamermesh's institutional

strategy ought to be referred to as an organisation's culture (Robbins & Barnwell, 1994;

Sinclair, 1993). Johnson and Scholes (1988) also identified corporate and business levels

of strategy. However, their third level of strategy was described as operational strategy:

"concerned with how different functions of the enterprise - marketing, finance,

manufacturing and so on - contribute to the other levels of strategy': (p. 9).

A diversified company consisting of several business units has two levels of
strategy: corporate strategy and business strategy. Corporate strategy concerns "what

businesses the corporation should be in and how the corporate office should manage the

array of business units" @orter, 1987, p.43). Therefore, corporate stratery provides

"the overall plan for a diversified company''. Porter refers to business strategy as

business unit or competitive strateg'y. Porter's definition of business strateg-y is similar to
those offered by Hamermesh (1990), and Johnson and Scholes (1988), Whether

organisations have further levels of stratery beyond corporate and business appear to be

a matter of choice. The specification of additional levels of strategy, however, serves to
distract from the umbrella plan" whether deliberate or emergent, engendered by the term.

3.6.1 Management

Strategic management ought to relate strategy to management: strategy being

intent, strategic management being the process of formulating and operationalising intent
(Asch & Bowmaq 1989; Gluclg Kaufrnaq & Walleclg 1980, 1982). One of the better

definitions of management has been provided by Dillon (1980). Dillon defined

mirnagement, in the contefi of farming, "as the process by which resources and situations

are manipulated by the farm manager in trying, with less than full information, to achieve

his goals" (p. 258). Giles and Stansfield (1980) suggested that it may be more helpful to
think in terms of management applied to farms rather than farm management as a subject

in its own right, management being regarded as the "comrnon province" of all sciences
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(Merj, 1965). Therefore, Dillon's definition of management need not be confined to the

management of farms. Management is regarded as the component of the firm
responsible for the manipulation of the entire resource bundlg including itself:

management can be enhanced, educated, hired and fired.

Fayol (191611949), a general administrative theorist, is commonly accepted (see

Mntzberg, 1989; Robbins & Mukerji, lgg4) as first to formalise the functions of
management. Fayol described management as planning, organising, commanding

(leading), coordinating, and controlling. However, these five functions are typically

condensed to four: commanding is omined @obbins & Mukerji). In farm management

(Boehlje & Eidman, 1984; parker, Gt"y, Lockhart, & Townsley, rgg4) and other small

business disciplines, where management and labour are considered one and the same, the

functions are further reduced to three: planning, implernentatiorq and control. Fayol

considered that "thinking out a plan and ensuring its success is one of the keenest

satisfactions for an intelligent man to experience. It is also one of the most powerfi.rl

stimulants of human endeavour" (Fayol, p 39)

The need for planning arises from three basic considerations. First, goals are to
be achieved, namely the organisation has some purpose (Robbins & Mukerji, lgg4)
second, resources available to meet these goals are limited and third, the resourc€s

available have alternative uses. Planning includes the specification of an organisation's
goals (Abell, 1980), and the establishment of "an overall strategy to achieve these goals"

(Robbins & Mukerji, p. 7). Management's role as organising refers to the "design of an

organisation's structure" O. 8) and includes the allocation of tasks, their groupings,

reporting procedures, and decision making protocol. Leading refers to directing and

motivating personnel. Because unforeseen events occur implementation rarely proceeds

as planned. Management controls the organisation by comparing planned targets with
the outcome. With the view ot, supposedly, retuming the organisation to the state

plagned when deviations ocsur. Mntzberg (1973), howwer, provided a positive view of
management, later arguing that Fayol's normative functions "tell us little about what

managers actually do" Mntzbag,1975, p. 3l) consequantly, Dryden (1995) and Gray
and Lockhart (1996) described farm management from a positive perspective.
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3.6.2 Strategic management

The study of business strategy is an academic distraction if consideration of the

firm's activities arethen ignored. Strategy is a part, albeit an important one, of strategic

management. Strategic management operationalises (Bracker, 1980) business $raregy.

Some renown authors (e.g., Rumelt, Schendel, & Teece, 1994) use the terms strategy

and strategic management interchangeably which serves to confirse astion from process.

If a deliberate view of stratery is held strategy only provides the planning function to
strategic management. If an emergent view is held strategy provides an irnplementation

function. However, if a more holistic view of strategy is held business strategy provides

planning and contributes to the implementation function of strategic management.

Nevertheless, a distinction ought to be observed benveen business strategy and strategic

management: strategy is the action (pattern or intent) whereas strategic management is

the process that manager,s subsequently pursue.

Managers are most often involved with operational control (Johnson & Scholes,

1988)' But while it is "vital to the effective implementation of strategy it is not strategic

management" (p' l0). Strategic management is concerned with deciding on strategy,

both deliberate (chandler, 1962) and emergent (Mintzb erg, 1994), ..planning how the

strategy is put into effect" (Johnson & scholes, p. l0), implementing, and then

evaluating that strategy (Robbins & Mukedi, tgg|).

The aim of strategic management is to achievelt (Andrews, 1987; Johnson &
Scholes, 1988) between environmental oppornrnities and threats, and the organisation's

resources and capabilities. By identifting the organisation's capabilities, and taking on
tasks appropriate to these capabilities, the organisation appears to take advantage of
external oppornrnities and can, therefore, avoid external threats. In doing so, the firm
seeks to "match" (Collis & Montgomery, 1995, p.12l) what it can do with what it might

do' Furtheq strategic management is concerned "with organisation-wide iszues in the

context of a whole range of environment influences" (Johnson & Scholes, p. l7). In
doing so the organisation develops strategy consistent with the err1ernal environment.
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The Design School Model (Andrews, 1980) focuses on the "creative act of
Putting together a company's unique internal capability and evolving opportunity in the
orternal world" (Andrews, l97l,p.100). Mnor emphasis is drawn to managerial values

and social responsibility (Mintzberg, 1990). Implementatiorl in this model, refers to .oa

series of subactivities which are primarily administrative" (Andrews, 19g0, p. 9g)

Strategic control, as mentioned by Ansoff(1991), is not depicted in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19. The Design school model of business strategy.

/Vote' Fmm 'The Design School: Reconsidering the Basic premises of Strategic Management,'
by H. Mintzberg, 1990, Strategic Management Joumat, 11 (g), p.174.

Key success
factors

Distinclive
competencies

lmplementation
of strategy
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The relationship between strategry and strategic management is identified in

various models of strategic management (see Johnson & Scholes, 1988; Robbins &
Mukerji, 1994). Strategic management is described as a process encompassing the

functions of planning implementation, and evaluation (control). The first function of
strategic management - planning - invariably describes the formulation of levels of
business strategy (Hamermesh, 1990; Johnson & Scholes). Therefore, the Design

School model overlaps the first steps of the model of strategic management.

Implementation, the second functiorq no longer refers to the administration of strategy,

as in Figure 3.19, but to all activities undertaken by the firm to achieve its mission and

strategies. The evaluation function describes the comparison of strategic targets with
those planned.

Despite strategic management being described as a series of sequential functions

the process is iterative and indiscrete. AII feedback relations have been omitted from

Figure 3.19. Johnson and Scholes (1938) stated that there is a "danger in thinking of the

process of strategic management as a specific, orderly sequence of steps" (p. 16).

Accordingly their diagram of the process resembles a fairground balloon seller. That

strategic management is considered a process, "a continuous and regular action or
zuccession of actions" (onions, 1944), should not be left to chance.

Chandler's (1962) contribution that structure follows strateg'y is, supposedly,

only one determinant of business structure. Study of the determinants of organisational

structure is known as the contingenryas approach (Fry & smith l9g7; Schreyrigg, l9g0;
Tosi & Slocunq 1984). The contingensy approach seeks to identify variables that

determine organisational structure. For example, if stnrcture is contingent on sfiategy, a

change in strategy will result in a change in structure. The underlying assumption is that
aligning structure with contingent variables enhances the achievement of an

organisation's goals @obbins & Barnwell, 1994). Contingent variables have been

identified as strategy (chandler, 1962; Miles & Snow, l97g;Mller, D., 19g6; pugh,

Hicksorq & Hinings, 1969), size @lau, 1970; child, 1973; Meyer, M. w., r972;pugb
Ificksorq Hinings, & Turner, 1969), technology (woodward, 1965; Harvey, 196g), the

os contingent apqfry ro have been in pl*erence to depen&nt becarse researchers rigely eqqiFrecl
direction to their analysis. Relaionships were identified not cause and effect.
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environment (Emery & Trist, 1965; Mintzberg, lgTg), and alignment (powell, T. C.,

reez).

The contingent variables have attracted fair criticism, and in some cases refuted

(e.g., Ford & Slocurq 1977; Keats & Hitt, l9S8). Schreyogg (1980) states that a variety

of structures are adequate. He argues that first, there is no such thing as one best fit.

The one consistent reason for specific structures is internal efficienry. Second,

organisations "try to shape the environment along desired lines" (p. 310). Finally,

organisations must achieve some minimum level of economic performance. "The

survival of the system [organisation] will be threatened only if it persistently performs

below this level, rather than if it falls short of maximum performance" G,.312). Despite

its shortcomings the contingency approach has had a major influence on the strategic

management discipline. The influence is perhaps best evident in the search for fit
between the external environment and the organisation's resources - structure being

contingent on environment.

Collis and Montgomery (1995) state that views of strategy formulation have

focussed alternatively between the external environment and the firm's resources.

Concerns with the e:rcernal environment result in examination of industry profitability

@orter 1980, 1985), whereas concerns with the firm's resources result in examination of
capabilities (Flamel & Prahalad 1988), competencies @rahalad & Hamel, 1990),

learning @enito & Gripsrud, 1992; Senge, lggz), and knowledge (Hedlund, 1994;

Wikstr0m & Normann, 1994). Both models have deficiencies: Singular concern with
industry ignores a firm's resources and management capability while concern with the

firm's resources ignores the external environment (Collis & Montgomery). The

resource-based view of the firm (RBU attempts to combine internal analysis of
resources and management with external analysis of environment and industry (Collis &
Montgomery; Ta[man, I 991).

The RBV "explains how a company's resources drive its performance in a
dynamic competitive environment" (collis & Montgomery, 1995, pp. llg-ilg).
Proponents of RBV (Conner, l99l; Diericlor & cool, l9g9; Grant, l99la; Hall, R.,
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1993) argue that "zuperior performance... [is] based on developing a competitively

distitrct set of resources and deploying them in a well-conceived strategy''(p. 120).

Barney (1991) recognised that resources are heterogeneously distributed and that

this resource distribution is stable over time. The alternate view that firms have

homogeneous resources and these are mobile over time is not tenable with competitive

advantage. Amit and Schoemaker (1993) identified these resources as strategic ar,setr.

RBV is concerned with the accumulation of assets and asset specificity (Peteral 1993), a

position of internal strength relative to competitors. In doing so RBV provides a

procedure to dweloping fit between internal resources and the external environmenr.

RBV has recently been redefined in terms of organisational capability (Collis,

1995; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Stalh Evans, & Schulman, 1992). The organisational

capability literature acknowledges the need to "continually innovate valuable new

features" (Collis, p. 2). Organisational capability recognises that companies compere on

time. Therefore, a temporat dimension is imposed on the disposition and mobility of an

organisation's resoutces. Established competitors, argue Stalk et al., are "out-

maneuvered and overtaken by more dynamic rivals" (p 60) However, Hamel and

Prahalad (1994) observe that leadership in "new industries is seldom built in anything

Iess than l0 - 15 years" (p. 34). No doubt speed is important but the concgp)t of speed,

at the exclusion of factors, suggests an organisation spinning in ever-diminishing circles.

'Nerv aget strategic management

Hamel and Prahalad (1989) observed thal "as 'stratefty' has blossomed the

competitiveness of Western companies has withered" (p. 63). The authors added that the

application of concepts zuch as sbategic fit, generic strategieq and lwels of strategry appear to
have hindered the purzuit and attainment of competitive advantage. The corrventional

sraegic managefitert paradign is one of strategy as stratqgic fit. An altenrate approach to
strategic management is provided by Hamel and Prahalad (1993, 1994): the paradigm of
stretch and lwerage.
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Hamel and Prahalad (1989) contrasted two models of business stratery observed

amongst senior managers in America, Europe and Japan. The fust model as discussed earlier

in this Sectiorq focuses on the maintenance of strategic fit. The second model focuses on

leveraging resour@s. Both models attempt to address competition from the perspective of an

organisation's limited resources. The first model, howwer, implicitly trims "ambitions to

match available resources" (p. 65). But where the conventional model of strategic

management passively accepts the erilernal environment management adopting the second

model is charged with creating the environment. To zummarise, the conventional model of
strategic management seelc opportunities within given constraints, the second model s€eks to

overcome constraints given oppornrnities.

Hamel and Prahalad (1993) stated that "companies that have risen to global

leadoship over the past twenty years invariably began with ambitions that were out of all

proportion to their resources and capabilities'(p. 64). The authors termed the desire to win

at all lwels strategc intent. funbitions of Japanese companies such as 'Encircle Caterpillar',

'Beat Xerox', were idedified as erpressions of strategic intent (p. 63).

Hamel and Prahalad's (1994) |ert, Competingfor the Futtrre" presents a qtnthesis of
the stretch and leverage paradigm developed, largely, from their earlier work (Flamel, Doz, &
Prahalad, 1989; Hamel & Prahalad, 1985, 1988, 1999, 1991, 1993; pratralad & Ilame!
1990)' Flamel and Pratralad (1994) argue that organisational transformation (denominator

nunagement) is inadequatg the organisation must "take charge of the process of industry

transformation" (p. 19). Senior managem€nt's responsibility is desctibed as one of
"reinventing industries and regenerating strategy, not reengineering pro@sses" (p 19) -

srategy that seeks rather than abhors change. Flarnel and Prahalad zuggest ttr,ar

understanding the forces of competition only enables a firm to catch+rp; industry stnrcural

analysis (described in Section 3.a) identifies the '\,M of competitiveness" (Hamel &
Prahalad 1994, p. 75), t does not idefitify the'irvhy". Managenrent must understand why

competition exists to get ahea4 presented as Figure 3.20.

Competencies w€re ident'med as the root of competitiveness by Prahalad and Hamel

(1990). Short run competencies were then identified and distinguished from long nrn

competencies. fui organisation's competitiveness is derived "from price/performance
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attnbutes of global products" (p. 8l) in the short-run. A state that is transient as all

companies converge on similar standards, an idea recognised by D'Aveni (1995). In the long

run an organisation's competitiveness is, howwer, derived "from the ability to build, at lower

cost and more speedily than competitors, the core competencies that spawn unanticipated

products" (p. 8l) Core competencies were identified as 'the collective learning in the

organization, especially how to coordinate diverse production skills and integrate multipte

strearns of technologies" (p. 82). Flamel & Prahalad (1991) suggestd that '1o realize the

poterltial that core competencies create" an organisation must have the "imagination to

envision markets that do not yet exist and the ability to stake them out ahead of the

competition" (p. 82). The term collective should not be rgnored. Collective marks a

significant departure from corporate leadership (Zaleznilq 1992) in that collective ennres that

employees, at all lwels, are involved in and take ownership of the process (Senge, 1992;

Trice & Beyer, 1986).

Figure 3.20. The quest for competitiveness.
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Note. From Competingforthe Future (p. 15), by G. Hamel and C. K. prahalad, 1994, Bosilon:

Harvard Business School.

' 
The implications of stratqgy as stretch and lwerage are tlrat firstly, the organisation's

management is responsible for creating the external environment rather than passivety

affipting the oristing domain. Secondly, organisational structures (challenged by Hamel &
Prahalad (1991) in core competencies) ought to provide intemal efficiency, measured by the
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establishment and maintenance of core competencies. The third implication is that strategy is

neither singularly orplicit nor emergent but a combination of both. Strategic intent is clearly

explicit, its achiwement will involve strategic activities that are deliberate, and those that are

emergent. Fourtb the organisation must be receptive to both leaming and change. The space

between the organisation's qrrent position with respect to competitiveness and its strategic

intent must by nmessity involve change, and the ability to learn. Finally, only a global strategy

will provide a long term competitive position. Domination of regional markets only serves to

atfact cross-subsidisation fiom organisations domiciled elsewhere (unless they are somehow

protected, or geographically unattractive).

Coster (1996) reported that the paradign of stretch and lwerage lacks a sructural

frarnework. Hamel and Prahalad (1994) describe the conceptual dwelopment of the

paradigm (which is not confined solely to their efforts), but they offer little gurdance in putting

the strategy into practice (Coster). For example, rwitalising managerial frameq dweloping

indu*ry foresight, and creating strategic architecture are reported as anecdotal accounts

rather than processes which either practitioners may follow or academics scrutinise. These

limitations app€ar to restrict the immediate adoption of the paradigm elsewhere.

tlamel and hahalad's (1993, 1994) view of strategy as stretch and lwerage is at the

radical - nerv age - end of strategy based on the managerial conviction of creating the future.

It provides a much needed dynamic perspective to strategic managernert. Importantty, it
offers a perspective of strategic management that is not necessarily constrained by an

organisation's immediate resources.

Stratery and change

Successfi.rl implernentation of llamel and Prahalad's (1993, lgg4) strategy as stretch

and lwerage is depend€nt on the organisation creating and maintaining an errvironment of
change. Employees at all levels need to be receptive to constart change required for
lwuaging resources and achiwing srategic intent. Change is dependent on the strength of
the change force and the resistance to that force (Strebef 1994). Change force are those

external to the organisation, resistance to change refers to the organisation's internal

environme,lrt. Strebeldistinguishes between "sfiong and weak forces of change" and,.s6ong
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and weak forces of resistance" (p.29). The combination of change forces and resistance to

change produce change paths, zubsequently depicted in a change arenq as Figure 3.21,

Figure 3.21. Change arena.

Resistance
force
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Nofe. From'Choosing the Right Change Path,'by P. Strebel, 1gll4., California Manqemert Review,
36 (2), p.32.

Weak change forces have little etrect in the top left corner ofthe change arena "on an

indusry or company with stnong resistance. Since the resistance ttrestrold has not been

reached, the status quo prevails ard no change occN,lrs'(Str€bel, l99d p. 3l). Srebel notes

that this situation is typical ofregulated rnarkas and bureaucratic governmental organisatiols.

In the diagona[y opposing comer, the forces of change are strong and resistance to change is

weak "The forces of change frr errceed the resistance ttreshold" so the system adapts

contirmously to the change forc€s" (p 3l) This situation re,presefits an industry or company
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that responds to change forces, "one in which there is little resistance to change" such as

those in "high-tech and financial service industries".

The diagonal bisecting the change arena designates the boundary betrveen the

dominance of status quo agents and the dominance of change agents. In the bottom left hand

corner, where both forces are wealq the boundary is readily crossed. Strebel identifies this

situation as that described by Quinn's (1978) logical incrementalism. As the change force

grows with continued low resistance status quo agents are overcome by change agents,

depicted as "tuming pintf'(p. 32) in Figure 3.21. Strebel suggests that this situation is

present in "many intermediate-volume markets and medium-sized companies". The opposite

corner - top rigtrt - depicts a markedly different situation Change forces are strong and

resistance to those forces is also strong. "The transition between status quo and change agent

behavior is characterized by a zudden jump" (p 33) "Once the change forces exceed the

resistance threshold" resistance breaLrs down and a shift from status quo to change agent

behaviour takes place, depicted in the figure as the A D. Meyer (19g2) ideffified

these as environmental jolts, zuggesting they provided opportunities for learning

administrative dmnr4 and the introduction of other unrelated changes.

Streb€l (1994) identifies eigtt change paths (in the form of a decision tree rather than

matix hence eight not four paths). Change paths are either reactive or proactive depending

on the str€ngth of change forces. Reactive change describes the situation where an

organisation has to "respond to well dweloped forces of change and resistance" (p. 34) -

close to the brea$oint. The outcomes of reactive changg other than in circumstances where

change is wentually resisted, are similar to smaller md better in Hamel and Prahalad's (1993,

1994) quest for cornpetitiveness (Figure 3.20). An organisation reacting to change paths will
restructure, revitalise and renew: a strategic process descriM as fit. The organisation is

forced to redwelop the match betwe€n what it might do and what it can do.

. fui organisation adopting proactive change is anernping to ensure that change forces

do not "affest performance ' (Stebel, 1994, p.43). Streb€l notes that this situation describes

an industry leader vfro will take advanage of weak change forces, namely creating their own

environment. Strebel labels this situation as cascading implementarion - the "progressive

adaptation to change forces- (p 45) - or bottom-up experimenting - "learning by example
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from successful internal change" (p. 45), Therefore, the adoption of proactive change by an

organisation apPears to be characteristic of strategy as stretch and lwerage (Hamel &
Prahalad). The organisation musf however, maintain an environment of proactive change.

Failure to do so will, according to Strebel's model, result in either the dwelopment of strong

resistance forces or zuffering at the hands of strong change forces. kr adopting proactive

change the organisation as$rmes that resistance to change is nonsens€.

Gadde and Hakansson (1992) used a network approach to study the relationship

between change and stability in distribution channels. They acknowledged that traditional

models of change view change as a response to the environment, and that stability (rather

than change) is "normal" (p. 167). In contrast, the authors recognised that "companies

themselves are very important change agents" (p. 167). Central actors, those with both

zuppliers and buyers, nrpposedly "have an oppornrnity to control change" 0r. l7l). Central

actors can $rpport change that is beneficial to their position in the distribution channel and

suppress change through their central position If the central astor's resistance to change is

strong change will only occur when the change force is overwhelmingly strong. Only then

will change afect those organisations associated with the central actor. Such orgastic

changes (flardaker & furdersor\ lgSl) may not zupport the existing $ructure. If a.multiple

connectedness view ofindusrial networks is held the central actor is, howwer, no longer in a

position to mitigate change. In such cases change may be initiated at any point in the network

- supplier, buyer and hitherto central actor. Such changes within a network may have a

stabilising etrect in favour ofthe current struchrre.

To analyse change it is not appropriate to relate the activities to the channel itself
as change is actor initiated and the channel is not an actor (Gadde & Hikansson, l99Z).

The analysis of change may, therefore, be ignored if actors are not considered in a
network approach. The network approach must be upheld when considering the

configuration and management of the value system otherwise relationships outside of
product flow resulting from connectedness could well be ignored.
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3.6.3 Global strategy

Ghoshal (1987) provided a conceptual fiamework for "organizing existing literature"

G,. 425) on global sfategy. The distinction between global competition, global businesses,

and global companies (Hamel & Prahalad, 1988) was introduced in Section 3.3, although not

all indusries are global (Clarke & Brennarl l99};Portel., 1986). Clarke and Brennan note

that some industries are "like fortresses ringed with defences of entry barriers, local markets,

unassailable local economics of production and logistics" (p. 80). While porter identifies

multidomestic industries in which competition in one country or "small goup of countries', is

"independent of competition" elsewhere (p 8). In both cases compaitive advantages of the

firm are "specffic to each counffy'' (Porter, p. 8), inespectivb of whether the firm is a MNE.

Gtroshal recognises that global sfrategy is not necessari$ contingent on the need for cross-

zubsidisation (Hout, Porter, & Ruddal lg}z),nor driven by the purzuit of scale economies.

He s'rggests, thereforg that discussions of the relationship betureen global industry and global

stratery "may be more useful for ex-post explanation of outcomes" (p. 426) rather than oc-

ante predictions. Unfortunatety many commedators of global strategy reduce their focus to
one variable at the expense of all others, for example, global standardisation (Irvitt, 1983;

Vernorq 1983) zubsequentty refirted by Douglas and Wind (1987), and llamel and pratralad

(1985). Both Ghoshal, and Yip (1992) provide reviews of zuch contributions, identirying

their limitations and contradictions.

Ghostral (19s7) obssves that an organisation's - pluralistic ffiittingon, lg3) -
goals can be classified into three categories6. The three categories are first, efficienry in

current activities (Hofer & schendet l97g; Markowit4 1952; porter, lggq 19g6; wind &
Douglas, 1981, Yip, 1992) second, the management of risk (Ve,mon, 1966, 1977; Wells,

1972; Woo & Cool, 1990) associated with those activities and third, the dorelopment and

maintenance of "internal learning capabilities so as to be able to innovate and adapt to futrue

changes" @-427) (Aldrictl 1979; Porter, 1986; Wikstrom & Nomranq lgg4). The latter is

also characteristic of Hamel and Prahalad's (1993) strategy as stretch and lwerage. Ghoshal

46 fte lineage of the tranmaional sohnon (Bar{et & Ghoshal, 1989) is apprcnt in Cihmhal,s
(19871paper. *Global 

sfiates/: An organizing frarnauork". Compare tlrc lhree *d.g;; goals of efficieng,,
risk and leauring with rhe thre key sraegc capatdlities of ttp gobal, multinaionat and internaional
organisaions: efficieno.. responsiveness flocat risl(). and leaming.
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(1987) suggests that an organisation's competitive advantage @orter, 1985) is derived fiom

the optimal achiwement ofthese goals.

An organisation has three tools available to dwelop competitive advantage (Ghosha[

1987). The tluee tools are first, exploitation of supplier's and buyer's markets in and between

countries in which it operates (Kogrrt, 1985a) second, scale economies (Mascarenhas, 1982;

Porter, 1985) and third exploitation of "synergies or @onomies of scope that may be

available because of the diversity of activities and organization" (Ghosha[ 1987, p. 427)

(Hamel & Prahalad, 1985; Kogut, 1985b; porter, l9g5;prahalad & Flame[ 1990).

Ghoshal (1937) identifies uccessful global strategy as the managernant of the

interactions between the three goals and three tools - nine in all. Ghoshal's matix (3 x 3)

then provides a frarnework for organising literature on global strategy, developing global

strategy and mapping global stratery. The organising framervork is presented as Table 3.3.

Nofe. From "Global strategy: An organizing Fnamauork," by s. Ghoshal, 1gg7, srrdregc
Mahagenent Jownal, E (S), p. +ZA.

Doa Bartlett, & Prahalad (1981) suggest that as the MNE dwelops and implements

more complex global strategy it has to adopt a more complor management mode.

Table 3.3. Global strategy: An organising ftamework.

Strategic objectives

Sources of competitive advantage

National differences Scale economies
Scope economies and

syneEy

Achieving efficiency in
cunent operations

Managing risks

Innovation, leaming
and adaflation

Benefiting hom
differences in factor
cods - wages and co$
of capital

Manqing different
kinds of risks arising
from market or policy-
induced changes in
comparative advantage
of different countries

Leamirg from societal
clifferences in
oqanisational and
managerial processes
and q6tems

Erpancling and
erploiting potential
scale economies in
each activity

Balancing scale with
slrategic operational
flexibility

Benefrting from
experience - co$
reduction and
innwation

Sharing of invectments
and costs aqoss
poducts, martets and
hrsinesses

Portfolio and
diversification of dsks
and creation of oflions
and sid+be{s

Sharerl leaming across
organisational
componenls in different
produds, markets or
businesses
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Limitations on global strategy arg therefore, not necessarily analytical but matters of
administrative feasibility @oz et aI.).

Effective global stratqgy requires a certain vision @aniels, !. L., & Daniels, N. C.,

1993; Ohmae, 1982,1989a) and geocentricity @erlnutter, 1969) described as a "worldwide

approach in both headquarters and mbsidiaries" (p. l3). The sort of vision depicted in the

managernent mentality of a transnational organisation, discussed in Section 3.3.1. The

organisation is expected to purzue efficiency, provide locat differentiation for national tastes,

and develop a learning orlnue to ensure that wherever innovations are developed they can be

incorporated throughout the organisation or global markets. The uhimate priority is to
provide value to international customers (Stalrl & Bounds, 1991). In that respect

consideration of shategy in a global setting is no different fiom that elsewhere.

A detailed account of generic strategies is provided in the following section.

However, before concluding with global discussion there remain two iszues worttry of note.

While MNEs apcount for the majority of intenrational business two aspects of them are far

from international one is ownership; and, the second is directorship. Only Z.Lo/o of seats on

the board of major US corporations are held by foreign nationals, the same level as in l98l
(Farnhar4 1994). Stock ownership is almost always concentrated in the home courfiry,

similar criticisms were presented by Perlmutter in 1969. Under such mnditions ultimate

e,ontrol is maintained from the horne location to where wealth is repatriatd although other

intemational stakeholders are likely to benefit from collaborative linkages with the

organisation. Patriotic ownership and directorship of MNEs is qrnptornatic of the

importance of the hom+base location on configuration and man4gement of the value system.

While value can be created urywhere in the value systern the distribution of weahh resides

primarily with ownership. The process of value creation is ounvardlooking - global strategy

- yet wealth distribution is, by conparisoq inward-looking
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3.7 GENER]C STRATEGIES

TRATEGIES AVAILABLE To PARTICIPAIITS in the value system are

reviewed in this section. Porter's (1980) generic strategies are identified and

Johnson and Scholes's (1993) strategy cloclg an extension of Porter's work is

described. The concept of generic strategies are then contrasted with the

hypercompetition framework (reviewed in Section 3.4.2): a framework that appears to

assist strategy selection.

Porter (1980) postulated the three generic strategies available to an organisation;

cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. "The focus strategy has two variants, cost

focus and differentiation focus" (p. I l). Porter's three generic strategies, which

determine a "firm's relative position within its industlf', are presented as Figwe3.22.

An organisation must make choices betureen the strategies it purzues rather than

attempting to provide all producVmarket mix combinations. Porter suggests that

appropriate strategy is, thereforg one source of competitive advantage.

Figure 3.22. Three generic strategies.

STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE

Uniqueness perceived Low cost
by lhe customer position

Differentiation I Overall cost
leadership

Focus

Nofe. From Competitive Strategy: Technigues for Anatyzing tndustries and Competitors (p. 39),
by M. E. Porter, 1980, New york Free press.
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Porter's generic strategies have attracted criticism (Bowman, 1989b; Johnson &
Scholes, 1993; Munay, 1988). J. Miller (1992) suggested that "paying too much

attention to too few things can be disastrous" (p. 38), adding that competitors may be

able to imitate specialised strategies. Miller identified six scenarios when mixed

strategies would be preferable to generic strategies. Henderson (1989) suggested that

differentiation between strategies may be as subtle as the "customer's perception of the

product and its supplier" (p. 140). Luchs (1986) concluded that quality, rather than

differentiation or low cost, "is the sharpest competitive weapon available to most

businesses" (p. 12). McNamee and McHugh (1989), however, referred to the pursuit of
"tery high qualiq/' (p. 67) as differentiation. Mintzberg's (199a) distinction between

strategy as position or perspective resolves this issue. A quality "driver" (McNamee, .

1990, p. 6) is "an organization's way of doing things" (Mintzberg, p. 27) rather than a

product-market mix consideration. Mintzberg concludes that "organizations have to

consider both positions and perspectives in their strategy formation" and adds that

"literature that favors one over the other does a disservice to that process" @. Zg)

Strategy as position does not determine how an organisation does things; strategy as

perspective does not determine what an organisation does.

Johrson and Scholes (1993) state that customers may purchase goods or seruices

from one organisation in preference to another because either '\he pice of the product or

service is lower than thst of another firrn... or the product or senrice is more higbly valued by

the customer from one firrr than another; here the tarrrl perceived added wlue is used" (p.

210)' Theirinterpretation of strategy, based on Bowman's (1989b) research" is presented

as the srategy clock (see Figure 3.23). Eight strategres are identified by the authors of ufiich

two are price based (1,2); there are one each of value added (3L hybrid (4), focus€d

ditrerentiation (5); and, ttree failure strategies (6, 7, 8).

The low price/low added value strategy is the "cheap and nasty option" (Johnson

& Scholes,1993, p. 210). Johnson and Scholes suggest that the strategy "might be

viable because there could exist a segment of the market which, while recognising that

the quality of the product or service might be lod' is not in a position to buy better

quality goods and services. This strategy appears to be targetd at the low income

market.
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Figure 3.23. The strategy clock competitive strategy options.
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added
value
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'fl

Strategies
destined for
uftimate failure
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Price

Nofe. From Exploring Corporate Strategy: Text and Cases (3rd ed.) (p.211), by G. Johnson
and K. Scholes, (1993), prentice Hall: New york.

The second price-based strategy involves reducing price while maintaining the

quality of goods and services. A strategy that is sustainable only as long as the

organisation maintains the lowest costs. The hybrid strategy (3) is the result of providing

customers added value and offering goods and services at lower prices. The "success of
the strategy" is said to depend "on the ability to both understand and deliver against

customer needs, while also having a cost base that permits low prices which are difficult
to imitate" (Johnson & scholes, 1993, p. zl3). The hybrid strategy offers the

organisation an opportunity to achiwe higher volumes, and it may provide a suitable

.Tr of entry in an existing market (Johnson & Scholes).

The aim of the Johnson and Scholes's (1993) value-added (ditrerentiation)

strategy (a) is to "achieve higher market share, and therefore higher volume, than

competitors by offering 'bettetr' products or services at the same price; or e'nhanced

High
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margins by pricing slightly higher" (p.212). Johnson and Scholes argue the organisation

must identify the customer's "needs and values", Being based on a mix of customer

needs and values the value added (differentiation strategy) is more difficult to imitate

than strategies based solely on a good or service. However, Johnson and Scholes w:un

that the strategy is not sustainable unless the organisation "review[s] continually the

bases of differentiation" (p. 213).

Johnson and Scholes's (1993) fifth strategy (5), focused difierentiation, is to offer

the customer high-value high-priced goods and services. The organisation is likely to
compete in a "particular market segment" (p. 213) attracting "different sorts of
customers (p.'21$. fohnson and Scholes appear wary of the focus strategy. This

strateg'y, Iike the others has to be monitored. The market segment needs to "defined in
terms of a coherent set of customer values and needs" (lt. 214) which must then be met.

The failure strategies (G, 7, 8), at first glance, simply appe.u to be an efFort to
balance the clock. Each route, however, describes organisations' attempted efforts to
either increase revenue or decrease costs without providing real or perceived benefit to
the consumer. The first (6), is to increase price without increasing value. Johnson and

Scholes (1993) suggest that only in a monopoly can this strategy be sustained. The

second failure strategy (7), is to concurrently increase price and decrease value. The

final strategy (8), is to maintain price while decreasing the quality of goods and services;

a strategy that, surprisingly, is not confined to the example provided by the authors.

Johnson and Scholes's (1993) strategy clock expands Porter's (1980) generic

strategies' The sffategy clock is, however, based on customer's perception of value,

unlilie Porter's strategies which are based on the organisation's goals. In that respect the

interpretation of strategy is importantly different. Johnson and Scholes, and Bowman
(1989a) view the strategy process from the customer - how can the organisation best

meet the customer's needs - whereas Porter views sfiategy from one of the

organisation's existing capabilities. Therefore, while the strategy clock encompasses

Porter's generic strategies, and answers the criticism of cost, differentiation, and quality,

strategic intent differs. In that respect Johnson and Scholes's typology of business

strategy is one of creating value by meeting consumer's needs.
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Johnson and Scholes (1993) provide a more detailed account than Porter (1980) of
strategies available to an organisation. They don't, however, discuss how an organisation

may change from one to another. Although the selection of strategy appears absolute it may

be far from permanent. It is unreasonable to expect an organisation to commit itself to one

strategy for its entire lifespan. More importantly both authors, as well as those offering

criticism endorse the need for an organisation to maintain one specific strategy.

The true pitfalls of generic strategies such as those recommended by porter

(1980) can now be identified. Neither Johnson and Scholes's (1993) strategy clock nor

Hamel and Pratralad's (1993 , 1994) strategy as stretch and leverage capture the nature

and form of competition as described by D'Aveni's (1995) hypercompetition fiamework.

The industry's position on the competition ladder (Figure 3.9), and the firm's within that,

will importantly influence which of the generic strategies are available to the firm. Hanel
and Prahalad's stretch and leverage paradigm is clearly one of niching and outflanking

(interpreted with reference to Figure 3.9). D'Aveni's competition ladder, therefore,

provides a much needed dynamic interpretation to strategy.

The discussions presented of new age srategic managonent and changg linkages

between organisations, strategies, and goals srggest that management is being confronted

with an complor and changing environment. Competitive advantage is,

thereforg elpected to be becoming increasingly difrslilt to maintain as advantages are quickly

dissipated to competitors.

3.8 CONTRIBT]"IIONS FROM TIIE LITERATT]RE

ONCEPTS ANID THEORIES POTENTIALLY AppLIcABLE to a theory of
configuration and management of export-dependent land-based value systems

were identified in Chapter Two - the partitioning process. The objective of
this chapter was to then review those bodies of literature in search of contributions that

were expected to assist with explanation and development of the Z-form Model. Two
themes were pursued first, tinkages betrveen organisations and second, management of
those organisations. The aim of this section is to idurtifr worthy contributions from the
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literature explored in this chapter. Literature reviewed during the chapter and not

considered applicable to the study is also identified.

The Z-form Model implies a perspective of management that extends well beyond

the boundaries of a single firm. Further, the focus of the study, as cleaved in Chapter

Two, is the creation and subsequent distribution of wealth. Both processes are expected

to be the result of several organisations participating in a value system. The value of
literary contributions is determined against the Z-form Model and particularly its
relevance to export-dependent land-based value systems - hence the need to determine

the unique attributes of land-based industries (discussed in detail in Section 2.2). Value

systems comprise all participants and linkages responsible for product flow berween (and

inclusive of) producers and consumers. The chapter provided a review and discussion of
Iiterature expected to assist with the understanding of each of these concepts. At first
glance the opening discussion on pluralistic goals (Whittington, 1993) may have

appeared misplaced. Further, the introduction of the multinational enterprise in any

other setting would have been discussed amidst a debate of global strategy. However,

both concepts provide an essential entred to a value system perspective of organisations

and the linkages between them, that is, a perspective of strategic management that
transcends individual organisations.

The Z-forrr Modet, offered in Chapter Two, provides the framework for
discussion and development of subsequent theory. The model depicts stages - which are

not necessarily identical with the scope of participants' businesses - and linkages between

stages in an international value system. Each participant is likely to have a diFerent view
- managerial attention - of their roles and activities in the value system. This view,

introduced in Section 3.2, will be subject to stakeholders' collective influence observed

through an organisation's pluralistic goals. Pluralism will reflest stakeholders, values

towards the dual processes of value creation and wealth distribution. Rational economic

thogght based on the aszumption of profit maximisation was identified as being, largely,

a theoretical perspective adopted for normative planning.

The unique feature of an export-dependant value system is the necessity for some

form of domestic-international linkage. This linkage may be internalised through some
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form of MNE, met through international strategic alliances (Ohmae, 1989b),

completed through exporting. Exporting is expected to be either accompanied

unaccompanied by some form of business relationship.

MNEs make take one of Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) four forms

multinational, global, international or transnational. However, the important contribution

fromall theories of internalised international linkages may be summarised as ma:dmising

wealth creation, that is, irrespective of the organisational form the organisation is in a

better position to create wealttr, and supposedly to distribute that wealth to stakeholders.

By contrast, international strategic alliances were identified as a specific form of
collaborative linkage (Auster, 1987). Exporting anything other than commodities - in the

absence of some more formal alliance - may be better explained through an industrial

networks approach rather than more traditional perspectives of transaction cost

economics.

Despite strategic alliances being numerically superior trade between affiliates

accounts for the vast majority of international ffansactions as measured by either volume

or value. Internalising the domestic-international linkage has accepted costs and benefits

some of which are well documented @unning, 1995). Both the MNE and ICL appear

capable of providing some of the benefits of the transnational forrn, however, ICLs do

not capture wealth in the fashion implicit in the internalised multinational enterprise.

Alliances remain zubject to bargaining power.

Worldwide organisational structures are reported to have cofirmon shortcomings

expected to be overcome by the transnational form of organisation. However, even the

transnational form must retain some level of interdependency between all business units

or it will likely fragment. Interdependenry could be retained by the centralisation of
critical activities such as research and dwelopment and global brand management. Only

the. transnational form can exploit global efficiency, differences in buyers and sellers'

markets, and provide a learning environment for innovation of goods and services. The

classification of organisational form assists in identifying the attributes of various

structures and hence scope for improvement. Explicit in all models is the creation of
wealth through international trade and the capture of wealth by the organisation's

or

or
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stakeholders. Therefore, the internalised models of conducting international business are

only expected to explain part of the value systenr, that is, the linkage between exporting

and importing and whatever integration is pursued in each location.

Competitive and collaborative linkages between organisations can be used to
identify the dynamic processes missing from the static Z-form Model. However, in
pursuing processes contributors have inadvertently, if it was ever their intent, reduced

the creation of value to those processes employed by select organisations. The notion of
creating and distributing wealth through connectedness between producer and end-

consumer has been subjugated by increasingly narrow perspectives. Either form of
linkage between organisations are the result of the flow of goods and services.

Competitive linkages ensure that the distribution of wealth results from the bargaining

power (Porter, 1980) of adjoining firms. Clearly, asymmetrical bargaining power will
result in asymmetrical wealth distribution, restricted in the long-term only by

stakeholders' acceptance of minimum rewards, of which one is profit. This subject has

been given scant regard in the literature.

There is little discussion in the literature of how wealth is distributed between

organisations in collaborative business relationships. Bargaining power is unlikely to be

absent in zuch relationships, despite the presence of trust and commitment. Multiple
connectedness (Hikansson & Snehota, 1995) appears to mitigate opporfunities for
intermediate participants to control adjoining linkages. However, whether multiple

connectedness results in rational distribution of wealth in the long-term remains open to
debate. Collaborative linkages do, however, create mutual dependency, reduce

transaction costs, and facilitate change and adaptation @aston,lgg2).

The concept of relationship marketing in identi$ing key behaviours of business

relationships is subsumed by the industrial networks approach. This approach, although

far.from parsimonious, seeks to capture the nature of all business conducted between

organisations save those of tnre markets and hierarchies. In that respect, particularly if
the notion of multiple connectedness is adopted, the industrial networks approach is
anticipated to be useful in both explaining and predicting the behaviours of value

systems.
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The mainstream focus of strategic management on single organisations bypasses

issues of wealth distribution because value creation, and its capture by stakeholders, is
assumed to remain the sole responsibility of the firm. Internalising transactions through
vertical integration (Harrigaq 1983) rather than relying on strategic alliances to source
buyers and sellers of goods and services appears to be the only fail-safe method of
capturing wealth. Organisations are, therefore, not only confronted with the traditional
trade-off between the costs of integrating and wealth capture; they are also confronted
with the trade-offs between the dependency risk of strategic alliances, the intangible

costs of business relationships, the reduction in transaction costs, opportunities for
organisational adaptatioq and the subsequent opportunity for wealth redistribution. For
collaborative activity to occur, the advantages of it must outweigh the independent self-
interest of firms.

The requirement for a global perspective for business and the concept of linked
organisations, despite the single organisation focus, can only be provided by the strategic
management discipline. Strategic management is the means by which the organisation's
decision makers identify fit berween the enernal environment and the organisation,s
resources and capabilities. However, the traditional fit model (Andrews, l9g7; Ansofi,
1991) is a static, pattern matching view of competence. The firm is credited with the
ability to only pursue opportunities identified at the time of strategic analysis.
Positioning the firrn to create or take advantage of opportunities yet to be recognised is
beyond the scope of the mainstream view of strategic management.

Deficiencies in conventional models of strategic management were identified.
One limitation of the fit model of strategic management is the implicit assumption that
management accepts the external environment, rather than assuming responsibilrty for its
creation as is explicit in Flamel and Prahalad's (1993, lgg4)model of strategy as stretch
and leverage. A second limitation of the fit model is the explicit acceptance of an
organisation's current resources as the only means of creating competitive advantage.

strategy as leverage recognises current resources as a start-point from which additional
resources may be levered as required. By contrast, the key limitation to the conventional
model of strategic management is the assumption that fit is static within some temporal
bound, usually three to five years, which limits the scope of definition of strategic iszues.
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In that respect conventional views of strategic management are not expected to assist

greatly with the development of value system theory - a surprising outcome and certainly

not something expected at the outset of the literature review.

The stretch and leverage paradigm (Hamel & Prahalad,lgg4) addresses strategic

management from the perspective of creating opportunities. Management is charged

with the responsibility of creating the enternal environment rather than accepting the

domain as a fait accompli. The paradigm does not accept the resource based view of the

firnr, nor is it constrained by the contingency approach. Management upholds a

collective vision in a change environment.

The generic strategies @orter, 1980) and their subsequent extension as the

strategy clock (Johnson & Scholes, 1993) provide a typology of strategies available to
managemefit. However, their consideration in isolation of the hypercompetition

escalation ladder is limiting. D'Aveni's (1995) perspective of hypercompetition can be

used as a ready template to position such diverse offerings as generic strategies and

strategy as stretch and leverage, The pursuit of price/quality advantages is simply not

sustainable. Explicit in hlpercompefition is that firms progress up the ladder through

competition arenas, the ladder then provides a path for scheduling strategy. Therefore,

generic strategies in isolation of the competitive arena are expected to be of limited

value. However, when considered in conjunction with the concept of a competitive

arena, they are anticipated to explain value system participants' behaviour.

The study is conducted from the perspective of creating value and distributing

wealth for the benefit ofNew Zealand registered organisations. Other actors in the value

system may, however, be better equipped to lead the channel (as implied by Norrrann &
Ramirez, 1993; Wikstrom & Normana l99a). For example, an organisafion that has a

zustainable competitive advantage offshore in say secondary processing distributio4 or
retailing and marketing is expected to hold a very different perspective on the

distribution of wealth. Nevertheless, the maintenance of that competitive advant4ge

requires product flow from New Zealand participants. Under these circumstances New
Zealand participants may be expected to put systems in place to first, ensure that
competitive advantage is zustained and second, capture adequate wealth from that sogrce
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of oompetitive advantage. If they are unable to capture adequate wealtb New Zealand

participants are orpected to configure and manage alternate value systems.

There appear numerous opportunities to configure and manage the value systern

with the sole objective of creating vatue and repatriating wealth. These opportunities

range from vertical integration by producers through to consumer on the one hurd, to
various forms of multiple connectedness on the other. Value systems consisting of
independent firms purzuing self interest (depicted as Figure 3.8) are exp€cted to provide

goods and services of lesser value to the end-consumer as compar€d to those that

employ closer business relations to be more responsive to adaptation and change,
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CHAPTER FOIJR: THEORY CONSTRUCTION

RA]]IONALISING INDUCTIVE A}ID DEDUCTIVE CONTRIBUTIONS

Our order is faken ... by a nraifress wearing a cowboy hat, a miniskirt, a fringed vest,
Dgofs and red gatters. 'The key fo a saccessfu! restaurant, o,Donoghue-sayg ,ls
dressrng girls in degrading clothes'.

Michael O'Donoghue.

INTRODUCTION

DISCUSSION OF TIIEORY BLIILDING processes is presented in this chapter.

The trvo conrmon processes; deductive theory b"ildittg from general princrples;

d grounded theory from empirical widence, are compared and contrasted.

The process used in this study to dwelop theory of the configuration and management of
New Zealand's exportdependent land-based value systems is des5ribed in Section 4.3.

Having dweloped a framework for theory building the Z-form Model is complicated with the

effects of the unique attributes discussed in Chapta Two and the concepts and theories

drawn from literature reviewed in Chapter Ttree - the next stages of theory building

4.2 TTMORY BI.IILDING IN TIIE ORGANISATIONAL SCIENCES

IrE oBJEcrT\lE oF THIS sEcrIoN is to discuss the p,rocesses of theory

building in organisational science and then identi8, a technique appropriate for use

in this study. Merton's (1968), and peers zuch as z*tuberg (1965I Blalock
(196% 1970), Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Hage (1972), conributions to theory builrting

was from the perqpective of social science. Their works provide the srbstantive base from
which theory building in the organisational sciences (e.g,, Goia & pitre 1990; March &
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Simon, 1958; Tsoukas, l99l; Van de Ven, 1989; Zihnund, 1988) have developedoT.

Continuities between the more recent organisational and the classical sociological theory

building literature are identified. The technique used for theory building in this study, which

has elements ofboth deductive theory building and grounded theory is discussed.

Zikmund (1988) defined theory as "a coherent set of general propositions, used as

principles of explanation of the apparent relationships of certain obsenred phenomena" (p.

2q' Things observed can be described as concepts, therefore, concepts are a first level of
abstraction fiom reality" Howwer, concepts in isolation are not theories (Zikmund). The

relationships between concepts are defined as propositions @laloclg 1969; Dubiq 1969;

Hage 1972). Propositions then provide "the logical linkage amongst concepts" (Zikmun4 p.

22). Theories are networks of propositions represanting the highest level of abstraction from

reality.

Parsons (1948) zugge$ed that a systematic theory is of fundamental importance to

any science. Theory in sociology is described by Glaser & Sfiauss (1967) as a technique for

'trandling data in researc[ providing modes of conceptualisation for describing ard

orplaining" (p 3) Therefore, a theory is a system of 'lnformation-packed descriptions' and a
o'system of general oplanations" (7-etterberg,1965). Z,etterberg sunurarised the power and

atfributes of theory simply by stating that to "ask for an erglanation in science is to ask for a

theory''(p. ll)

4.2.1 Middle-range theories

Theory rders to 'logically interconnected sets of propositions from which errpirical

trniformities can be d€rived" (Mertoq 1968, p. 39) Merton stated that theories include

"werything from minor working hypotheses, through comprehensive but vague and

unordered speailations, to axiomatic systems of thougtrt" (p. 39). The scope of a theory

refers to how many of the basic problenrs of a discipline are handled by the theory Glage

o'-Fot 
example. a series of papers on theory building in the org;anisational sciences were

presented during 1989 in the 'lcademy of Management Review. The papers were presented as a fonrm
addressing the characteristics of a good theory, the process of hrilding good theories and the methods to
rmprol€ ourent theorising (see Van de Ven. l9E9).
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1972). The more problerns handled, the greater the scope the fewer problems handled, the

lesser the scope. The hypotheses cornmon to hypothaico{eductive science, thereforg

con*itute minor theory. In this case they typically comprise a relationship between two well

defined and readily measured concepts.

Merton (1968) identified theories of the middle rcorge and defined them as;

theories that lie between the minor but necessary working hypotheses that

evolve in abundance during day-today research and the all-inclusive

systematic efforts to danelop aunified theory that will o.plain all the observed

uniformities of social behaviour, social organisation and social change. (p 39)

Mddle-range theories mrst involve some abstraction or they would be too specific. The

degee of abstractiorl the variables included and those rgroreq should be specified (Barber,

1956). Theories in the middle range are "clos€ enough to observed data'(Mertorl p. 39) to
be included in propositions that may be tested using empirical investigations. Because

middle*ange theories *deal with delimited aspects of social phenomena" (p. 39) they can be

used to direct empirical inquiry The relationship between working hypotheses, theories in
the middle range and general theory is presented in Table 4.l.

Table 4.1. The characteristics of general, middle range and minor theories.

Theory attributes

Theory scope

Genenaltheory
Theodes in the
mklclle nange Minortheories

Explanatory aim

Development

Valllation

Exdains all the observed
unibrmities of social
behMour

AlHndusive sys{ematic
efiort

Tm remote from
pailiadardasses of
social beharriour to
account forwhat is
observed

Dealswith delimited
aspeds of social
behaviour

Ab$radion guftling
empiricalinquiry

Incorporated in
propositions that permit
empirical testing

Worfting hypotheses

Evolve during day-
to{ay researcfr

Emflricalteding

Nofe. The characleristics are derived from Socia/ meffy aN Sociat Stuctwe (enlarged ed.),
by R. K. Merton, 1g6E, New york: Free press.
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Merton (1968) proposed that the serninal ideas of middle-range theories are

'tharacteristically simple" (p. 40), The author provides examples such as Darwin on coral

atollg Boyle on atmospheric preszure and Glbert on magnetism. Each of these theories

"provides an image ttr,at gives rise to inferences" G. 40). ln each case the initial idea can be

seen to generate a zuite of testable hypotheses. Each of the hypotheses can then be

ernpirically tested to confirm critical parts of the theory. Merton then zuggested that "the idea

itself can be tested for its fiuiffi,rlness by noting the range of theoretical problerns and

hypotheses that allow one to identilnew characteristics" G. 40) of the theory.

Ivfiddl+range theories are'hot logicaily derived from a single all-embracing theory of
social systerrls, though once derieloped thety may be consistent with one" (Mertoq 1968, p.

41). Merton also states that middle-range theory is more than an "ernpirical generalisation -

an isolated proposition zummarising observed uniformities of relationships betrveen two or

more variables" (p. 4l). A theory contains aszumptions from which anpirical ganeralisations

can then be derived. Thereforg theories in the middle range can be recognised from their

relationships to empirical testing atthough they may not account for all observed phenomena-

Merton (1968) identified two important characteristics of theories in the middle

range' Firstly, middlerange theories should "generate distinctive problems" $t. a\ for
inquiry. Secondly, they are'tequently consistent with a variety of so-called systems" (p, 43)

oftheory. Howev€r, Merton did not dwelop the argument for contirnred sociological inquiry

in de{ail' The relationship between theory and the continuum of research was discussed by

Kuhn (1970) (introduc€d in Clupter One).

The second characteristic of theories in the middle range idedified by Merton (l%8)
was their consistenry with a range of general theories. Merton stated that comprehensive

theories "are sr.ffciently loose-knit, intemally divosifid and mutually overlapping th*. a
gNen tlgory of tlte miMk r(mge, which has a measre of ernpirical confirmation, can often

be.zubzumed under comprehensive theories which are themsehes discrepant in some

resp€cts" (p 43). Mddlerange theory enables the researcher to transcend the mock problerr

between the general and the altogettrer partiarlar. There is mourning widence to zugges that

the altogether partiarlar, reductionist (atomist) approach to scientific research is unlikely to
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solve practitioner's problems (McRae, Anderson, & Braznndale, 1993). Similarly, the

general approach is likely to be far too abstract for implementation by practitionersat.

A theory of the configuration and management of New Zealand's export-dependent

land-based value systems is theory of the middle range. As discussed in Section 1,4.1,

zubject-matter research (JohnsorL G. L., 1986) provides a body of information for a group of
practitioners confronted with a number of distinctive problems. The theory will, in part, 69

consistent with the systons of theory reviewed in Chapter Three. Further, the theory will be

zubzumed by strategy, networks, and intemational business all ofwhich arg in some numner,

discrepant.

Bluedorn and Evered (1980) criticised Merton (1968) for not specifying the location

of middle'range theories with "greater precision" (p. 20). They list four alternatives to

Merton's case for theory building in the middle range. Bluedom and Evered's alternatives are

presented as follows:

l. Simply as$nr€ that scientifc enqury necessitates both attention to

evidence and speculative thought.

2' The scope of a theory is a ftrnction of the researcher's capacity to

manage the intellectual tension between unexplained observations

and theory.

3. Recognition of the range of cognitive styles zuggests that research

styles will also differ.

4. The researchs's own perspective and interests are the primary

deterrninants of both the form and the content of the thmries thet

will be generated. {gry. ZS-29)

Howwer' ufiereas Merton justified theory building in the middle range Bluedorn and Evered

siryty justify theory building. The scope of theories should be regarded as a continuum.

Justification oftheories within a specific scope, for example, middle range is of importance in
positioning the product between and including general theories on the one hand and day-to.

ot The history of modern positirism is reported bv Martindale (l9gl).
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day hypotheses on the other. Sure, a narow perspective @luedorn & Evered) may be the

limit of a researcher's interest, howwer, it may be ineffective in solving real-world problems.

Unfortunately, Merton did not discuss the genesis of theory development in

detail. The two common processes of theory building are now introduced.

4.2.2 Deductive theory building

Theories combine law-like propositions into systems (Zettoberg 1965). Zrtteft6y;g

descriH deductive theory cons'truction as a proc€ss. Law-like propositions are stated

expliotty and then evaluated for their consistenry wrth existing findings and consistenry with
other accepted propositions. The propositions are then ordered so that they each come to
represent a part of a process. The author stated that it can then'be dernonstrated, both by
theoretical deduction and ernpirical investigation" (p. 15) how this process functions. Flage

(1972) zuggested the most important starting point is "an irterest in some problerq whether

inte[ecftul or practical" (p. 3). The first task is then to speciry a fimited rnrmber of definitions

which delineate the few aspects of reality under consideraion (7r,ftatx;rg).

The necessity to delineate research in the social sciences is reported by Merton
(1968), Kuhn (1970) and Bourgeois (1979). 7*ttelberg(I965) called this usk a r61(onom14,

Bourgeois (1979) defined it as'lartitioning of the field (topic) under investigation', (p. 444).

The goal ofthe taxonomy is to identify important characteristicq variables or concepts. Flage

(1972) suggested the researcher seek general variables. A general variable is a contirnnrm

that applies to any culture and at any point in time. The end point of zuc*r tanonomies is a
descriptive study, howwer, Tatterberg noted that descriptive snrdies "do not findsh
explanatiorrs" @.26).

The second task is to identi$ a "small rumb€r of propositions that are valid in ser/eral

diverse contexts" (7*ttefuerg,1965, p. 28). Muton (1963) also recognised the overlapping

natue of many divergent general theories in the social sciences. The *st/sternatically

interrelated propositions are theories" (p. 2s) stated Z*taberg adding that .hoories

sutrxnarise and inspire, not desuiptive studies, but verificational snrdies - snrdies construed to
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test specific hypotheses". A zummary of the activities generated from the two taskq

delineation ofthe zubject and identification ofdiversity is presanted in Table 4.2.

Theory constntction should be recognised as a dynamic and iterative process. It is
inappropriate to label the process as singularly deductive or inductivq despite Glaser and

Stranss's (1967) polemal discussion of logico-inductive theory building. The genesis -
initiation - of the research process may be the rezult of either an abstraction from general

knowledge or reasoning fiom a partiorlar experience. Kaplan (1964) called this dilemma the

paradox of conceptualisation 'The proper conc€pts are required to write a good thoory, but

a good theory is required to arrive at the proper concepts,'(p 53).

Tabfe 4.2. Aclassification of sociological researcl.r.

Research level Delineation of sutject
ldentification of

diversig

Unit

lntenelated units

Application of unit to specific
subjed-matter

Research summarised by or
inspired by unit

Definition

Taxonomy

Diagnosis

Descripffve study

Proposition

Theory

Explanation

Verifcational study

Nofe- From on Theory and veification in sociotogy (3rd entaryed ed.) (p. 29), by H. L.
Zetterberg, 1 965, Neur Jersey: Bedminster press.

Blalock (1969) and Hage (1972) described the process of deductive theory building in

daail. "A deductive theory must contain both a,xioms and theorems" (Blaloclq 1969, p. l0).
Axioms are defined as "propositions that are assumed to be true". Theorems are derived by
deductive reasoning from orioms @latock). "Axioms are inherently untestable but a least

some of the derived theorenrs can be tested" @lalock, p. l0). Axioms strould be the capsal

assertiors that will be untestable because of the fact that it will nevef, be possible to control all

the reler/art variables.

Tests of the theory irrvolve ernpirical testing of the derived theorerns. .Tf the

theorems prove hlse the theory must be modified or the anioms of the thmry abandoned,,

(Blaloch 1969, p. I l). If they are not proved false verification can only be claimed once all
possible alternatives are rejected. However, it may be diffcult to eliminate all the possible
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alternatives. [n zuch cases progress rnay only be made by eliminating inadequate theories

rather than by establishing them.

A theory cannot ocist of concepts alone. Homans (1964) stated that "a theory does

not begin to exist until propositions are stated about contingent relationships of the general

form r varies asy between the properties ' (p. 957). Blalock (1969, p. 12) reported that many

of the empirical generalisations in the social science literature are stated in simple covariance

forrn For example, 'the greato the X, the greater the P'. Howwer, it is not clear whether

causal asJmmetry is implied. There should be no ambigurty about the direction of causality

(Costner &l-sck,1964; Hage 1972). The behaviour of uncontrolled variables strould also

be stated. Unexplained variation encountered in empirical testing thereforg can be explained

without discarding the deductive argument (Costner & LeicQ Homans (1964) states that it
is inadequate to claim "othetr things equal" (p. 959). The other things should be specified and

where they are equal should also be identified.

Blalock (1969) recommends theory builders adopt two rules for stating theories in

verbal form. Firsq the selection as anioms "those propositiora that involve variables rhnt are

taken to be directly linked causally''and second, "state theorems in terms of covariations and

temporal seque,nces, thereby making them testable provided adequate measures of all

variables can be obtained" (p l8). Adoption of these two rules ensures that theories are

specified in a fashionthat the direction, the nature, and the temporal sequ€nce ofvariables are

defined. Blalock (1970, p. 84) later added that "a good deal of attention must also be grven

to the question of what is to be included as an X or a y,.

Hage (1972) statea that concepts can be related in an either-or fashion or related in a

continuous fashion. Hagg like Blalock (1969), insisted that the "cortinuous statemefit is

much more precise" (p 36) Hage listed tluee methods of deriving contirnrous staternents.

First' continuous statements of a linear nature can be derived from constructs presented in the

literature once the g€n€ral variables are identified. Secondty, ser,rcral contirnrous statemeds

can be collapsed into a more general one providing cornmon caus€s and consequaoes are

identified. Third, a:riomatic reasoning (path ana$sis) can be used (flage ,1965,lg72).
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Hage (1972) described axiomatic reasoning in the form of a path arclysis (p. 56).

Path analysis reduces the large number of combinations of variables that can be obtained

when a number of variables are identified. He recommended dividing the variables into the

following elements or classes ofvariables:

l. Variables outside the collective - those variables that may be considered relwant

but are outside the theory's domain.

2' Variables that represent the resources or inputs ofthe collective.

3. Variables that represent the structures of the collective.

4 variables that represent integration proc€sses ofthe colrective.

5. Variables that represent performances ofthe collective.

6. Variables that represent the outputs ofthe collective. (p. 56)

This proposal assumes that the time-ordering moves approximately from (l) to (6)

creating a unidirectional flow. Once this flow is achieved the variables in general classes

that 'form a block of interrelated variables" can be identified (Hage, p. 57). Finally,

feedback effects can be added. Path analysis appears to be a useful technique to produce

theoretical statements in some causal sequence.

4.2.3 Inductive theory building: Grounded theory

The antithesis of deductive theory building is grounded theory. Grounded theory is

systematically dwelopod fiom data: a largely industive proc€ss of theory building (Gtaser &
Strausq 1967). Dweloping a theory from data'tneans thd most $'potheses and concepts

not only come from ttre data but are systematically worked out in relation to the data during

the course ofthe research" (p 6)

Groundd theory is derived fiom comparative anatysis. Comparative analysis is

claimed to be a powerfirl methodolory because it can be applied to social units of any size

(Glas€r, 1968). Furthermorg Glas€r suggested tha cornparative anabais can be used to
"compare conceptual units of a theory or theories... srch as categories and their properties

and trypotheses" (p. 7).
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Comparative groups are selected on the basis of their theoretical relevance 'for
furthering the danelopment of emergng categories, properties, hypotheses and the integration

of the theoqy''(Glaser, 1968, p. 8). Group comparisons, recognised as being concepnd are

used to generate theory. The selestion of groups for compariso4 either similar or differertt,

wil determine the scope of the theory generated. "The scope of substantive theory can be

carefully inoeased and controlled by [the] conscious choices ofgroups'' (Glaser, p. 9).

Glaser and Strauss (1967) identify the elements of grounded theory as conceptual

categories and their conceptual properties, and trypotheses or propositions among the

categories and their properties. Glaser and Strauss made an important distinction betrveen

categories and their properties. "A category stands by itself as a conceptual element of the

theory whereas a property is a conceptual aspect or element of a category'' (p. 36). These

authors suggested that lower lwel categories emerge quickly tfigher lwel categories and the

properties that elaborate them tend to emerge much later during the analysis. The distinction

betrryeen categories and properties, rather than bundling them as @nc€pts, provides a

mechanism for initiuing the theory building process. Because categories can be 'borrowed

from existing theor/'(p 36) grounded theory is not a solely inductive process.

The second element of grormded theory are hypothes€s or propositions. 'Generaring

hypotheses requires evid€nc€ enough onty to estabtish a zuggestion" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967,

p' 39). As catqgories and their properties emerge their "accumulating interrelations form an

integrated central theoretical frameworlC' G 40)

Glaser and Strauss's (1967) significant contribution was the claim that "generating

gromded theory is a way of arriving at theory s.rited to its zuppos€d uses" (p 3) Glaser and

Stranss acknowtedged that the research is not approached as a nbula rc6er - clean slate. yet,

their process of generating theory began with comparative analysis. How the researcher

idernifies the conoepts worttry or necessary for this analysis is s€€ndngly left to chance.

Doreloping a theory from data'lneans that most hypotheses and concepts not only come

fiom the data, but are systerratically worked out in relation to the data during the course of
the research" (p, 6).
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Both deductive theory building and grounded theory aim to idartiS concepts and the

relationships between them. Glaser and Strauss (1967) distinguish between categories and

their properties, adding another dimension to theory building. While these authors present

grounded theory as a largely inductive process, they also advocate starting with more general

theories, focusing on a specific are4 then work down to data gurde.d by specific hypotheses.

4.3 A CONJOINTAPPROACH TO THEORY BUILDING

OURGEOIS (1979) CLAIMS that there is no pure inducion or deduction.

Deduction starts with general knowledge and predicts a specific observation.

Induction starts with a set of specific observations from which general prihciples

are derivd namely "r@soning from particular experiences to general truths" @ 446)

Thereforg much science is the rezult ofboth deductive and inductive reasoning although it is

seldom reported in this fashion. Kuhn (1970) claims ttat the level of articulation required is

often difrqJt to produce.

Research begins with general knowledge and then predicts (without aclnowledging

as much) a specific outcome, While in the researcher's understanding knowledge appears to
be general it may in fact be quite specific (atomistic)ae. Experimental design must encapzulate

the desired outcome. Therefore, the researcher designs and implements the experiment with
an ocpected outcome in mind. Failure to encapsulate a predetefinined outcome would render

the eryeriment valueless. The expaimant is then undertakerg often at the level of abstraction

that renders it divorced from reality (reductionism). Kuhn (1970) suggests that .by foorsing

attention upon a snall range of relatively esotedc problems, the paradigm forces scientists to
investigate some part of nature in a detail and depth that would othenryise be unimaginabld'
(p'24). The rezults ftom the experiment ought to then be @ut seldom are) extrapolated to
the genera[ an inductive inference.

' Theories in the middle range appear to be der/eloped from one of three importantly

differert processes. Firstly, an all encompassing Generat) theory may be abridged to erylain

oo Nonnal science is paradigm base4 therefore, the author assunes peer's knowledge (Kuha
1970).
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a more limited set of phenomena: a deductive process (as discussed in Section 4.2.2). The

researcher may adopt a form of Comte's cerebrat hygiene and dwelop general principles

(many of which are the renrlt of life's specific influences) and then test these general

principles in a deductive fashion. Secondly, abstraction fiom empirical widence may give rise

to middle-range theory: the inductive process of grounded theory (discussed in the prwious

section). At the outset of a study researchers nnrst immerse themselves in facts and figures

and then ty and draw some general principles. Or third, theories in the middle range may be

developed from an iterative process of theory building and empirical te$ing (Bourgeois,

1979). This latter process may include both induction from an empirical base and deductions

from general theory into propositions.

The appropriate theory building process to adopt appears cortingent on the

relationship between the phenomena shrdied and the relevance and validity of extant

literaturg knowledgg and experience. The dorelopment ofthe Z-formModel was presented

in Cbapter Two. General literature relevant to the study was identified fiom the model and

then partitioned. Partitions included literature pertaining to firms; the managemort of firms;

linkages between firms (including the international linkage); and perqpectives of land-based

industry in the hom+base location. The reler/ant literature was srbsequently reviewed in

Chapter Three. Specific conc€,pts were then identified throughout the discourse - a deductive

process' New Zealand's ercportdependent land-based industries have ten unique aruibutes

(discussed in Chapter Two). Howwer, as yet no affempt has be€n made to incorporate the

effects ofthese attributes in the z-formModel - an inductive process.

An iterative process combines the constructive attributes of both deductive theory

building and grounded theory. Theory building in this study irvotves the processes of both

abstraction from empirical evidence, and abridging general theory - induction and deduction.

Bourgeois (1979) unwittingb failed to resolve the inductivedeductive dilenrma by aszuming

that the process of theory building was inductive, while testing was deductive. In a nrannef,

akin to Einstein and G. Holton (see Ctrapter One, Section 1.4) the process adopted for this

study is represented as Figure 4.1,

Induction from the empirical base, E, is depicted as the arc J. Huction fiom general

theories, Gt d-,tho, is depicted as the vector D. The resultant ft*ry, d is in this case theory
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of the middle range. The need for both contributions has, in the case of this study, already

been identified. Howwer, clearly one issue facing the researcher is deciding the balmce of
contributions fiom E and G. How much G, or for that matter E, is required? To be sure,

both contibutions are not mutually exclusive (KaplarU lgfy'i). Crrounded theory (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967) has little contribution from G, G serves only to guide the selection of E.

Glaser and Sfiauss's contribution implies that D is near actively avoided. If the deductive

process, D for b"ilding theory of lesser scope is not fiuitfi.rl the researcher will have to pursue

a greater contribution from E, as zuch the study becomes increasingty grounded Likewise,

were the deductive process, D, to result in theory empirical evid€nce would then be used

solely for rdenal.

Figure 4'1. A process of middle range theory building incorporating induction from
empirical evidence and deduction from general theory.

/Votb: Modified from "Einstein's Model of Construding a Scientific Theory,, @. 11q, by G. Holton,
1979, in P. C. AictrelhrE and R. U. Se{ (Etts.), Nfutt Ein#eln: His lnllrcnce on physics, philosoptty

aN Poliftcs, Braunschvvep, Germany: Friedr. Marveg.

A second iszue frcing the researcher is procedura[ namely, how to combine the two
contnbntioru Providing the componenrs of theory are maintained through both procedures

few difrcuhies should be encountered, the creative product from grounded theory ought to
complement the deductive product from abridging general theory. The ternptation to use

empirical widencc for theory testing rather than theory generation must, initially, be avoided.

E
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The relationship between theory verification/validationso and theory generation does

not appear to be resolved. Several authors, for example, T-etterbag (1965), Glaser and

Strauss (1967), and Weick (1989) claim that the researcha's primary goal is the systematic

generation of theory. Voification, while recognised as being a vitat task is subzumed by

theory generation. Note that these views represent a marked departure from hypothetico-

deductive science. Lindblom (1987) zuggests that theorists often write trivial theories

becar-rse their process of theory constnrction is restricted by their preoccupation with

validation. However, Kuhn (1970) in describing the structure of sciorce, recognised that the

role of verification is to modi&, not destroy theory. Therefore, a theory's only replacanent is

a better theory.

Whetten (1939) srmmarised the four essential elements of a complete theory as

proposed by authors zuch as Merton (1968) or Dubin (1969). The essential elements are

iderftifid as wha! how, why and who, wherg when The what and how elements "@nstitute

the domain" (trt. 491) of the theory. The relationships benveen the whats and hows can be

tested empirically Howwer, only when the wtrys are acknowledged does the research make

a theoretical contnlbution Whetten (1989, p. a9l) warned that when researchers bave

"insufficient understanding" of why they are pursuing a problenr" or 'bhat theoretical

direction they are followingl', discourse 'tends to degenuare into heated methodologicat

debates". He zuggested that to avoid such'Vacuous discussions, propositions should be well
grounded in the whys, as well as the hows and whats" (p. 491). Iastly, the who, where and

when tests are most often tested tlnough "zubsequent tests of the initia! rudimentary

theoretical statert€nt" @. 492) These tests are the similar to those descnbed by Bo'rgeois
(1979) as ortension ofthe theory presented in Chapter Six.

Tsoukas (1991) advocates the controlled use of metaphorstt in dweloping theory in
the organisational sciences. Maaphors can assist the theory building process by prwiding a

knowledge function. Tsoukas concluded that metaphorical and literal discourses have

diftrent but not rnutualty s(clusive knowledge functions. Metaphors are better sensors than

literal terms, "capnring and expressing the continuous flow of ocperience'(p. 5gt).

to Verification and ralidation are used inlslshengeably in the sociological literature, see Weick
( r e8e).

5l A metaphor is a statement tbsl meintzin5 two phenomena are isomorphic.
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However, literal descriptions of much social phenomena tend to be more clinical, more

precise, and more testable. Thereforg a transformational link between the metaphorical

development oftheory and the literal development of theory appears useful.

The purpose of theoretical statements is to organise (parsimoniously) and to
communicate (clearly) @acharaclg l9S9). Bacharach stated that a theory "is no more than a

linguistic device used to organise a complex empirical world" (p. 496). Bacharach's

components of a theory are presented in diagrammatic form in Figure 4.2. The relationship

between constnrcts and variables, in terms of decreasing generalisability, is depicted.

Similarly, the relationship between diserent variables (hypotheses) and different constnrcts

(propositions) is also portrayed. The boundary of the theory is descnbed in terms similar to
Whetten's (1989) aszumptions about who, wherg and when namelyvalues, timg and space.

Figure 4.2. Representation of the components of a theory.

Bo space, and time

Generalisability

Nofe' From "oryanizational Theories: Some Crtteria For Evaluation,' By S. B. Bacharach,
1989, Academy of Management Review, 14 (4), p, 499.

Receft contributions to theory building in the organisational sciences mark no radical

deparnre from their predecessors in the social sciences. The descriptions of theory, the role
of theory and the processes of theory building - deductive and grounded - are consistent.

Howwer, efforts have been made to further structrrre the creative process of theory building.

This process, whether through metaphors, explicit components and elements, theory building

updaV = Assumptions about values,
I

It-/
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ttrough case studies (see Eisenhardt, 1989; Section 5.2), or the adoption of falsifiabfity

criteria @acharaclg 1989) ensures that the inductive path developed by the researcher is open

to scrutiny' In doing so the end rezulq while still dependent on intuitiorg is less likely to

contain speculative leaps.

Bacharach (1939) provided a framework for waluating theories in terrns of
falsifiability and urtility. 'Talsifiability determines whether a theory is constructed such that

empirical refutation is possibld'(p 501) Bacharach's falsifiability criteria is in accord with

the theory testing procedure recommended by Blalock (1969). Bacharach postulates that a

theory should meer all ofthe criteria specified in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. A frameuork for evaluating theories.

Theory component Falsifiabilig Utilrty

Variables

Consilnrcis

Relatiorships

Measurement issues

Con$ruct valldity

Logicaladequacy

Empirical adequacy

Variable scope

Construct scope

Explanatory potential

Predidive potential

/Vofe. From "organizational Theories: Some Griteria For Evaluation,' By S. B. Bacharach,
1989, Academy of Management Review, i4 (4), p. 502.

'Utility refers to the usefulness of theoretical systems" (Bacharaclq 1989, p.

501). Theories must be able to explain and predict phenomena. "An explanation

establishes the substantive meaning of constructs, variables and their linkages, while a
prediction tests that zubstantive meaning by comparing it to empirical evidence" G. 501).

Bacharach (19s9) concludes 'bnly that rare theory which meets all the evaluative

indicators may be considered ... to be acceptable and generally zuperior to the alternative

theories against which it is compared" (p. 5l l).

That theories nnrst be constructed so they can be refuted is tikely to impose

unnec€ssary constraints on theory building. Surety techniques for measurernent ouglrt to be

developed in response to theory rather than consfain the creation of theory. There are a

multitude of cases ufr€re th"ory has been dweloped in isolation of fatsifiability. For example,

Danvin's (HrDdey & Kettlewell, 1965) origin of species was, and still is, immea$rable. yet,
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the lack of falsifiability does not detract from his theory. The sentiment needs to be

acknowledged but should not consfain the process - in due course the paradigm will.

The theory building Process to be used in this study (Figure 4.1) incorporates the

usefirl attributes of deductive theory building @laloc( 1969; Hagq l97Z; Mertorg 196g;

Zetterbag,1965) and inductive theory building (Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

The process must include the structured development of variableq constnrcts and

propositions @acharach 1989) and propositions should be best presented in a graphical form

@laloclq 1969; Flage 1972; Whetteru 1989). The likety contribution of several paradigms

@unell & Morgarq 1979) has already been acknowledged and a mechanism for incorporating

their different contributions (Goia & pitrg 1990) included (see Section 2.1).

The role of theory in the social and organisational sciences was introduced.

Theories in the middle range were then discussed. The scope of theories was reported as

being significant rather than the position of theories. Theory building in the social

sciences was recognised as the basis for current theory building methodologies in the
organisational sciences. The important contributions to theory building by the social
scientists during the 1960s and 1970s were subsequently presented. Recent theory
building literature in the organisational sciences was then reviewed.

In 1964 Homans stated that "no one will go far wrong theoretically who remains
in close touch with and seeks to understand a body of concrete phenomena" (p. 976).
The theory building literature in the social and organisational sciences implicitly supporrs

Homan's statement. Theory building must be based on real problems with the aim of
meeting peer's and practitioner's scrutiny alike.

To zummarise, the creation of theory is a useful research output Smiddy and Nag6
(cited in Swamidass, p. 810) $ggest that theory building rises above'isolated problems,, and

'business ocigenqt''. Theory building has the potential to produce radically new ideas and

initiatives. But by way of caution, Shubik (l9s| obsenred that "theory may become a waste

of time for all but the theorists wtren there is no concern for relevance or apptication beyond

the self-perpetuation ofthe club,'(p. |SZI).
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4,4 ADDITIONS TO TTTE ZFORM MODEL

FIE IMPLICATIONS oF THE ITNIQUE ATTRIBUTES of New zealand's

export-dependent land-based industries on the z-form Model are now

discussed. Consideration of the attributes'various effects on management and

configuration is provided. The ubiquitous assumption remains that international

consumers require land-based goods and services. These products are consumed daily,

and heightened levels of consumption are expected for cultural and religious festivals.

Therefore, ambient demand will be subject to short-term seasonal and regional

requirements. The Z-form Model is reproduced in simplified form as Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Simplified Z-form Model of a New Zealand exportdependent land-

based intemational value system.

-J !:-i:i

. The value system is depandent on land-based production: upstrearn resources at

A. Output is enduring nondeliberate production push ensures mutual dependency

between producers and processors, B, in the home-base location. Variability and

seasonality of production is expected to result in a range of supply agreements between

domestic producers and processors. In addition, processors and distributors in the
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international location (8, F) are expected to purchase product from complementary

sources (which are easily substituted) to ensure continuity of product in the market-

place- Therefore, the linkages between other home-base locations and the international

location may influence the nature of domestic supply agreements.

The volume of product available on the international market is, in most countries,

influenced by multi-domestic agricultural policy over which New Zealand has little sway.

To repatriate wealth from stages of the value system located in the international location

New Zealand must, therefore, establish and maintain processing and distribution at E, or
F (identified in Figure 4.4). Failure to do so will result in New Zealand suppliers being

paid no more than the international clearing price for land-based commodities.

Ownership of processing and distribution stages in the international location would

ensure that benefits accruing from zubstituting between alternate zuppliers, necessary due

to characteristics of production, are repatriated to New Zealand. More so with
commodity products that are readily zubstituted rather than differentiated products.

Figure 4'4. Critical stages of ownership in the value system to mitigate
characteristics of land-based production.

, 
produdion

Tod[.
counhGa
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New Zealand's land-based produeers, despite best management, will produce

output of variable quantity and qualify. Output volume, and its quality, will inevitably

fluctuate from expected levels. Each of the land-based industries must accommodate this

variability. Output volumes inevitably peak on a seasonal basis. processing capacity,

particularly for highly perishable products, must cope with peak output volume even if
this peak is relatively short-lived. Therefore, each industry wilt maintain a gross over-
capacity in the off-season - hence high exit barriers (previously noted at Figure 3.7).

Within each industry however, there reside opportunities for individual participants to
exploit the seasonality and variability confronting others. Small processing plants have

the ability to operate at full capacity year-round thereby minimising throughput costs per

unit output, providing they can favourably manipulate their supply pattern. Within the
home-base processing stage @) quite different business strategies are expected to exist,

of which the sum capacity meets, or exceeds total processing demand.

One rezult of many producers and few first stage processors is the establishment

of federations amongst producers of which one form is the producer cooperative (Izraeli
& Zrf,l977; McKinlay, 1992; Ward, lg75). In addition to coopef,atives producers have

captured legislation (Hussey, lgg2, 1993) in an effort to enhance invesrment

opportunities downstream in added-value and perishable products, and alleviate
bargaining power amongst ftst stage processors (caused by small numbers). within the
current discussion this action is higily rational. However, it prezupposes that the
benefits to the producer from cooperatives are greater than those to be gained by having,
even few, buyers at the first stage processor (notwithstanding the discussion of
opportunism in Chapter Two, benefits supposedly stimulated through competition for
product - an argument fully rebutted in Chapter Six). The net effect on the value syst€dl,
particularly in the case of added-value and perishable products, is that ownership is
extended thnough 4 B, C, and even beyond. Common ownership of the upstream stages

of the value system is depicted in Figure 4.5.

Key variables from the literature rwiew relating to nranagement and
configuration of the value system are now added to the Model. The core business of
New Zealand's export-dependent land-based value systems is assumed to remain the
repatriation of wealth to New Zealand participants.
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Figure 4.5. The common effect of producer cooperatives on the Z-form Model.

Procsiging,
Lend-ba8€d Mrndad/rine,
production pa€tint

Managers with a broader perspective of the value system are expected to show an

interest if not an attempt to inftuence the value system downstream. One role of federations

is to provide a conduit for extending managerial attention beyond the boundary of the frrn. If
managerial perspective is considered in conjunction with pluralistic goals the behaviou ofthe
firm may not be confined to an individual stage in the value system. These two variables

alone provide adequate reason to anticipate the purzuit of relationships in addition to those

between adjoining stages inthe ralue qystem as depicted inthe z-formModel.

The international linkage is critical to New Zealand's orportdependeft land-based

value systems Inespective of the paradignr, models of the multinational enterprise (whether

muhinational, internafronal, global or transnational) internalise the international transaction.

The benefits of this form of organisation were identified as the retention of assets unique to
the firm ttrough zubsidiaries and then the utilisation of these advantages in conjunction with
local factor inputs.

The tansnational presoipion incorporates the specific advantages of each of the

other three: namely, global competitiveness, multinational flexibility, and worldwide learning

capability' Providing New Zeatand's land-based industries possess unique assets rasd-rrrs

other nationalities firms are eryected to raain these advantages through foreign zubsidiaries.

BA
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The poturtial boundaries of a multinational enterprise are depicted in Figure 4.6, potential in

that an exporting MNE is one particular form of muhinational enterprise. They extend

beyond the area of interest in the LformModel, representing activity in both the home.base

domestic market and complementary acquisition and processing in international markets.

Figure 4.6. The multinational enterprise in the Z-form Model - internalising the
internationa I transaction.

The effect of bargaining power was zummarised in Chapto Tbree as an

organisation's ability to either invoke change in other organisations or resist change, Further,

one motivation for collaborative link4ges was recognised as an attempt to relieve bargaining

power' Thereforg in the absence of bargaining power generic st4ges will integrate fomnrd
or backward to capture supply or buyers (one objective of producer federations). However,

when bargaining power is present an individuat stage will display resilience to integration.

The organisation will be able to CIfiact marka reft without unnecessary irrvesfinent either

downstream or upstream of its current position. The concept is far from being

opoationalised at this stage of the discourse, zufrce to say that the cunert configrruion of
the value system is a plausible mea,$re of ambient bargaining power.

Hlpercompetition provides a directive for business sfrategy with respect to product

and market mix. Hypercompetition may wen provide a direct measure of where specific
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industries are in terms ofcompetition in that the ladders may be ernployed as diagnostic tools

for industry and predictors of time. Firms observed to be compaing on price and quality face

a no-win situation unless they dwelop full-line production. However, searcnality of
productiorl variability of output, and supply inertia generally preclude New Zealand's

processors from full-line production without sourcing product elsewhere.

Up until now linkages between organisations in the modified Z-form Model have

been considered competitive. The introduction of collaborative linkages enables managemed

of any stage to dwelop business relationships with management at any other stage. The

benefits from business relationships, whetho strictly as industrial networl$ or dyads, were

reviewed in Section 3.5. Business relationships require some form of complementarity of
objectives; they provide a sourc€ of information to participants; they rezult in a bond that can

withstand a disruptive force; they require investment; and, they develop an afinosphere of
conflict and cooperation. Importantly, relationships rnay renrlt in adaptation between the

participants enhancing the generation of value.

Multiple connectedness was postulated to mitigate bargaining power: one significant

advantage of networks over dyadic relationships. Thereforg deliberate conne6tedness -
strategic networks - may resrlt from actual or perceived bargaining power being held by
intermediary participarts in the value system The multitude of potential collaborative

relationships in the form of nnrltiple connectedness are depicted in Figure 4.7.

The aim of strategic management is to match the firm's capabilities with
environmental opportunities and threats. Management will, therefore, position the firm
within the value system through either deliberate or emergent strategy. The process of
positioning the firm within the value sysitem is, however, likely to be ongoing. Strategic

management is the tool used to identify the boundaries of the firm and the collaborative
relationships purzued. New age management provides a strategy no longer constrained

by.fit. Management seeks to overcome constraints imposed by the value system to
develop opportunities beyond current resources and capabilities. Management seeks to
create the external environment to its benefit rather than taking the environment as gtven.
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Figure 4.7. Potential collaborative relationships in the Z-fonn Model, in addition to
those existing betueen adjoining stages.

-l

The adoption of new age strategy requires the creation and maintenance of an

environment of change. Change forces are those external to the organisation and will
reside oollectively in the value system. ln this respect change forces are related to
bargaining power: an organisation may have to enhance bargaining power to overcome

strong change forces.

4.s SUMMARY

IIE Two coMMoN PROCESSES of theory building in the organisational

sciences were disctrssed. The deductive process of creating theory of lesser scop€

from general theory was introduced and then contrasted with grounded theory.

The process of theory building to be used in this study was described. The procedure

combines deductive contributions from general theory with induaive contribgtions from
empirical widence. The process adopted for this study was found to require both ortant
conributions (deductive) with empirical widence (inductive).
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Important conc€pts identified during the literature rwiew were introduced into theL
form Model. Of note is the multinational enterprise and those ftctors that motivate it as an

organisational form Bargaining power was viewed as a constraint to integratiorL in that the

organisation can offact market rert without additional investnent. Collaborative

relationships within a dyad rnay be vierved as a means of enhancing adaptation while those

rezulting in muhiple connectedness may serve to ffigate bargaining power. The Z-form

Model provides a descriptive framework from which to consider implications provided

by relevant literature and the unique attributes of New Zealand's agriculfural systelns.

The fiterature rerriew has provided insight into the sorts of configurations that may be

expected, and indeed recommended for the value system. The unique attributes serve to
temper wild flights of fantasy.
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